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ABSTRACT
This report, a case study based in Rome, assesses the health impact of the use of mopeds. This study was
carried out to present a method for measuring the negative effects on the general population caused by
using mopeds as a means of transport. It provides data on the use of mopeds, emissions and accidents
and provides a preliminary evaluation of the burden of disease brought on by their use. The economic
burden and scientific uncertainty are also discussed. The report provides recommendations and outlines
specific needs for further research. Since the report contains a methodological discussion and has
practical application in quantifying exposure to moped use, it is also recommended as a handbook for
local health and administrative officers. Attempts to estimate the proportion of air pollution attributable
to mopeds are subject to amendment and review.
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FOREWORD

Throughout southern Europe and particularly in Italy,  mopeds (two-wheeled
vehicles equipped with a less than 50 cc two-stroke engine) are widely used.
They represent important means of transport, especially in the large cities,
helping to meet daily urban transport needs. In these countries, the use of
mopeds is facilitated by the mild climate and it is linked to several factors
including ease in parking, agility in traffic jams, inexpensive maintenance and in
some countries the absence of any taxation on the sale or purchase of second-
hand mopeds.

Over the years concerns have been expressed on the contribution of mopeds
to urban air pollution through their two-stroke engines as well as to injuries,
deaths and disabilities due to the high accident rates involving in most cases
young people. In Italy, in the last years, several measures have been taken to
address these concerns such as the mandatory use of helmets for riders of any
age as well as measures to promote the purchase of four-stroke motorcycles,
more expensive but with more powerful and less polluting engines. The latter
measure has been driven by the European Union directives on emissions from
motor vehicles aiming to facilitate the removal of the most polluting vehicles
from circulation. It is possible that the recent decrease in the sales of mopeds
observed in Italy can be attributed to these measures although the use of
mopeds is still very common. As of today, out of the 9.5 million Italians currently
using any form of two-wheeled motor vehicle, about two thirds use a moped.

The study carried out by the WHO European Centre for Environment and
Health, Rome Office, has been commissioned by the Ministry of Environment
of Italy to allow for the initial assessment of the specific contribution of mopeds
to the health effects associated to transport. It touches not only the contribution
to air pollution, but also the accidents and the other social costs associated in the
community to the extensive use of this type of vehicles. The study represents an
initial attempt to investigate the burden of disease associated to mopeds use and
can be considered as a pilot example of how complex scientific methodologies
can contribute to the understanding of the environmental causes of health
effects thus contributing to the identification of feasible and effective solutions. 

We are confident that studies aiming to develop specific health impact
assessments such as this one, will be more and more used in the future to guide
policy development and the assessment of the effectiveness of policy responses.
As a public health organization we will continue working with scientific

– xi –
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institutions and national and local governments to improve and simplify
methodologies and facilitate a more objective and sound response to
environmental health concerns.

Roberto Bertollini, MD MPH
Director
Division of Technical Support – Health Determinants
WHO Regional Office for Europe
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This feasibility study on the health impact and social costs of mopeds in urban
settings investigated five distinct areas:
– the contribution by mopeds to air pollution in the city of Rome;
– accidents involving mopeds; 
– health effects on the population of Rome attributable to the air pollution

generated by mopeds;
– the social costs of accidents; and
– noise exposure.

One of the study’s most important conclusions is that mopeds play a considerable
role in producing Rome’s urban pollution. Each of the city’s estimated 443 000
mopeds covers an average of about 6 000 km annually for a total of 2.58 billion km.
These 443 000 mopeds are responsible for 20% of the carbon monoxide and 21%
of the PM10 concentrations measured by monitoring stations and represent 17% of
the total circulating vehicles in Rome (about 2 600 000).

PM emissions from mopeds are responsible for about 350 premature deaths
annually, which comprise 1.4% of deaths of people aged 30 years or older in the
City of Rome; about 450 people are admitted to hospital for respiratory illnesses
(2.2% of total admissions) and 660 for cardiovascular problems (1.0% of total
admissions), in addition to other minor health problems.

For accidents, two large cities, Rome and Milan, were used for comparison and
to ensure a reliable data set. Rome has more than 4 000 accidents involving mopeds
annually, resulting in more than 6 000 injured people, and Milan had similar figures.
Seventeen percent of the accidents caused by mopeds in urban areas are severe and
involve hospitalization; 83% are minor and do not require hospitalization. Fatal
urban accidents involving motorcycles and powerful scooters (engine displacement
exceeding 50 cc) number about four times those involving mopeds. In 2000,
insurance companies spent an average of €2 100 per claim for mopeds, 64% related
to personal injury. The cost in health care expenses and lost work time owing to
urban accidents was estimated to be €36 million in Rome for 2000.

In the compilation of this report, more than 25 public and private institutions,
universities and research centres were contacted in various cities. Sixteen external
private research institutes also provided input, for a total of about 32 collaborators
who, for various purposes, elaborated data, performed surveys and designed
interpretative models. Finally, another 20 researchers and public officials kindly
made many direct studies and specific databases available, for a total of over 50
people contacted.

Research on noise exposure has not supplied quantitative data for Rome.

– xiii –
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1. INTRODUCTION

This assessment of the impact of mopeds on health and social costs in Italy is a
national case study carried out within the transport, environment and health
programme of the WHO Regional Office for Europe. The programme was
proposed by WHO and endorsed by the European ministers responsible for
environment and health at the WHO Third Ministerial Conference on
Environment and Health in London in June 1999.

Italy’s Ministry of the Environment took responsibility for an in-depth
assessment study on the impact of mopeds and asked the WHO European Centre
for Environment and Health, Rome Office to prepare a case study on a national
scale. Nevertheless, given the uncertainty regarding the real availability of data and
the objective methodological difficulties inherent in assessing the impact of an
individual vehicle that represents only part of the overall traffic flow, the WHO
European Centre for Environment and Health decided to conduct a feasibility
study before attempting to assess the overall impact.

The feasibility study presented in this report examines the availability of data
and the possibility of estimating the impact of mopeds by carrying out real tests in
the circumscribed urban setting constituted by the City of Rome. Feasibility is
deduced from the quantitative research carried out in Rome, but many of the data
and studies consulted refer to other cities as well or are valid at the national level.

The report has five sections, each with its own results, which should supply an
overall picture of the population’s exposure to mopeds. The five sections focus on

– quantifying the phenomenon – total stock of motor vehicles, kilometres
covered, number of trips and vehicle users;

– exhaust emissions and studying the proportion of urban air pollution
attributable to mopeds;

– the overall picture of accidents in which mopeds are involved and assessing
their health impact;

– assessing the health impact attributable to the air pollution generated by
mopeds; and

– assessing the social and health costs related to accidents.

A sixth section on noise exposure would be useful, but since the scarcity of
data and studies proved to be an impediment, noise exposure studies are only
briefly mentioned.

This feasibility study does not evaluate the costs and benefits deriving from the
use of mopeds and has thus not investigated the motives underlying their use nor
the advantages this vehicle could have in transport planning.

Introduction

– 1 –
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2. QUANTITATIVE DATA ON MOPEDS IN ROME

This chapter describes the content and results of the feasibility study on the use
of mopeds in Rome. A moped is defined as a two-wheeled motor vehicle1 with less
than 50 cc of engine displacement and a two-stroke engine able to reach a
maximum speed of 45 km/h on a flat road.2 The data on the total number of
vehicles and average distance covered refer to the City of Rome. The pilot study
made use of external consultants as well as other original contributions collected
or retrieved by WHO staff. The work phases were as follows:
– estimate of the total number of vehicles in Rome and of vehicle ages;
– estimate of the number of riders and kilometres travelled per moped;
– emissions calculation; and
– how mopeds are used.

The study showed the following results.

About 443 000 mopeds are circulating in Rome.
The average age of a moped in Rome is 7 years.

The average annual distance covered is about 6 000 km.
About 40% of moped users are older than 35 years.

The most frequent purpose for using a moped is for commuting.

2.1. Estimate of total circulating mopeds

According to the National Association of Cycles and Motorcycles, the total
number of mopeds in Italy is the highest in Europe: more than 6 million in 1998.
A precise estimate of the total in each city is complicated by the fact that mopeds
are considered unregistered property (like bicycles); thus there is no single, official
figure on the existing and circulating total in each geographical unit. Assessment
is based on indirect information.

The only existing official data on a national scale are:

– the number of payments made for moped registration;
– the number of insurance policies;
– the total number of licence plates requested; and
– ad hoc sample studies.

Quantitative data on mopeds in Rome

– 3 –

1 Excluded are three-wheeled vehicles and “mini-cars” or non-licensed atypical vehicles.
2 The speed limitations established are only theoretical, as the mopeds in circulation can easily be modified
to boost performance. This is a typical characteristic of two-stroke engines.
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The data from these sources vary considerably. The year referred to by the
assessments is equally variable, as it depends on when the study was done. Finally,
assessment methods vary as well. The assumption of the validation criteria in the
selection of a study and acceptance of its estimate over others is quite complex,
if not arbitrary. Considering that a) the objective of this chapter is to estimate the
average total number of mopeds in the City of Rome in a single year (the year
2000 was taken as the baseline for subsequent chapters), b) the objective of this
feasibility study is to indicate how to carry out an impact assessment on a national
level and c) the study conducted here rules out the existence of a single sound
and unequivocal assessment method, taking an average of the figures supplied by
the studies seems more reliable than depending on a single figure furnished by an
individual study. For the purposes of this assessment, the choice of averaging the
estimates, although feasible since it supplies a reference proxy, unfortunately
ensures considerable weakness in the capacity to estimate the total kilometres
covered by mopeds annually. Until 1999, the trend in the sale of mopeds was
generally increasing. In 2000, sales were halved, probably because the obligatory
helmet law that entered into force applied to riders older than 18 years as well for
minors, who had already been required to wear them since 1985 (National
Association of Cycles and Motorcycles, unpublished data, 2002). This event most
likely shifted sales in favour of larger-engine-capacity motorcycles (see also the
DOXA survey described in section 2.3) for which helmets were already
compulsory. Given the average moped age of 7 years, reduced sales have not
immediately affected the total number of mopeds. The Rome Mobility Agency
(2002), in its report to the City of Rome in which it indicates and updates the
number of circulating vehicles, demonstrates substantial constancy in the number
of mopeds in 1998, 1999 and 2000, with fluctuations of about 0.4%. This fact
allows for fewer uncertainties regarding the possibility for projecting estimates of
the total number of mopeds based on a given year – 2000 – and of averaging it
with others.

For the purposes of completing the information, Table 1 shows the data
supplied by the National Association of Insurance Companies on moped
insurance policies in 1998, 1999 and 2000 (Annex 8). Extending the table to
obtain information on the total number of mopeds is difficult since the data
shown refer to a sample of auto insurance companies, and the numbers that do
and do not insure mopeds are unknown. Further, the number of companies that
insure mopeds has diminished over time. The percentages indicated in the
columns refer to the market share covered by the companies in the sector and
not to the number of individual operators who participated in the study. Finally,
the National Association of Insurance Companies does not include all the
insurance companies operating in Italy.

Assessing the health and social costs of mopeds: feasibility study in Rome
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Seven studies, analysed to estimate the total number of mopeds circulating, are
illustrated below. Annex 1 shows the list of sources and contacts used in this estimate.

2.1.1. Critical examination of the official sources

Ministry of Transport
The Ministry of Transport (2001) publishes the number of mopeds (subject to

paying vehicle registration tax) circulating nationally, even though the number is
believed to be underestimated: in fact, mopeds are not necessarily registered at the
Public Vehicle Registry.

The Department of Motor Vehicles office of the Province of Rome (which
includes the City of Rome) supplied the number of moped licence plates issued
to residents of the Province. There is no correspondence between the actual
number of circulating mopeds and the number of licence plates since these are
assigned to individual people and do not correspond to the circulating moped
itself.

Automobile Club of Italy
The Automobile Club of Italy (ACI) publishes the total number of vehicles in

Italy calculated based on ownership, supplied by the Public Vehicle Registry; these
data also show that there could be some relationship between the number of
vehicles registered with the Public Vehicle Registry and the actual number
circulating on the roads.

The estimates underestimate the stock: the percentage of the taxes paid is equal
to 57% of the licence plates issued by the Department of Motor Vehicles. The
maximum level of territorial detail is the provinces and considers the category of
motorcycles.

Quantitative data on mopeds in Rome
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TABLE 1. INSURANCE POLICIES STIPULATED FOR MOPEDS OVER A THREE-YEAR PERIOD

Source: National Association of Insurance Companies database, 1997.
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National Association of Insurance Companies
The Public Vehicle Registry supplies the number of insured mopeds according

to the province of residence of the insured party and other technical insurance-
related features. The data are drawn from a sample study conducted in 1997 and
do not refer to the total number of mopeds circulating.

The insurance firms that collaborated extensively with the study, and whose
data proved sufficiently reliable, control about 43% of the market.

The data supplied by the insurance firms can be biased by differences among
provinces in insurance rates. Some mopeds may be insured in a province other than
the one in which the moped is used to save money. Grouping the data according to
administrative levels below the regional level could make the estimates less reliable.

The project staff conducted an ad hoc study of moped insurance firms in
Rome, requesting information on the number of mopeds insured between 1998
and 2001 whose owners resided in Rome.

Only one third of the insurance firms contacted responded. Nevertheless,
many firms do not insure mopeds. Although they were explicitly requested to
indicate that they do not provide this insurance product, some may not have
responded for this reason. Good data reliability would have been obtained from
the study with a response rate of 80–90%. The firms’ databases record the number
of moped–years3 insured.

City of Rome
The City of Rome has promoted studies through the Rome Mobility Agency

that are useful in calculating the total number of mopeds. Its report on air quality
in the City of Rome in 2000 estimates the total number of mopeds in 1999.

National Association of Cycles and Motorcycles
The web site of the National Association of Cycles and Motorcycles offers a broad

series of historical data (from the early 1950s to the present) on the production, sales
and registration of motorcycles, motor scooters and mopeds by province.

2.1.2. Collected studies and estimates of the total number of mopeds

It is not believed suitable to subdivide the estimated total mopeds into
conventional and EURO 14 moped classifications, since the European Union

Assessing the health and social costs of mopeds: feasibility study in Rome
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3 This figure is useful in standardizing the number of insured vehicles and in accounting for seasonal
effects. The calculation divides the total days of insurance coverage supplied in the year by 365.
4 This classification pertains to the maximum pollution emitted by the moped to allow it to be sold.
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directive issued in 1997 went into force in 1999. Thus, the EURO 1 mopeds
circulating are negligible in the years considered (Italian Agency for the Protection
of the Environment and for Technical Services, 2000a).

Rome Mobility Agency 
In 2000, the Rome Mobility Agency estimated the total number of mopeds based

on the number of licence plates issued by the Province of Rome through 1999; we
adjusted this figure, assuming that 70% of the mopeds are circulating, to arrive at the
actual number in circulation. We applied a further reduction coefficient of 0.96 to the
result to take into account mopeds circulating outside of the City of Rome.

The City of Rome has an estimated 336 507 mopeds.
The Rome Mobility Agency further subdivides the total vehicles into

conventional mopeds (registered before 17 June 1999) and EURO 1 mopeds
(registered after 17 June 1999). EURO 1 mopeds represent 3% of the total
mopeds circulating in the City of Rome.

University of Rome La Sapienza and the Province of Rome 
The University of Rome La Sapienza and the Province of Rome, in the context of

a conference on the creation of dedicated public transport lanes in the metropolitan
area of Rome, estimated the total number of mopeds to be 576 000 in 1999.

City of Rome
The General Urban Traffic Plan of Rome of 28 June 1999 states that “the total

mopeds circulating in the Province of Rome amount to 700 000, and their average
use on working days and in the absence of rain is very nearly 400 000 per day in
the overall Rome metropolitan area”.

Francesco Monni
In a report given at a seminar on mopeds: damages and remedies on 10 June

1999, Francesco Monni (1999a) estimated the total mopeds present in the Rome
metropolitan area to be 488 706, based on the number of licence plates issued in
Rome between 1993 and 1998 according to the Centro Elaborazione Dati
Motorizzazione Civile e Trasporti in Concessione.

ISIS hypothesis 1 based on ACI data
The ISIS (Institute of Studies for the Integration of Systems) uses the same

criterion used by the study of Francesco Monni based on the number of licence
plates issued in the entire Lazio Region but refines it by eliminating mopeds
registered and retired in the same year (according to ACI statistics on vehicles no
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ISIS hypothesis 2 based on data from the National Association of Insurance
Companies

The ISIS used data furnished by the National Association of Insurance
Companies on the number of insured mopeds according to the owner’s residence
and the knowledge that this sample represents 43% of the total market of this
transport segment and estimates 301 000 total mopeds circulating in the Province
of Rome. Applying the provincial coefficient to this result produces a total of 290
000 mopeds in the City of Rome. For the reasons already stated, this
underestimates the figure.

Il Messaggero daily newspaper
Newspaper articles and some interviews with urban police officers estimate

that the total number of mopeds circulating in urban Rome in 1999 could be
considered about 460 000 based not on official data and/or models but on
unpublished original studies.

2.1.3. Consideration of estimates

Table 3 summarizes the seven estimates of the total number of mopeds
circulating in 1998–1999.

TABLE 2. MOPED LICENCE PLATES BY YEAR AND ESTIMATED TOTAL CIRCULATING IN ROME

Source: Institute of Studies for the Integration of Systems, unpublished report.

longer circulating) and in previous years. A provincial coefficient of 0.96 is applied
to the total thus obtained that takes into account the mopeds circulating in the
entire province. The results are shown in Table 2.
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The data in Table 3 are assumed to be a series of approximate measures of the
same phenomenon. The distribution is centered around 440 000, and the
probable value is located in the range of 300 000–500 000.

Further, given that the arithmetical average of 443 171 is similar to the median
of 460 000, the arithmetical average rounded off to the nearest thousand indicates
the total circulating mopeds in Rome: 443 000.

Value assumed for the present study: 443 000

The seven studies did not provide confidence intervals for their estimates.

2.2. Average age of the mopeds circulating

Few studies were found on the average age of the total mopeds circulating.
In its 2001 report on the environment, Italy’s Ministry of the Environment
stressed the need to address the problem of determining the average age of
the total mopeds circulating. Table 4 shows an extract of Rustia’s (1996) study
on the age of mopeds. The study is old, but its data might vary little if
transformed into current values. In fact, the DOXA telephone survey of 16
000 respondents (personal communication, National Association of Cycles
and Motorcycles, 2001) on the use of mopeds in Italy showed that more than
80% of the mopeds in 2000 were already present in the homes of interviewees
in 1995; 52% of the total number were already owned at some point between
1990 and 1997. Rustia’s (1996) study indicates that 62% of the total were
between 5.5 and 14.5 years old, and these data concur with the 2001 DOXA
survey.

Quantitative data on mopeds in Rome
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TABLE 3. ESTIMATES OF THE TOTAL MOPEDS CIRCULATING IN THE CITY OF ROME (1998–1999)
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Fig. 1 shows that 11–14 years is the most numerous group. If we give the
central value of the age groups their respective weights and calculate the
arithmetical average, we obtain:

S (CLi * Pi): ni = 9.27 years

The Vado Pulito (running clean) study (ARPAT & ACI Toscana Service,
2001) established the average age of 2 860 mopeds and motorcycles checked
in the sample of eight cities. The results are shown in Fig. 2. The average age
was 5.4 years.

Assessing the health and social costs of mopeds: feasibility study in Rome
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TABLE 4. AGE OF THE MOPEDS IN THE CITY OF ROME

Source: Rustia (1996).

FIG. 1. DISTRIBUTION OF MOPED AGE GROUPS

Source: based on data from Rustia (1996).
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We assume that the average age of the mopeds is equal to the arithmetical average of
the two studies rounded to the nearest year: 7 years. This figure is confirmed by a 1999
study (ACI, Censis Servizi Spa & Piaggio, 2000) in which 11 000 people were
interviewed on their use of two-wheeled vehicles; 76% had owned one for more than 5
years. The DOXA study also indirectly confirms the data presented. Nevertheless, a
study by Friends of the Earth (2000) estimates the average moped lifespan to be 14 years.

2.3. Use of mopeds

There are very few studies on how mopeds are used, either in general or in the
urban setting, and their results are based on sample surveys.

A report on two-wheeled motor vehicles in 1999 (ACI, Censis Servizi Spa & Piaggio,
2000) based its findings on a sample of readers of the magazine l’Automobile, with whom
11 000 interviews were conducted. The sample is therefore biased in favour of people
with a special interest in vehicles and driving.

Nevertheless, this report provides interesting indications of a typical moped user.

– Of the total interviewees, 56% were medium- or medium- to high-level
professionals: managers, officials, self-employed professionals, business
executives, office workers or teachers.

– Of the interviewees, 51% were over 40 years of age.
– Of the interviewees, 34% travelled about 5 000 km annually.
– Mopeds are mainly used for commuting, especially in metropolitan areas (40%).

Quantitative data on mopeds in Rome
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FIG. 2. AVERAGE AGE (IN YEARS) OF MOPEDS AND MOTORCYCLES IN EIGHT CITIES IN ITALY IN 2001

Source: ARPAT & ACI Toscana Service (2001).
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– Of the interviewees, 57% owned a two-wheeled motor vehicle; of these, 77%
were its exclusive owner, and the remaining 23% shared its use and ownership
with other family members.

– More men than women had exclusive use of the moped, to a greater extent
among young people up to the age of 24 years, which dropped off with
increased age to reach its lowest value between 30 and 39 years, rose again in
the subsequent age group and levelled off at about 20%.

– The City of Rome stood out in terms of traffic violations: in particular, parking
on pavements (74% of a sample of all moped riders in Rome versus 48%
among a sample of riders in other cities) and driving down a one-way street in
the opposite direction (36% of a sample of all moped riders in Rome) are
typical driving infractions.

– The average percentage of traffic violations committed in metropolitan areas was
calculated to rank the “cities with the most violations”: Rome was first.

The DOXA study tends to confirm the results of the ACI, Censis Servizi Spa
& Piaggio (2000) study:

– 9.5 million residents of Italy use a two-wheeled motor vehicle (of any sort);
– 75% are men;
– 40% are older than 35 years;
– 13% are younger than 18 years;
– 80% bought the vehicle new (> 50 cc scooters and mopeds);
– 66% of the total motorized two-wheelers bought new in 1999 were mopeds

(displacement < 50 cc), and this declined to 38% in 2001;
– 20% of two-wheeled motor vehicles were used by people younger than 18

years (average 1999–2001);
– 60% use the moped (> 50 cc scooters and mopeds) year-round instead of seasonally;
– 64% use the moped for everyday purposes (> 50 cc scooters and mopeds); and
– 26% use the moped at least two or three times per week (> 50 cc scooters and mopeds).

Finally, as regards important geographical distribution data, the DOXA study
demonstrates that the population in each region is directly proportional to the
number of mopeds. The data supply the expected evidence of the rise in the number
of mopeds with the number of inhabitants but indicates that the latitude of the
regions does not seem to represent a variable (Annex 2). This would lead to the
assumption that climatic conditions do not influence the ownership of mopeds in
Italy. Fig. 3 shows the correlation between the proportion of the total population in
a region and the percentage of the population having licence plates. The southern
regions appear below the regression line (fewer mopeds per person), whereas the
central and northern regions are above the line. Fig. 4 also explores the hypothesis
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that climatic conditions do not seem to influence moped ownership: moped
distribution according to the number of licence plates per 100 inhabitants according
province and to region. In this case, although the indicator considered is not precise
(licence plates as an indicator of vehicle use), the concentration of mopeds is greater
in northern Italy. The number of licence plates may be underestimated in the south,
but the north and centre are either at or above the national average of 14.11 mopeds
per 100 inhabitants. The Province of Rome coincides with the national average,
whereas that of Valle d’Aosta, for example, is above it.

Quantitative data on mopeds in Rome
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FIG. 3. PERCENTAGE OF THE POPULATION WITH LICENCE PLATES IN A REGION VERSUS THE PERCENTAGE
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION IN THAT REGION

Source: ARPAT & ACI Toscana Service (2001).

% of population per region

To complete this rapid glance at the characteristics of the phenomenon of moped
use, Annex 13 uses two maps of Italy to show the distribution of the licence plates
versus the disposable income of families according to province. The number of
licence plates increases somewhat from south to north, which follows, although less
obviously, the previously mentioned positive gradient from south to north in
disposable income (personal communication, Istituto Guglielmo Tagliacarne, 2002).

Based on the data listed in section 2.3 and the figure in Annex 13, several
results that may not be very well known can be summarized.

– Motorized two-wheelers are mostly used by people who already have jobs.

– As 14- to 18-year-olds represent 5.1% of the population (ISTAT, personal
communication) and use 13% of the total mopeds, mopeds are very common
among minors.

– Motorized two-wheelers are bought to be used daily or almost daily.
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– In 2001 the tendency to buy larger scooters (> 50 cc) doubled (new mopeds as
a percentage of all motorized two-wheelers bought declined from 66% in 1999
to 38% in 2001).

– Disposable income is a more important factor in moped use than geographical
location. Italy’s northern regions have a higher per capita income than do
southern regions (Annex 13).

Assessing the health and social costs of mopeds: feasibility study in Rome
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FIG. 4. DISTRIBUTION OF MOPEDS IN ITALY ACCORDING TO PROVINCE – LICENCE PLATES PER 100 INHABITANTS
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2.4. Estimate of the number of kilometres travelled per moped

The number of kilometres travelled per moped was estimated based on data
retrieval and analysis of available studies.

Friends of the Earth Italy

On behalf of the ACI, Friends of the Earth Italy (2000) estimated the average
annual distance covered by mopeds nationally for the years 1991 to 1996. The
average supplied is 6 154 km per year.

The distances are calculated at a national level and therefore tend to be
underestimated for the City of Rome because of the size of the municipal territory.

ACI

The ACI (1997) found an annual average distance of 5 000 km for the last year
available.

Ventura & Grechi

Ventura & Grechi (1999) report the average distance travelled by mopeds in the City
of Florence and others similar to it to be 3 100 km per year. Other studies described
below show a 1:2 relationship between the kilometres travelled in Florence versus those
in Rome, producing an average distance of 6 200 km per year travelled in Rome.

Francesco Monni

Monni (1999b) reported an average distance covered for Rome of 10 000 to
12 000 km per year (twice that of Florence). Monni’s study was based on data
collected from moped dealers.

Italian Agency for the Protection of the Environment and for Technical Services

The Italian Agency for the Protection of the Environment and for Technical
Services (2000b) calculated an average annual distance covered of 5 000 km per year.

ARPAT & ACI Toscana Service

ARPAT & ACI Toscana Service (2001) used the voluntary monitoring of air
pollution emissions of motorized two-wheelers in eight cities, including Rome, to
obtain distances by relating the reading of the kilometre counter to the year the
vehicle went on the road. The sample of 227 mopeds (just for the City of Florence)
had travelled an average distance of 5 652 km per year.

ACI based on ARPAT & ACI Toscana Service

ACI elaborated the data obtained in the Vado Pulito study (ARPAT & ACI
Toscana Service, 2001) in the remaining seven cities, including Rome, and
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The distribution is regular, and the average is  6 072 km per year.
An occupant coefficient of 1.15 yields 6 679 rider–km per year, which leads to

the assumption than each moped travels 6 000 km per year and each moped
generates 6 680 rider–km per year.

6 000 km mopeds/year

6 680 riders km/year

– 16 –
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TABLE. 5. ESTIMATE OF THE AVERAGE ANNUAL DISTANCE COVERED BY MOPEDS IN ROME

5 Although the law mandates a maximum of one rider per moped, it is believed (default estimate) that at
least 10% of mopeds carry a second person.

obtained an average distance covered of between 6 000 and 15 000 km per year
with the following distribution:

Calculating the weighted average of this distribution yields an average annual
distance covered of about 4 500 km/year.
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3. MOPED EXHAUST EMISSIONS AND THE PROPORTION OF TOTAL
POLLUTION ATTRIBUTABLE TO THEM

This chapter summarizes the main studies, conducted mostly in Italy, evaluating
the exhaust emissions of mopeds and two-stroke engine motorcycles. This type of
engine emits various pollutants in quantities that vary according to the power
(horsepower), age and condition of the engine and the vehicle’s state of repair, use
and modifications made to its various components after purchase (see Annex 3 and
related bibliography). This variability can be seen in the weight differences among
the quantities of various pollutants recorded by the numerous technical tests cited
in the studies of various institutions. Other differences between the studies
examined concern the type of pollutant emitted. For example, the Vado Pulito
study (ARPAT & ACI Toscana Service, 2001) does not measure PM but supplies
more information on hydrocarbons than the more recent studies conducted by
Labeco Italia Srl (personal communication, 2002) for the Regions of Emilia-
Romagna, Piedmont and Liguria. Vehicles with catalytic converters, that is,
manufactured under EURO 1/EURO 2 standard emissions specifications, and ones
without catalytic converters differ greatly in emissions of PM and other pollutants.
European Union Directive 97/24/EC came into force on 17 June 1999; mopeds
manufactured earlier than that date are referred to as conventional. Section 3.1
briefly describes and lists the emissions studies examined arranged by pollutant.
Section 3.2 cites studies commissioned specifically by the WHO European Centre
for Environment and Health to estimate the proportion of pollution attributable to
mopeds.

3.1. Emissions assessment of mopeds with two-stroke engines

Given the varying results of the various studies as well as the specificity of the
matter, this paragraph summarizes the conclusions of emissions tests conducted.
See Annex 3 and other references cited for more detail. The main pollutants
present in the exhaust of two-stroke mopeds are:

– carbon monoxide (CO);
– volatile organic compounds (VOC);
– nitrogen oxides (NOx); and
– particulate matter (PM).

European Union Directive 97/24/EC regulates emissions of the first three
compounds. Table 6 shows the emissions limits for EURO 1 (1999) and EURO 2
(2002) mopeds according to the ECE 47 drive cycle.
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3.1.1. The main pollutants and studies examined

CO

The formation of CO is linked with the combustion that takes place in the cylinder
of the two-stroke motor: as the air–gasoline mixture is poor in oxygen, all the carbon
present in the fuel cannot be transformed into carbon dioxide. Given the rich gasoline
content in the air–fuel mixture, the two-stroke engine emits high CO concentrations
in its exhaust. The studies examined (Prati et al., 1999; Rijkeboer, 1999) show the
emissions of various mopeds following all the specifications of the ECE 47 drive cycle
except for the maximum speed limitation, to account for any modifications made after
purchase. The emissions factors were then compared with the COPERT indications
(COPERT is a computer program to calculate emissions from road transport in a
standard procedure established by the European Environment Agency). Palke & Tyo
(1999) measure the emission factors according to the ECE 40 drive cycle, which does
not account for the actual number of revolutions per minute reached by two-stroke
engines with simple modifications and supplies lower emissions values.

NOx
NOx represents the sum of nitrogen monoxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2).
NOx emissions in internal combustion engines mainly comprise NO; this

compound is formed by combining oxygen and nitrogen (naturally present in the
air) in high-temperature processes. The higher the temperature of the combustion
process, the greater the NO emissions.

Since the temperature of the exhaust is lower, the NOx emissions of two-stroke
engines are much lower than those of four-stroke engines. In the two-stroke
engine both the gasoline and the unburned engine oil cool the exhaust emissions
considerably. The studies examined are the same ones designed for the CO
measured by the EMEP/CORINAIR emissions inventory (European
Environment Agency, 2002) and Keller & De Haan (2000).

VOC

The principle mechanism in the formation of the VOC present in the emissions
of two-stroke engines is the incomplete combustion of the VOC present in the
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TABLE 6. EUROPEAN UNION EMISSION LIMITS ON MOPEDS SOLD AFTER 17 JUNE 1999
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gasoline itself. For this reason, the amount and type of compounds emitted not
only depend on the technology of the engine but also on the chemical composition
of the gasoline and oil lubricant mixture. VOC are essentially composed of
aromatic hydrocarbons, aldehydes, ketones, alkanes, cycloalkanes, alkynes and
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons.

The studies examined are the same as those for CO verified by the Italian
Agency for the Protection of the Environment and for Technical Services
evaporation level estimate (Saija et al., 2000) and using the COPERT method
(Saija et al., 2000). With regard to benzene, the study by Fuselli (1999) was
examined, which reviews the emissions factors for vehicles with catalytic
converters as well (Nuti & Cundari, 1993).

For formaldehyde, acetaldehyde and benzo[a]pyrene emissions, we used the
study by Laimboch (1991).

PM
Mopeds emit particles because of the presence of unburned engine oil in their

exhaust (Palke & Tyo, 1999; Santino & Picini, 2001).
The PM (defined as the portions of exhaust gases trapped in a filter in the

form of both aerosols and solid particles) in exhaust emissions comprises more
than 95% unburned or slightly oxidized (non-solid) engine oil, and the
remaining 5% comprises solid carbonaceous and inorganic PM (Palke & Tyo,
1999). A study by the Japan Automobile Research Institute on the composition
of the PM emitted by two-stroke engines (Takayuki et al., 1999) confirms Palke
& Tyo’s 95%, specifying that these are soluble organic particles, differentiating
them from those emitted by diesel engines, also in terms of their higher
carcinogenic characteristics.

Very few studies have dealt with the measurement of this pollutant. Those
available were done by the Italian National Agency for New Technologies, Energy
and the Environment (Santino & Picini, 2001), Society of Automotive Engineers
(Laimboch, 1991; Palke & Tyo, 1999) and Labeco Italia Srl (personal
communication, 2002). The last study, in addition to being the most recent,
considered more mopeds than that of the Italian National Agency for New
Technologies, Energy and the Environment. The vehicles studied were both
catalytic as well as conventional, two- and four-stroke and larger and smaller than
50 cc. What makes this study so interesting is the type of the test carried out,
consisting of repeated trips along two typical tracts of urban roadway in Bologna,
each requiring about 40 minutes of travel time.

Although none of the studies examined indicates the size of the PM emitted by
the two-stroke engine, the technicians who designed the tests indicate that all
particles emitted were either PM10 or smaller. The bench-check technicians all
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agreed in this assumption, as a result of both the nature and size of the test filters
and the nature of this unidentifiable PM as a fine hydrocarbon aerosol (interviews
with the Italian National Agency for New Technologies, Energy and the
Environment, National Research Council Istituto Motori CNR and Labeco Italia
Srl).

A very close relationship between oil consumption and the PM emissions of
non-catalytic mopeds (Fig. 5) supports the hypothesis of the fine aerosol. It is not
known how the particles are transformed in the atmosphere or their role in the
formation of the PM10 concentrations measured in the city.

3.1.2. Emissions summary table

Table 7 shows the emission factors taken from various studies quoted in Annex 3.
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TABLE 7. EMISSION FACTORS OF TWO-STROKE ENGINE MOPEDS

Source: Institute of Studies for the Integration of Systems (Annex 3).

The value of 91.4 mg/km proposed for PM is the average of three studies: the
Italian National Agency for New Technologies, Energy and the Environment
(Santino & Picini, 2001), Laimboch (1991) and Palke & Tyo (1999). In our
opinion, the latter two should be excluded. Laimboch’s study is from 10 years ago
and used measurement instruments that could reasonably be considered too
different from those in use today. That of Palke & Tyo was performed with the
ECE 40 drive cycle (maximum speed of 45 km/h) on engines at top speed, without
calculating the transition up to top speed after a cold start.
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Finally, we would add the Labeco Italia Srl study (personal communication,
2002), which was only recently made available after the conclusion of the ISIS
study (Annex 3).

The Labeco study performed three bench-checks on four mopeds (two
conventional, one catalytic and one with a four-stroke engine) that reproduced
two urban street driving sequences of 40 and 50 minutes of travel time each. The
values of the PM measured by the Labeco tests are much higher than those of the
Italian National Agency for New Technologies, Energy and the Environment
study (Santino & Picini, 2001), probably as a result of the urban driving sequence
simulation that required many trips: that is, many departures and varying speed.
The emissions of a two-stroke motor vary considerably during the transition time
to reach optimal speed and revolutions per minute. For example, the Palke & Tyo
(1999) test, performed at a constant speed with a warmed-up engine and
maximum manufacturer’s speed of 45 km/h, finds 35.2 mg of PM per km
travelled. This figure concurs with the study of Santino & Picini (2001) at similar
speeds but is more than quadrupled in the simulation of road-run speed and at
higher speeds – with engines that have been transformed from the factory original
that can reach higher speed. Within the described limitations, and inserting the
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FIG. 5. PM EMISSIONS AND OIL CONSUMPTION

Source: Santino & Picini (2001).
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required time to reach maximum speed from a cold start, Laimboch (1991) had
already supplied emissions of 90 mg of PM per km travelled.

For a final PM estimate, the emissions of the three conventional and two
catalytic mopeds measured in the Italian National Agency for New
Technologies, Energy and the Environment (Santino & Picini, 2001) and
Labeco Italia Srl (personal communication, 2002) studies were averaged
(Table 8).
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TABLE 8. PM EMISSIONS OF TWO-STROKE ENGINES

This study therefore assumes the following values as PM emissions factors:
243.4 mg of PM per km travelled for conventional mopeds and 29.0 mg of PM per
km travelled for mopeds with catalytic converters.

3.1.3. Total emissions and consumption calculated for Rome

Given the previously determined average of 443 000 mopeds circulating in
Rome and that each covers 6 000 km per year, the total distance covered annually
is therefore 2 658 million km per year.

For the purpose of calculating emissions, the marketing of EURO 1 mopeds
began in June 1999. Their number has no influence on the total. Thus, the total
circulating number is exclusively conventional mopeds. The Italian National
Agency for New Technologies, Energy and the Environment (Santino & Picini,
2001), Prati et al. (1999) and the COPERT III model studied gasoline
consumption, and all supplied values of about 25 g/km.

Table 9 shows the total pollutant emissions generated by moped exhaust in the
City of Rome in 2000.
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3.2. Estimate of the proportion of pollution attributable to mopeds

In considering the feasibility of assessing the health impact and social costs
of mopeds, this section describes three possibilities for estimating the
proportion of urban pollution attributable to mopeds. This proportion is then
used in Chapter 5 to evaluate the health risks attributable to mopeds. Given
that the estimate concerns, in any case, the total urban air pollution, the values
of pollutant concentrations are examined to deduce an exposure factor for the
population. Nevertheless, since this assessment focuses on only one type of
vehicle polluting the urban air, the proportion of pollution for which mopeds
are responsible should be estimated. This requires referring to the calculation
of pollutant emissions of the various types of motor vehicles circulating in the
city and deriving the relative impact on the measurement of the concentrations
supplied by the monitoring stations. This estimate presents many uncertainties,
and the numbers it yields require further study.

There are at least three operative difficulties in assessing the amount of
pollution that can be attributed to mopeds.

The first difficulty is a general one and lies in the complex relationships
linking the PM emitted by the various classes of vehicles to the pollutant
concentrations recorded by the monitors. How much of the PM10
concentrations are produced by motor vehicles? Thus, the amount of natural
or industrial fine dust not attributable to vehicles needs to be determined.
Some pollutants measured such as CO and NO are very sensitive to the
proximity of the emission source; others, such as PM and ozone, are not.
Given that CO is a primary pollutant correlated with vehicular traffic flow, its
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TABLE 9. ESTIMATED EMISSIONS AND TOTAL CONSUMPTION OF GASOLINE BY MOPEDS IN ROME, 2000
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concentrations are proportional to traffic emissions. The relationship
between CO and dust could, therefore, be indicative in the assessment
proposed here.

A study (Zauili Sajani et al., 2002) conducted by the environmental
epidemiology division of the Regional Environmental Protection Agency of
Emilia-Romagna dealt with the correlation between pollutant concentrations in 42
monitoring stations in 10 regional cities. The study recorded great variation in the
measurements of pollutants such as CO because of the geographical distance
between the stations, confirming the high local concentrations of this pollutant. It
also registered a close correlation between CO and NO (both are pollutants
related to road traffic), a stable correlation between total PM and PM10
concentration (r = 0.75) and an interesting correlation of about 0.6 between
PM10 and CO concentrations (Zauili Sajani et al., 2002). To complete the picture,
Table 10 shows some of these daily concentration correlation values taken from
the Zauili Sajani et al. study that tend to be confirmed by the comparisons with
monthly data over the period of one year.
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TABLE 10. CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS (R) AMONG DAILY CONCENTRATIONS OF
POLLUTANTS AT MONITORING STATIONS IN EMILIA-ROMAGNA

Source: Zauili Sajani et al. (2002).

The Italian Agency for the Protection of the Environment and for Technical
Services (Cirillo, 2002), in the context of setting up an emissions inventory, indicated
that 60% of the fraction of the PM10 concentration measured by the urban
monitoring station networks was attributable to vehicular traffic in Italian cities.

Fillinger et al. (1999) estimate that the proportion of PM10 related to vehicular
traffic increases with the increase in the concentrations found. For concentrations
greater than 40 µg/m3, the amount related to traffic is estimated to be 58%.
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In addition, data in Table 10 support the correlation between road traffic and
the PM10 concentration in urban air. CO is emitted from the combustion of
endothermic engines only and is therefore a proxy indicator of the volume of the
road traffic. The proportion of the urban PM10 concentration, measured by
monitoring stations attributable to motor vehicles, is taken from the Italian
Agency for the Protection of the Environment and for Technical Services
studies.

This feasibility study assumes that the fraction of urban PM10 measures by
monitoring station attributable to vehicle emissions as estimated in the ANPA
studies.

The percentage of PM10 concentrations related to vehicular traffic is ………60%

The second difficulty lies in the calculation of the specific pollutant emissions
for a given configuration of the total vehicles circulating in a city. Thus, the more
calibrated the model for calculating vehicles and emissions, the greater the
vagueness of the individual variables required by the model. Emissions assessment
models require input data such as the average distance covered and average speeds
for each category of circulating vehicle, and for each year of production, in the city
under examination. Annex 7 reports the composition of the total circulating
vehicles in Rome and their relative particulate emissions, as adopted by this study.

The third difficulty concerns the main pollutant considered by the health impact
assessment: PM10. The PM measured in vehicular emissions is composed of
aerosols, which partly combine with the atmosphere and differ from what is
collected and measured by the monitors. Moreover, the particles are carried even
at a great distance, which makes establishing a direct relationship between
emissions and concentrations measured in proximity to a tract of roadway difficult.
Specific site studies do not offer much information in this sense, but it can be
supposed that the monitors also measure particles produced far from the roadway
site where they are located. To this end, De Munari (2002) compared the PM10
concentrations measured by all the monitoring stations of Emilia-Romagna in
November–December 2001 and January 2002, revealing substantially equal
concentrations per city for the stations located in background, residential and
heavy traffic sites. The study concludes by maintaining that PM measurements
represent an overall picture of the city and not of a specific area (De Munari, 2002).
Further, the correlations between PM and other pollutant concentrations measured
by the same station are the object of heated debate. A solid correlation with CO is
difficult to find. CO under certain weather conditions can be directly proportional
to the volume of vehicular traffic. This uncertainty, in turn, makes it difficult to
establish relations between road traffic flow and PM10 concentrations.
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Nevertheless, Avino P., Brocco D., Lepore L. (2001) and Avino P., Brocco D.,
Cecinato A., (2001) analysed the composition of the PM10 at the two Rome
stations – Villa Ada park (background) and Fermi (heavy traffic) – and discovered
a substantial equivalence for PM10 composed of 30–40% carbonaceous matter of
organic origin (hydrocarbons, other oxygenated compounds, alkanes, isopropanol
alkenes and isopropanol nitrites) and graphite. This is strongly related to vehicular
traffic. Annex 5 reports the chemical analysis of the PM samples of the two stations.

Essentially, this feasibility study considers the PM emitted by mopeds as
comparable to PM10, as has already been postulated by the bench-check
technicians (section 3.2.1).

The feasibility study proposes two different methods for assessing the
proportion of pollution attributable to mopeds and uses the average of two
coefficients as a parameter to estimate population exposure.

At the conclusion of this section, the feasibility study recommends that sound
research programmes on the composition of particles and their relation to traffic
volume be launched to further refine the assessments offered here.

3.2.1. The method of the Rome Mobility Agency and WHO

The WHO project staff commissioned the Rome Mobility Agency to study the
flow of mopeds near the air quality monitoring stations. Annex 4 reproduces the
entire study.

To form a hypothesis on the contribution by mopeds to urban air pollution, the
Rome Mobility Agency took only CO emissions into consideration and estimated
traffic flow and emissions, supplying then the percentage of CO concentrations
measured at the station relative to mopeds. The Rome Mobility Agency pursued
two methods: direct calculation and traffic flow according to the origin destination
table.

Direct calculation
Traffic flow was measured from 26 November 2001 to 7 December 2001

directly along the main axis of Via Magna Grecia, where a monitoring station was
set up (excluding 30 November and 1 December, days on which traffic data were
not reliable). The hourly traffic flows obtained provided the basis for calculating
emissions using the TEE (Traffic Emission and Energy) model and of
concentrations obtained from the ADMS-Urban model (a development of the
Atmospheric Dispersion Modelling System) (see Annex 4 for references).

The concentrations were then compared and substantiated against those
measured by the local monitoring station.
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For further confirmation, the flow of cars and two-wheeled vehicles (mopeds
and motorcycles) was calculated for the five daily peak hours 7:45–8:45,
9:45–10:45, 14:30–15:30, 17:00–18:00 and 20:00–21:00) of the work and school
days of 6 and 7 March 2002 by means of video observation. Given the difficulty
of distinguishing mopeds from motorcycles, the proportions were assumed to be
two thirds 50 cc mopeds and one third motorcycles. The calculation of the
unmonitored hours was completed using the City of Rome origin–destination
table. The data show that the average daily flow of mopeds is 12% of total motor
vehicle flow and the average CO concentration attributable to them is 21%
(Annex 4).

Traffic flow according to the origin–destination table
The Rome Mobility Agency chose three tracts of roadway in the City of Rome

located in correspondence with the Magna Grecia, Fermi and Marconi
measurement stations. Using the TEE model, flows were calculated in terms of
cars per day and two-wheeled vehicles per day and their related emissions.

This second approach was based on the use of the City of Rome
origin–destination table and on applying planning models that allow a traffic flow
to be assigned to every roadway in the City’s primary network. These flows
represent the average traffic on a non-rainy school and work day, calibrated by the
monitoring station. This approach allows for evaluation on a broader spatial scale,
considering several stretches of roadway corresponding to the three stations, as well
as the flow of traffic corresponding not to a specific time span but to an average
traffic flow.

The results show that mopeds represent 13–16% of total motor vehicles and
cause 16–29% of overall CO pollution (Annex 4). The variability depends on the
three stretches of road considered, which differ in flow and the average speed
indicated by the origin–destination table. The TEE model is sensitive to speed and
tends to reduce the CO emissions for thoroughfares that flow more rapidly.

In any case, this second model-based method provides values similar to those
of the direct calculation method. It would be legitimate then to assume, based on
the Rome Mobility Agency study, that mopeds emit 20% of the CO measured in
Rome. The question remains what proportion of the PM10 concentrations
measured by the stations is attributable to mopeds.

Attribution of PM based on Rome Mobility Agency data
Assuming that CO is the main indicator of vehicular traffic, it could be asserted that

the CO level would be zero if there were no vehicles. Each component of the total
circulating vehicles therefore contributes some amount of CO. Thus, a ratio is
established between PM emissions and CO emissions for each category of vehicle. A
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weighted average was taken of the ratios between PM and CO to establish how many
grams of PM are emitted by all motor vehicles in Rome except for mopeds. Annex 6
presents these data. An identical relationship was found between moped emission
factors (Table 9), which establishes that mopeds emit 29 mg of PM for every gram of
CO, and the total fleet of vehicles in Rome (weighted average) emit 15 mg of PM for
each gram of CO.

Relating these two coefficients means that mopeds can be assumed to emit 1.9
times as much PM per gram of CO emitted as the average emissions of the total
fleet of vehicles.

Arbitrarily assuming that the PM emitted by mopeds has a diameter of 10 µm,
and having established that 20% of CO is attributable to mopeds, they would then
be responsible for 38% of the PM10 concentrations measured at the monitoring
stations and attributable to vehicular traffic.

Summarizing the final assumption of the method we can list:

CO concentration attributed to mopeds 20%
PM/CO ratio for mopeds out of the total rolling stock 1.9%
PM10 of vehicular origin attributable to mopeds 38%

3.2.2. Estimation using Italian Agency for the Protection of the Environment and for
Technical Services methods

This estimate is based on the calculation of the PM emitted by mopeds as
compared with that emitted by all motor vehicles in the City of Rome. Data on the
composition of the total number of motor vehicles and on average annual distances
travelled were supplied by ATAC SpA (the city bus company), Romatour (tourist bus
company), Associazione Nazionale Autotrasporto Viaggiatori (regional bus company
with departure terminals located in the City) and FITA-CNA (National Association
of Small and Medium-sized Freight Transport Companies). The Rome Mobility
Agency provided the remaining categories. COTRAL (responsible for public
transport in the Rome region) and AMA SpA (Rome’s public environmental services
company) were unable to supply data on total vehicles or distances in the city. The
data on mopeds are those discussed in this report. The PM coefficients in grams per
km travelled for other vehicles are taken from COPERT III and from TNO –
Netherlands Organisation for Applied Scientific Research (personal communication,
2003). As regards the COPERT factors, the baseline speed assumed for all vehicles is
that indicated by the Rome Mobility Agency for cars and two-wheeled motor
vehicles: 18.2 km/h. Annex 7 shows the complete table with data, specific emissions
by vehicle category and explanatory notes. The total circulating vehicles emit 1939
tonnes of PM per year. Mopeds account for 33% of this: 647 tonnes per year.
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Summarizing the final assumption of the method we can list:

PM emitted by the total circulating vehicles, tonnes/year 1 939
PM emitted by mopeds only, tonnes/year 647
PM of vehicular origin attributable to mopeds 33%

In this case, pollution emissions are reported as TSP (total suspended
particulates) and not as PM10. In reality, the TNO (personal communication,
2003) factors for TSP and PM10 correspond and, as stated in section 3.1.1, the
research institutes that perform motor tests agree that, for two-wheeled motor
vehicles, the PM emitted is comparable to the PM10 emitted. Fig. 6 illustrates
the proportion of PM emissions in Rome according to the type of motor
vehicle (please refer to Annex 7).
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FIG. 6. TOTAL PM EMISSIONS IN ROME IN 2000 ACCORDING TO TYPE OF VEHICLE

3.2.3. Estimate of the proportion of PM attributable to mopeds

The first study is valid since it is based on real traffic flows, but it refers to three
narrow sections of the metropolitan area. In contrast, the second study quantifies
the PM emissions for the entire urban area, but figures are derived based on
distance and speed estimates that make it more uncertain.

Since the values do not differ much, it was believed appropriate to consider an
intermediate value of 35% for PM of vehicular origin attributable to mopeds.
Given that the PM10 concentration caused by urban vehicular emissions has been
established at 60%, the contribution to PM10 pollution generated by mopeds is
35% times 60% = 21%.

Amount of urban PM10 concentrations attributable to mopeds = ……….21%
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4. ROAD ACCIDENTS

The feasibility study investigated the availability of data on accidents involving
mopeds, using Rome and Milan as sample cities. Three main types of data were
available: accident statistics, specific studies on health impact and compensation
paid by insurance companies. The fourth theoretically useful set of data consisted
of the statistics on visits to emergency facilities and hospital admissions. These data,
however, do not give information on the health impact of road accidents in general
because of the difficulty in building a record linkage system between treatment
facility admissions and the events that generate the need for hospital care. In other
words, as maintained by Franco Taggi (personal communication) of the National
Institute of Health, author of the Casco 2000 study, the hospital may record how
many head injuries it treats but does not identify the cause of the trauma.

The feasibility study cites substantial difficulties in estimating the health effects
of accidents and identifies this as an area requiring much more study, with another
aim of finding feasible administrative provisions that might allow road accidents
recorded by the police to be tracked inside treatment facilities.

4.1. Material and methods

The feasibility study drew on data on accidents “involving mopeds” that took
place from 1995 to 2000 in the two sample cities of Rome and Milan.

The data were drawn from ISTAT (National Institute of Statistics) files in
collaboration with the research department of the ACI Road Accidents
Observatory. They extracted specific data for the two cities since ISTAT
publications do not subdivide specific information on mopeds by city.

In addition to the data produced by ISTAT, data on the number of accidents
from 1995 to 2000 “involving mopeds” were requested from the city police
headquarters of Rome and Milan. The city police kindly supported the study by
providing data and assistance.

Regarding the effects of accidents, the ISTAT (ISTAT & ACI, 2001) statistics
offer only the total number of deaths and injuries and no indication for injuries
about severity, type or any other element of prognosis. Health effects were
estimated based on the sample studies of specific projects conducted on very small
populations. The data from these studies were projected onto the data set of
accidents in Milan and Rome, assuming that the same types of injuries can be
detected for accidents involving mopeds.

The studies available and used include:
– National Association of Insurance Companies (personal communication) studies

on a sample of 4 603 accidents involving mopeds between 1999 and 2000;
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– MAIDS (Motorcycle Accidents In-depth Study) project studies6 (Marinoni et
al., 2000) on a sample of 128 mopeds involved in urban accidents between July
1999 and July 2000 in which 85% of the riders were wearing helmets; and

– studies on 659 emergency room visits following moped accidents in various
Italian cities supplied by the Epidemiology and Biostatistics Laboratory of the
National Institute of Health, which gathered data between April and June 2000
for a study on the effects of the new obligatory helmet law (personal
communication, Franco Taggi and Marco Giustini, National Institute of
Health, 2000; Giustini et al., 2000).

Evaluated, but not considered in the estimate, as they date back several
years, were the SISI study (Taggi, 1993) and a study in Barcelona (Cirera et al.,
2001).

Further information came from data processed compiled by the Regional Public
Health Agency of Lazio and based on emergency room visits in the City of Rome.
Fig. 7 shows the flow and availability of the data supplied by the sources. For the
purposes of the feasibility of a nationwide study, the following are important.

– ISTAT records only accidents that affect people; for municipalities with more
than 25 000 inhabitants, it receives data from the city statistics offices that, in
turn, collect the ISTAT forms filled by the police departments dealing with the
accident.

– Of the total accidents, the current statistics do not take into account those in
which the police did not intervene or those involving only property damage.

– The data on the health effects of accidents are not specific to the population
examined but are drawn from studies conducted to this end on accident
samples.

– The data owned by insurance companies constitute a separate archival source.

For estimating the health effects (the numbers of deaths and injuries) of
moped accidents, we decided to study only 2000. Indeed, the data for 2001
were not yet available at that time, and prior to 2000 the obligatory helmet law
was not yet in force for all riders. The feasibility study examined how the
population of Italy is exposed to the use of the moped, which must be studied
in terms of the laws in force. The distribution of the types of injuries reported
and, in general, the severity of the effects of the accidents, vary after the entry
into force of Law No. 472/99, which requires helmets to be worn by moped
drivers of all ages, in contrast to the previous law limited to people younger
than 18 years (Giustini et al., 2000).
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6 Data were still being analysed while this study was carried out.
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4.1.1. Reliability of data

As mentioned above, this feasibility study takes the year 2000 as its baseline.
ISTAT & ACI (2001) cite a remarkably underestimated number of accidents as
having taken place in the City of Rome in that year. Table 11 compares the data
from the files of the two police headquarters of Rome and Milan with those of the
ISTAT. For Milan, there is a slight deviation in the number of deaths and injuries
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FIG. 7. FLOW CHART FOR DATA RELATED TO ROAD ACCIDENTS IN ITALY
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for accidents in general. The number of mopeds is more uncertain. The 7%
difference in this group could be considered as constituting the proportion of
accidents that did not cause personal injury, which thus renders reliable the ISTAT
figures on the numbers of people injured and killed. In contrast, Rome had a large
deviation that, moreover, increased in 2000 compared with 1999 and was greater
for those injured on mopeds. Thus, the ISTAT data do not constitute the total
road accidents that took place in the city and cannot be used as absolute values
but only as percentages relative to the other series of data being examined.
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TABLE 11. COMPARISION OF CITY POLICE AND ISTAT STATISTICS

Source: city police headquarters and ISTAT & ACI (2001).

The historical data for Rome show that, until 1998, the number of road
accidents reported increased every year. They began to decrease in 1999 (13 435
versus 18 177 in 1998) and again in 2000 (9 070). According to the ACI, the partial
nature of the data on Rome could result from the fact that the central municipality
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was responsible for transmitting information until 1998, but since 1999 it has been
delegated to the 20 administrative districts in Rome, which perhaps had not yet set
up the procedure in all its various aspects. Moreover, an automatic procedure had
not yet been adopted for recording accidents such as the one used, although not to
its full potential, in Milan.

As represented in Fig. 7, the data transmitted to the ISTAT do not represent all
events, since police intervention is not requested in all accidents, especially those
with minor consequences.

Further, the number of deaths from the statistics on road accidents is about
30–35% lower than that from health statistics (ISTAT & ACI, 2001; Taggi, 2001).
This results in part from the difference in information sources and from the fact
that, until 1998 only the deaths occurring within 7 days of the accident were
recorded; this was later extended to 30 days in keeping with European Union
regulations.

Finally, the numbers of people killed and injured from the summary tables for
each accident at times do not correspond with the totals obtained from the
detailed tables. Box 1 shows the data made available by the ISTAT that briefly
illustrate the two groups of summary and detailed data, explains the reason for
possible differences between the totals of the two series and estimates the
underestimation of the total annual number of accidents in Italy.
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ISTAT records on road accidents

The ISTAT files contain data on road accidents involving injury to people
arranged as follows:
1. date, location, nature, circumstances of the accident and reference to the

authority that recorded it;
2. summary information on the total number of people killed or injured in the

accident;
3. detailed information on the type of vehicles; date of registration and total

number of kilometres travelled by the vehicles; gender, age and health
outcome (dead or injured) for each individual occupant (these detailed data
have the limitation of being present solely for a maximum of three vehicles
involved and, for each of these, only for the driver and four passengers); and

4. detailed information on the gender and age of up to four pedestrians
involved.

In this chapter, the total number of people killed or injured was obtained by
adding up the summary data in point 2, and the number of people killed or
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4.1.2. Other data sources potentially useful in studying road accidents

The ISTAT statistics on rates of death by cause were not used since, in addition
to not distinguishing between the various types of two-wheeled vehicles, they were
not available until too long after the event had occurred. Mortality data by cause
at the municipal level are not available by means of current statistics but must be
the object of agreements – at times even burdensome ones – to be made on a case-
by-case basis with ISTAT.

Greater care is recommended in filling out forms for statistics and/or the obligatory
use of standard systems of automatically recording accidents directly on the street.
Another way would be regulation allowing accident databases to be linked with those
of emergency rooms using a code, such as the patient’s tax identification number.

Another important source of data is statistics on emergency room visits. As
previously noted, the Regional Public Health Agency of Lazio is working on updating
survey procedures that record data on the cause of the injury, allowing for a more
reliable picture of road accidents with details on the types of vehicle and greater
information on the health effects. For the purposes of geographical comparison of data
on accidents and costs (see section 4.2.10), a system capable of recording injuries based
on where they occur, in addition to where the injured party resides, would be desirable.

4.1.3. Indicators used to describe the results of accidents

The feasibility study considered the standard indicators used by ISTAT and
ACI; it elaborated outcome rates for distances travelled and vehicles and adopted
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their relative distribution by age group are drawn from detailed data in points
3 and 4.
In its publication on road accident statistics in 2000 (ISTAT & ACI, 2000),
ISTAT notes evidence of significant underestimation indicated by the
correlation between the number of accidents and the resident population of r =
0.938 and accidents and total vehicles of r = 0.946, whereas these variables are
correlated at r = 0.997. In particular, ISTAT notes a decrease in the number of
accidents between 1999 and 2000 presumably not corresponding to a real
reduction in the phenomenon. The greatest decreases were observed in the
regions of Molise (39%), Basilicata (31%), Puglia (26%) and Lazio (20%) in
addition to the decrease in registered accidents in Rome in 1999. Considering
the various organs reporting, a general decrease of about 13% was attributable
to highway police and to a decrease in the data communicated by the city police
of Lazio, Basilicata, Sardinia and Friuli-Venezia Giulia.
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the Abbreviated Injury Scale and Injury Severity Score to measure the severity of
accidents involving at least one moped in Milan and Rome.

The standard indicators used by ISTAT and ACI are:

– mortality = people killed per 1 000 accidents;
– injury rate = people injured per 1 000 accidents; and
– severity = people killed per 1 000 accidents (those involving either death or

injury).

The rates calculated for the City of Rome for mopeds, motorcycles and
automobiles are:
– number of people injured per million circulating vehicles;
– number of people injured per billion km travelled;
– number of people killed per million circulating vehicles; and
– number of people killed per billion km travelled.

Table 12 illustrates the Abbreviated Injury Scale, which is applied to each
individual injury. In studies evaluating the effects of an accident, health care
personnel code the injury by assigning an Abbreviated Injury Scale score to each
injury, referring to the area of the body involved.
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TABLE 12. ABBREVIATED INJURY SCALE CODE

The Injury Severity Score, in contrast, refers to the patient, and can be defined
as follows: (1) the highest Abbreviated Injury Scale code is taken for each injured
part of the body; (2) of the total Abbreviated Injury Scale codes obtained, the
squares of the three highest values are summed. Thus, the Injury Severity Score
can range from 0 to 75, which is the highest value (3 times 52 = 75). If the
Abbreviated Injury Scale code is 6 (fatal injury) the Injury Severity Score assigned
is automatically 75. The Injury Severity Score also indicates mortality, morbidity
and hospitalization rates but, as it is calculated by means of the square of the code
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for each injury, it can amplify eventual errors in the Abbreviated Injury Scale score
assigned (Baker et al., 1974).

4.2. Results

4.2.1. Overall picture of accidents in Rome and Milan: ISTAT data

The ISTAT has data on the number of accidents, deaths and injuries in Rome
and Milan according to age group for 1995–2000. As described in section 4.1.1
and illustrated in Table 11, the ISTAT data on Rome are not accurate, as they are
underestimated by at least 50%.

Table 13 shows the number of moped injuries and of accidents in general in
Rome and Milan.

“Involving mopeds” means accidents with at least one moped involved,
regardless of the number of other vehicles involved, occupants, responsibility,
the presence of pedestrians, etc. Finally, the term “occupants” means drivers
plus passengers.
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TABLE 13. DISTRIBUTION OF PEOPLE INJURED WHILE RIDING MOPEDS, 2000

Source: city police headquarters and ISTAT & ACI (2001).
a The summary and detailed data differ (see Box 1).

4.2.2. Deaths and injuries by age group

The age groups in the following table and charts are not homogeneous. This is
because it was preferable to differentiate the various types of moped user. In particular,
the third and fourth age groups combined are the same size as the subsequent groups.
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Table 14 and Fig. 8 illustrate the distribution by age group of injuries for all
accidents and for those while riding mopeds. The distribution confirms the lower
age of injuries for the moped group, but the group aged 26–35 years contains
about one third of the injuries in both groups of vehicles, and about 80% of those
injured on mopeds are between 16 and 35 years of age. The result, as is known
through the public health system, is a matter of concern for the entire society.
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TABLE 14. DISTRIBUTION OF INJURY PERCENTAGES IN ITALY ACCORDING TO AGE GROUP, 2000

Source: ISTAT.
a Until 1 January 2001.
b Rome values underestimated by about 50%: see section 4.1.1.
c Differences between summary and detailed data (see Box 1).

FIG. 8. AGE GROUPS OF PEOPLE INJURED IN ROAD ACCIDENTS IN ROME AND MILAN, 2000

Source: ISTAT.
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Similarly, Table 15 and Fig. 9 list the age group percentages for deaths in road
accidents in Rome and Milan. The trend highlighted is similar to that for injuries,
which peaks in the age group 26–35 years. Nevertheless, Fig. 9 shows that fatalities
in the age group 26–35 years are more frequent with mopeds than with other
vehicles. Any general conclusions must be drawn cautiously from Table 15 since
the absolute number of deaths while riding mopeds is low.
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TABLE 15. DISTRIBUTION OF PEOPLE KILLED IN ROAD ACCIDENTS AND WHILE RIDING
MOPEDS IN ITALY ACCORDING TO AGE GROUP, 2000

Source: ISTAT.
a Until 1 January 2001.
b Rome values underestimated by about 50%: see section 4.1.1.
c Differences between summary and detailed data (see Box 1).

FIG. 9. AGE GROUPS OF PEOPLE KILLED IN ROAD ACCIDENTS IN ROME AND MILAN, 2000

Source: ISTAT.
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4.2.3. Time trend

Fig. 10 and 11 compare the data from 1995 to 2000 for the city of Milan.
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FIG. 10. NUMBER OF TOTAL ROAD ACCIDENTS AND ONES INVOLVING MOPEDS IN MILAN, 1995–2000

Source: ISTAT.

FIG. 11. NUMBER OF TOTAL ROAD ACCIDENTS INJURIES AND ONES INVOLVING MOPEDS IN
MILAN, 1995–2000

Source: ISTAT.
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All the variables show the same trend over time: rising until 1999 and
levelling off, or slightly declining, in 2000. The trend for the number of people
killed is more irregular. The system of death registration changed in 1999 to
include deaths up to day 30 after the accident. Previously death was
attributable to the accident when it occurred within seven days of the accident.
The data shown are those of Milan, given that the ISTAT data on Rome include
a varying underestimate over time. Nevertheless, the percentage of road
accidents, injuries and deaths in Rome involving mopeds can be compared over
time (Table 16). These are 36–37% from 1995 to 1998, 33% in 1999 and 23%
in 2000. In Milan the comparable figures are on the same order of magnitude
but smaller: 25% in 2000, 27% from 1997 to 1999 and about 22% between
1995 and 1996. Comparison of the two cities could tend to indicate that moped
use in Milan is increasing. Rome’s 23% in 2000, although a percentage value,
could be distorted by the ISTAT underestimates illustrated in section 4.1.1. For
this reason the column regarding the year 2000 should not be used in
comparing over time.
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FIG. 12. NUMBER OF TOTAL ROAD ACCIDENTS DEATHS AND ONES INVOLVING MOPEDS IN
MILAN, 1995–2000a

Source: ISTAT.
a The system of death registration changed in 1999, as records began to be kept of deaths up to 30 days
after the accident.
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4.2.4. Frequency of injuries during the year

Fig. 13 shows the frequency of accidents involving at least one moped.
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TABLE 16. ACCIDENTS, INJURIES AND DEATHS INVOLVING MOPEDS AS PERCENTAGES OF
TOTAL ROAD ACCIDENTS IN ROME

Source: ISTAT.
a The percentage decrease shown for 2000 could be an effect of the underestimate mentioned in section 4.1.1.

FIG. 13. MONTHLY PATTERN OF ACCIDENTS INVOLVING MOPEDS IN ROME AND MILAN, 1995–2000

Source: ISTAT.
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The trend in the number of accidents per month is remarkably similar between
Rome and Milan. The largest numbers of accidents occur in the months immediately
before and after August. If the frequency of accidents is assumed to indicate vehicle
use, in both cities use declines during August and also during winter, more markedly
in Milan than in Rome. The peak of 700 accidents with injuries recorded in the City
of Rome from September to November could be explained by the reopening of
schools along with the climate’s characteristic mildness.

4.2.5. Nature of injuries

Table 17 shows the circumstances that provoke injuries. Sixty per cent of the
accidents involve the side of the vehicle. From the viewpoint of road safety, this would
reinforce the conclusions of the MAIDS project studies (Marinoni et al., 2000), already
postulated by motorcycle manufacturers, that the invisibility of two-wheeled motor
vehicles to drivers of other vehicles is an important cause of accidents.

Indeed, the moped user’s manual recommends wise choices such as using bright
clothing and headlights even in daytime. In any case, the percentage of accidents
caused by loss of control is high (11–16%). In reality, Taggi (1993) estimates that about
85% of accidents with injuries are caused by loss of control. Taggi studied this
phenomenon by means of interviews with emergency treatment facilities. The police
do not record many minor injuries, especially when they do not involve other vehicles,
even when the injured person uses emergency medical services. The difference
between the statistics drawn from the forms filled out by the police and Taggi’s study
(as Taggi notes) results from the large number of these minor accidents.
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TABLE 17. MOPED ACCIDENTS WITH INJURIES IN ROME AND MILAN ACCORDING TO THE TYPE OF ACCIDENT

Source: ISTAT.
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4.2.6. Severity of accidents

Table 18 displays data on injury, death and the danger potential of road
accidents in Rome and Milan involving all vehicles as well as at least one moped.
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TABLE 18. INJURY, DEATH AND DANGER POTENTIAL OF ROAD ACCIDENTS IN ROME AND MILAN, 2000

Source: ISTAT.

The injury rate is calculated as the ratio between the number of injured people
and the number of accidents related to the vehicle in question. Mortality is the
ratio between the number of people killed and the number of injuries. The severity
is the ratio between the number of deaths and the number of people involved in
accidents involving death or injury (ISTAT & ACI, 2001). The rate of occupants
injured per 1 000 vehicles involved in accidents is also calculated.

The injury rate (A) suggested by ISTAT cannot be used in evaluating the
differences between different vehicles (such as four-wheeled versus two-wheeled).
As mentioned in section 4.1, ISTAT records only accidents in which there is “injury
to people” and not all accidents. For example, the simple city-street accident
between two cars resulting in no injury is not included in the statistics, leaving the
injury rate in accidents involving cars apparently equal to that of mopeds. On the
other hand, the number of occupants injured per 1 000 vehicles involved (B) can
be used to point out the greater likelihood for injuries in accidents with mopeds (an
average of 94% of all cases) as compared with vehicles in general (an average 62%).

The death (C) and severity (D) rates lead to the consideration that when an urban
accident injures people, the average consequences of those involving mopeds are less
lethal than others despite the higher probability of injuries, even severe ones. Table 19
shows the greater probability of exposure to bodily injury when riding a moped but
the limited risk of death. In accidents involving mopeds and with personal injury,
93.3% record injuries, whereas the mortality rate remains low at 0.3% of accidents.

TABLE 19. RESULTS OF ACCIDENTS AMONG MOPED RIDERS IN MILAN, 1998–2000

Source: ISTAT.

INDICATORS
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The WHO project staff analysed various data from the viewpoint of public
health, with the aim of establishing a more reliable injury potential parameter than
the one that can be drawn from current ISTAT statistics. Table 20 describes four
indicators: the number of people injured and killed per number of vehicles
circulating and per number of kilometres travelled. No data were available on the
total number of vehicles and distances travelled for Milan.

Table 20 highlights the severe impact of urban road traffic on pedestrians.
From the viewpoint of road safety and public health, municipalities should
seriously consider adopting policies to safeguard these users of city roads. WHO
recommends daily physical activity on foot and by bicycle, but public policy must
allow this recommendation to be carried out in a practical and safe manner.

The results show, both in terms of the number of vehicles as well as kilometres
travelled, that travelling by two-wheeled motor vehicle is riskier than travelling by
car, and that, among two-wheeled motor vehicles, those with larger engines are
more dangerous. In particular, the rate ratio (Table 21) indicates that the risk of
being injured on a motorcycle in Italy is 4.46 times greater than in a four-wheeled
vehicle, for each circulating vehicle versus 3.18 times for mopeds. The risk
associated with two-wheeled motor vehicles as a group is 3.54 times greater than
that associated with four-wheeled vehicles.
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TABLE 20. ACCIDENTS IN RELATION TO TOTAL CIRCULATING VEHICLES AND DISTANCES
TRAVELLED IN ROME, 2000

Source: WHO elaboration of data from (a) Rome Mobility Agency and (b) Rome City Police.
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The number of people killed and injured refers to the accidents registered by
the Rome City Police throughout the Rome metropolitan area, which includes
large thoroughfares such as the Grande Raccordo Anulare (the city ring road).
Nevertheless, based on the ISTAT data on Rome, the Rome City Police records
74% of the accidents reported to ISTAT (26% are recorded by other police
authorities), and at least 72% of these take place along city streets. The table
therefore represents well the relative risk of vehicles in the urban context.
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TABLE 21. COMPARISON OF INJURY AND DEATH POTENTIAL RATIOS FOR TWO-WHEELED
VERSUS FOUR-WHEELED MOTOR VEHICLES IN ROME, 2000

Source: Rome Mobility Agency and Rome City Police.

4.2.7. Accident frequency and effects: National Association of Insurance
Companies data

The National Association of Insurance Companies, which encompasses 98%
of all insurance companies in Italy, performs annual analysis to determine the
number, frequency and average cost of accidents for which compensation is paid
according to the policy-holder’s province of residence. Annex 8 lists provincial
data from 1998 to 2000, arranged according to the accident frequency calculated
in 2000.
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The information on the frequency of accidents (Table 22) could indicate
vehicle use or density but is affected by variables barely under statistical
control, such as driving style, fraudulent insurance claims and policies often
taken out in provinces other than the one in which the operator actually uses
the vehicle.

For comparison with the rest of the total circulating vehicles, the National
Association of Insurance Companies kindly furnished the 2000 data for cars alone.
These show a frequency of accidents (as a percentage of total motor vehicles) of 12.2%
in Milan and of 13.6% in Rome. The average costs of a car accident were €2 670 in
Milan and €2 363 in Rome, and 55% of this (based on the national average) was
compensation for injury to people (€1 468 in Milan and €1 300 in Rome).
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TABLE 22. FREQUENCY AND AVERAGE COSTS OF ACCIDENTS FOR WHICH MOPEDS ARE
PARTIALLY OR TOTALLY RESPONSIBLE IN THE PROVINCES OF MILAN AND ROME
AND IN ITALY AS A WHOLE,1998–2000

Source: data from the National Association of Insurance Companies.
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These data supplement those already supplied and do not allow for comparison,
since they refer to entire provinces and not to the Cities of Milan and Rome alone.
The average cost and, even more so, frequency of accidents is higher in Rome than
in Milan, and both cities exceed the national average for this parameter. The
amount of compensation for personal injury is about €1 250 per accident.
Nevertheless, these data do not include accidents caused by loss of control or for
which another vehicle is entirely at fault and therefore represent only some of the
accidents involving mopeds.

Permanent and temporary disability
Table 23 quantifies in percentages the physical and social effects caused by

moped accidents. The data derive from a sample study carried out by the National
Association of Insurance Companies on 40 000 accidents with injury to people
from 1998 to 2000. Of these, 4 603 (about 11%) involved mopeds. The National
Association of Insurance Companies statistics on temporary and permanent
disability were used in estimating the social costs.
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TABLE 23. EFFECTS OF ACCIDENTS INVOLVING MOPEDS IN ITALY, 1998–2000

Source: data from the National Association of Insurance Companies.

The average duration of temporary disability in accidents is slightly shorter
for injuries suffered on mopeds, whereas permanent disability is more severe,
although only slightly. Permanent disability was acknowledged in 65% of cases
with personal injury, even though the percentage of disability in most cases is
very low.

4.2.8. Severity and health effects of accidents: sample studies

As mentioned previously, the effects of accidents could be evaluated in
terms of injuries and treatment by means of ad hoc studies performed on
accident samples.
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MAIDS study
The data presented here were taken from the MAIDS study, a direct and

detailed examination of motorcycle and moped accidents in five European
countries. The study, which also collects data on how accidents happen, is still
underway (year 2002). The Department of Applied Health Sciences of the
University of Pavia, which coordinates the data collected in Italy and manages the
databank, kindly allowed the WHO European Centre for Environment and Health
access to the data for Italy and some early attempts to describe health effects.

The sample consists of 128 urban accidents involving at least one moped: 35 of
these took place before the obligatory helmet law for riders of all ages entered into
force in 2000 and 93 afterwards.

Table 24 lists 260 injuries suffered by 134 emergency room patients, according
to the Abbreviated Injury Scale by anatomical area. The Abbreviated Injury Scale
code indicates the severity of individual injuries, focusing not on severity in and of
itself but on threat to survival. The code was introduced in 1969 and since then
has been continually revised and monitored by the Association for the
Advancement of Automotive Medicine (Copes et al., 1989).
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TABLE 24. INJURY PERCENTAGE BY ANATOMICAL AREA AND ABBREVIATED INJURY SCALE
CODE FOR A SAMPLE OF 128 MOPED ACCIDENTS

Source: personal communication, Alessandra Marinoni and Mario Comelli, Department of Applied
Health Sciences, University of Parma.

Head injuries comprise 18% of all injuries, and limb injuries are the most
numerous. In addition, 23 injuries (17%) were treated in hospital, and the
average duration of hospital stay was 14 days (range 2–59 days).
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Casco 2000 study
The Epidemiology and Biostatistics Laboratory of the National Institute of

Health provided the data illustrated below from the database of the Casco
2000 study (personal communication, Franco Taggi and Marco Giustini,
National Institute of Health, 2000; Giustini et al., 2000). This study, whose
final results are in the process of being published, deals with emergency room
access in many cities in Italy. The present feasibility study selected eight cities
with a significant number of moped accidents. The sample comprised 1 548
cases, 659 of them after the mandatory helmet law for riders of all ages entered
into force. The differences in the two columns of Table 25 are interesting. The
most frequent type of injury is to the limbs, the incidence of head injury
diminished notably after the helmet law entered into force and about one
fourth of those injured suffer multiple injuries. Helmet use tends to increase
the incidence of whiplash.

In addition, after the helmet law entered into force, head injuries occurred in
17% of cases versus 37% before.
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TABLE 25. INJURIES IN MOPED ACCIDENTS IN EIGHT CITIES IN ITALY ACCORDING TO THE PART OF THE
BODY INJURED AND ACCORDING TO WHETHER THEY OCCURRED BEFORE OR AFTER THE
MANDATORY HELMET LAW FOR MOPED RIDERS OF ALL AGES ENTERED INTO FORCE

Source: National Institute of Health, Epidemiology and Biostatistics Laboratory, Department of
Biostatistical Methods and Models, unpublished data.

Table 26 shows the recovery prognosis in terms of the number of days
assigned to emergency room patients. The entry into force of the helmet law
produced no significant differences, except for reductions in the longest
prognoses, indirectly confirming the importance of this law. Indeed, the excess
injuries described in Table 25, mainly head injuries, can probably be attributed
to fatalities that do not appear in the table of those hospitalized. Once the risk
of death is reduced by wearing a helmet, the average injuries reported in
accidents are practically all of the same type and severity.
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As an index of injury severity in these types of accidents, 18.8% have a
prognosis of 15 days or more. Table 27 lists the health care outcome, surveyed
after the injured party’s arrival in the emergency room. In this case, following the
entry into force of the obligatory helmet law in 2000, the number hospitalized
declined to 17% of those injured in accidents.
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TABLE 26. RECOVERY PROGNOSIS IN MOPED ACCIDENTS IN EIGHT CITIES IN ITALY IN DAYS
ACCORDING TO WHETHER THEY OCCURRED BEFORE OR AFTER THE MANDATORY
HELMET LAW FOR MOPED RIDERS OF ALL AGES ENTERED INTO FORCE

Source: National Institute of Health, Epidemiology and Biostatistics Laboratory, Department of
Biostatistical Methods and Models, unpublished data.

TABLE 27. HEALTH CARE OUTCOME AFTER ENTERING THE EMERGENCY ROOM IN MOPED
ACCIDENTS IN EIGHT CITIES IN ITALY BEFORE AND AFTER THE MANDATORY
HELMET LAW FOR MOPED RIDERS OF ALL AGES ENTERED INTO FORCE

Source: National Institute of Health, Epidemiology and Biostatistics Laboratory, Department of
Biostatistical Methods and Models, unpublished data.

This figure coincides with the MAIDS study findings that differentiate the
percentage of severe injuries (17%) from minor injuries (83%). Economists then
used this parameter to estimate the cost of accidents.

Table 28 shows the distribution of injuries based on the Injury Severity Score
calculated by the National Institute of Health. The table confirms the radical
reduction of severe cases after the new helmet law entered into force.
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The Injury Severity Score is applied to people with multiple injuries and
not to the individual injury, as in the Abbreviated Injury Scale. As described
in section 4.1.3, the Injury Severity Score is calculated by taking the sum of the
squares of the three highest values on the Abbreviated Injury Scale, taking one
only for each injured part of the body. For example, if an accident involves
abrasion and fracture of a limb, the Injury Severity Score considers the
Abbreviated Injury Scale relative to the fracture. Injury Severity Score values
range from 0 to 75; if an Abbreviated Injury Scale index of 6 is assigned (fatal
injury) then the Injury Severity Score is automatically assigned 75. The Injury
Severity Score simultaneously indicates mortality, morbidity and
hospitalization.

Road accidents
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TABLE 28. SEVERITY OF MOPED ACCIDENTS IN EIGHT CITIES IN ITALY ACCORDING TO THE
INJURY SEVERITY SCORE BEFORE AND AFTER THE MANDATORY HELMET LAW FOR
MOPED RIDERS OF ALL AGES ENTERED INTO FORCE

Source: Franco Taggi and Marco Giustini, National Institute of Health, 2000, unpublished.

4.2.9. Health effects: rehabilitation data

No data were available to quantify rehabilitation costs; the only information
comes from the Italian Severe Brain Injury and Rehabilitation Study Group
(GISCAR), which indicates that about 70% of the people treated were injured in
road accidents (Zampolini, 2003).
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4.2.10. Estimates based on emergency room access

The Regional Public Health Agency of Lazio estimated road accident injuries in
the Rome area for 2000 based on the data of the emergency health information system
and those in hospital discharges. Unfortunately, the data from these archives do not
indicate with any certainty the cause of the road accident. The only information
available is on the part of the body injured and the place where the accident occurred.
The study therefore considered all injuries originating in the “street”, and later a
further selection was made to identify those that could be associated with road
accidents. Annex 12 presents the methods used and the results of the study in their
entirety. Nevertheless, given the large number of cases, this section includes some
data to compare with those of the other studies.

The number of people injured in road accidents was estimated to be 73 946. This
number is much higher than the number reported by the city police for the same year
(Table 11). This could result from selection criteria that do not sufficiently filter road
accidents. Nevertheless, this deviation could account for some cases not reported to
the police. After all, the data must reflect the underestimation of the phenomenon
obtained when the ISTAT data are considered alone, even when data are not
recorded or transmitted, as happened in Rome for 2000 (Table 11). The Regional
Public Health Agency of Lazio is working on modifying the procedures for surveying
emergency room visits to obtain more complete statistics.

Similar to the sample studies examined, the data on the various types of injuries
and on admissions to hospital facilities reveal that injuries to limbs are the most
numerous, followed by those to the neck and head. Annex 12 shows a peak in
injuries, especially those to the head and limbs, in the age group 15–24 years that
could indicate a greater incidence in events related to moped use. With regard to
outcome, 86% were sent home, 7.5% refused hospitalization and only 1% of the
cases exceed 60 days of hospitalization. In some cases, the causes of later
hospitalization were traced back to the same event.

Finally, information could be traced for a small number of cases (about 12 000)
to calculate the cost of hospitalization based on diagnosis-related group7 rates
(standard fixed rates paid to hospitals by public health authorities in Italy according
to the services provided). The average cost for hospitalization was €2 446 excluding
emergency room costs.

These data cannot be used for this feasibility assessment, since the study led by
the Regional Public Health Agency of Lazio cannot provide the number of moped
accidents (or with two-wheeled vehicles in general) compared with the total. Nor
is the number of deaths comparable with the data provided by ISTAT since only
the deaths in hospital or on the way to hospital are included, whereas those
occurring at the scene of the accident are not.

Assessing the health and social costs of mopeds: feasibility study in Rome
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4.3. Use of helmets

Data on the usefulness of wearing a helmet in reducing the effects of accidents,
especially severe ones, to riders of two-wheeled motor vehicles were supplied
previously. Nevertheless, road accidents constitute the main cause of death in people
under 40 years of age. Although the mortality rate per 100 000 population has
declined over the last 30 years, it has not among those 15–29 years of age. Additional
data on this subject would be helpful.

Taggi (2001) used a model (Taggi, 1984) to estimate that the transition from
20% of all moped riders using helmets before the law (1985) to 50% in 2000 was
associated with a 17% decline in the number of deceased, disabled and accident
victims in Italy. The transition from 20% to 90% of riders younger than 18 years
led to a reduction of 40% in this group. In practice, every percentage point of
increased helmet use has led to fewer people killed (2 per year projected), severely
disabled (4 per year) and hospitalized for head injury (100 per year), with direct
and indirect savings in social and health care costs of about €2.6 million per year.

The Casco 2000 study (Giustini et al., 2000) indicated that the extension of the
obligatory helmet law to all riders of two-wheeled vehicles in 2000 increased use
from a national average of 24% to 90%. The percentages of use by moped drivers
after the law entered into force were 98% in the north, 96% in the centre and
61% in the south. The law also indirectly affected motorcycle riders (>50 cc),
among which helmet use increased from 68% to 91%.

Taggi (1993) estimates that each road accident results in an average of 40 years
of life lost, as compared with the 7–10 years resulting from cancer or heart disease,
and this number increases when the evaluation is narrowed to accidents with
mopeds only. Before the 2000 helmet law, 20% of emergency room arrivals
following road accidents were moped riders; 43% of these were 15–19 years old.
Head injuries caused 54% of deaths, and road accidents caused more than 50% of
cases of traumatic paraplegia. Further, head injuries caused by moped accidents
resulted in an estimated 378 deaths and 756 cases of severe disability (Taggi, 1993).

Based on the studies underway at the Epidemiology and Biostatistics
Laboratory of the National Institute of Health within the DATIS project,8 93% of
two-wheeled motor vehicle riders in both Rome and Milan wear a helmet. There
is no great difference between moped and motorcycle riders. Unfortunately, not
everyone wears the helmet properly, but no quantitative data are available.

Road accidents
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7 Diagnosis-related group is a system to determine the reimbursement for hospital patients based on the
diagnosis.
8 The DATIS project (DATi Incidenti Stradali), supervised by Franco Taggi, was founded by the
Inspectorate General for Traffic and Road Safety of the Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport and
focuses on collecting data on the health care aspects of road accidents. The project includes a safety
monitoring system known as ULISSE from which the data in this text were drawn.
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5. MORTALITY AND MORBIDITY ATTRIBUTABLE TO AIR
POLLUTION PRODUCED BY MOPEDS

This chapter evaluates the possibility of estimating the potential health effects
associated with moped exhaust emissions. As in the preceding chapters, feasibility is
assessed using quantitative data on the City of Rome. The primary pollutant
considered is PM10. This is a very important urban air pollutant, and it has been
associated with adverse health outcomes ranging from relatively minor respiratory
symptoms to premature death. The choice of this pollutant as the overall indicator of
harmful pollution levels is supported by dozens of scientific studies published over
the past decade that demonstrate a strong association between PM10 concentration
and poor health. These studies have been undertaken in cities throughout the world
at latitudes ranging from that of Los Angeles to that of Bangkok, including several
cities in Europe, thus covering a wide variety of climatic conditions, lifestyles,
baseline health levels and exposure conditions. Together these studies provide an
important scientific basis for a causal association between PM and health levels and
furnish a series of quantitative data useful for risk assessment. The Air quality
guidelines for Europe (WHO Regional Office for Europe, 2000) provide an overview
of the health effects associated with this pollutant.

The objective of this assessment was to generate quantitative estimates associated
with the current pollution concentrations of PM10 produced by mopeds in Rome
and to indicate the potential benefits associated with controlling this pollutant.
However, there are clearly many uncertainties in assessing this impact: the
quantification of concentration–response functions; the population’s actual
exposure level; and attributing to mopeds alone a proportion of the total pollution
measured and produced by all circulating vehicles. In comparing the results, we
attempted to address these points quantitatively, by applying confidence limits
around the assessments, and qualitatively.

Several efforts have been made to assess the health benefits associated with
reducing the population’s exposure to PM10. Ostro (1996) provided a basic method
for estimating health effects based on epidemiological evidence. Künzli et al. (2000)
estimated the health effects attributed to PM generated by road traffic in Switzerland,
Austria and France. Martuzzi et al. (2001) estimated the health effects of PM10
concentrations in eight major cities in Italy. Ostro & Chestnut (1998) calculated the
health benefits associated with the standards for PM2.5 proposed by the United States
Environmental Protection Agency. The Agency has embarked on many significant
efforts to quantitatively evaluate the health risks associated with exposure to ambient
PM10 and PM2.5, including a report to the United States Congress (United States
Environmental Protection Agency, 1999). Martuzzi et al. (2001) extensively evaluated
the methods for quantifying the health effects of air pollution.

Mortality and morbidity attributable to air pollution produced by mopeds
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5.1. Methods and data

Three components are necessary to quantify the health effects (and potential
benefits resulting from reduced PM) associated with the PM10 emitted by mopeds.
The first factor consists of the concentration–response functions obtained from
epidemiological studies that indicate the variation of a given health effect per unit
change of a pollutant (PM10 in this case). The second factor in the quantification
process is the baseline incidence rate of specific adverse health outcomes in the
population under observation. The third is the change in pollution concentrations
and the consequent number of people exposed to this change. Each of these factors
is briefly discussed below. Martuzzi et al. (2001) provide further details.

5.1.1. Concentration–response functions and incidence of illness

There is currently a great deal of epidemiological literature on the development
of concentration–response functions related to both exposure peaks and long-term
exposure. These studies relate changes in the health risk to PM10 concentrations in
the free-living population and, in most cases, also control for other factors that
influence health status such as smoking and other lifestyle habits.

These studies were conducted all over the world and observed populations
consisting of various age groups, climatic exposure, behaviour and lifestyles,
baseline health status and exposure conditions.

The increase in mortality can be attributed both to short-term effects (within a
few days) and long-term effects (after several years). The data on premature death
supplied by the studies varies: those that investigate short-term effects estimate the
number of premature deaths per year but do not estimate the reduction in life
expectancy. Those that study long-term exposure can supply not only information
on the number of cases of premature mortality per year but produce results that,
when applied to life tables, indicate reductions in life expectancy (the number of
years of life lost for each case examined).

Morbidity is derived from epidemiological studies on short-term health effects
such as the rate of hospital admissions for cardiovascular and respiratory disease,
cases of acute bronchitis, exacerbation of asthma, restricted activity days and acute
respiratory symptoms.

For many health end-points, the central estimate of the necessary relative risk (the
risk above the baseline per unit change in PM10 concentration) and confidence
intervals were derived using a weighted average of several existing studies. This
approach incorporates information from all the pertinent studies by weighting each
study’s estimate by its associated uncertainty (standard error). When results from large
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studies conducted in Italy were available, risk estimates from these studies were used
but support from studies conducted in other parts of the world was evaluated.

Martuzzi et al. (2001) review many of these studies and provides details on the
development of concentration–response functions.

5.1.2. Baseline incidence rates

The baseline incidence rates for the City of Rome in 1997 were used for several
of the health end-points estimated in this analysis – including premature mortality
from all causes, cardiopulmonary disease and lung cancer and admission to
hospital for both cardiovascular and respiratory disease. The rates for 2000 were
generally similar to these baseline incidence rates.

5.1.3. Population exposure

The estimates of PM10 currently emitted by mopeds were obtained from
various sources. The annual concentrations of PM10 were calculated based on
surveys carried out by three monitoring stations (using beta ray absorption) set up
in residential areas of the city: Via Arenula, Via Fermi and Via Magna Grecia. A
fourth station in Villa Ada was not included since the location is a public park and
largely buffered from PM10 exposure. The annual average PM10 concentrations
for these three stations were 51.5 µg/m3 in 1998, 50.8 µg/m3 in 1999 and 52.1
µg/m3 in 2000. Thus, an average PM10 concentration of 51.5 µg/m3 was used.

Estimating the overall health effects resulting from PM10 emissions by mopeds
requires a baseline value: the PM10 concentration that would be observed if the
contribution of moped emissions were removed. Based on the data described in
section 3.2.3, 35% of the PM10 emitted by vehicular traffic is attributable to
moped emissions. Since all vehicular traffic emissions represent 60% of what the
monitoring stations measure, the contribution by mopeds is estimated to be 10.8
µg/m3, 21% of the concentrations measured (51.5 µg/m3).

Applying this potential change in air quality associated with the hypothetical
elimination of PM10 emissions by mopeds, it is assumed that other emission
factors would remain unchanged.

The existing concentrations are well above any concentration at which there
would be “no effects” (threshold effect). Most existing epidemiological studies
supply evidence of linear and near-linear concentration-response functions that
suggest a continuum of effects down to the background or near-background PM
levels. For example, most studies report a linear association between the
population’s relative risk of mortality (percentage increase in mortality) and PM10
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concentrations (Daniels et al., 2000; Samet et al., 2000; Schwartz & Zanobetti,
2000). These studies respectively examined 20, 88 and 10 cities together with no
indication of a threshold concentration for cardiovascular-related mortality. In
Europe, the most compelling evidence comes from the large multi-city APHEA
(Air Pollution Health Effects – A European Approach) project (Katsouyanni et
al., 2001), which evaluated the short-term effects of air pollution in 29 cities.
Moreover, several mortality studies have been conducted at relatively low mean
concentrations. Examples include: 26 µg/m3 in Birmingham, United Kingdom
(Wordley et al., 1997); 25 µg/m3 for six United States cities (Schwartz et al., 1996)
and 26 µg/m3 for the eight largest cities in Canada (Burnett et al., 2000).

Likewise, in examining the largest study conducted on mortality and long-term
exposure, Krewski et al. (2000) also failed to detect a threshold in the
concentration–response relationship. Thus, based on existing evidence, it appears
reasonable to expect increased health benefits in association with potential
reductions in moped-generated PM10.

5.1.4. Quantification methods

The relative risk (RR) for each of the health end-points considered was
determined by pooling the estimates of the various available studies. The risk is
the increase in the probability of a given health end-point associated with a given
increase in exposure level (in the epidemiological studies of PM10, this is generally
10 µg/m3). The proportion (A) of health effects attributable to air pollution for
the entire population can be calculated as:

(1) A = (RR – 1)/RR

The following formula was used to calculate the cases attributable to PM10
emitted by mopeds (E):

(2) E = A * B * C * P
where
B = the population baseline for the given health effect;
C = the relative change in air pollution; and
P = the relevant exposed population for the health effect.

Following Künzli et al. (1999), the population baseline is the proportion of the
exposed population that would suffer the health outcome assuming a baseline (or
no effects) level of air pollution. This can be calculated as:

(3) B = BO / [1 + (RR – 1)(C/10)]
where
BO = the observed rate of the health effect under current exposure, as obtained
from available health statistics.

Assessing the health and social costs of mopeds: feasibility study in Rome
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The relative rate is divided by ten to obtain the risk factor per unit. This
formula uses the relative risk to adjust the current prevalence or incidence level of
the health effect to the level that would exist with a lower air pollution
concentration.

5.1.5. Risk estimates used

The adverse health outcomes considered in this analysis include: cardiovascular
mortality from long-term exposure, lung cancer from long-term exposure, all-cause
mortality (excluding accidents and homicides) from short-term exposure and
morbidity (hospital admissions, asthma attacks, restricted activity days for adults
and respiratory symptoms) from short-term exposure. The alternatively derived
mortality end-points should not be added but rather present two alternative, and
somewhat overlapping, assessments (Martuzzi et al., 2001). Table 29 summarizes the
health end-points and relative risks used in the estimation.

Mortality and morbidity attributable to air pollution produced by mopeds
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TABLE 29. SUMMARY OF RELATIVE RISKS FOR ESTIMATED HEALTH OUTCOMES FOR VARIOUS AGE
GROUPS PER 10 µG/M3 CHANGE IN PM10a CONCENTRATION BASED ON VARIOUS STUDIES

a The risk was calculated per 10 mg/m3 PM2.5, and the available PM10 data were adapted assuming that
PM2.5 =  0.5 PM10.
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5.2. Impact assessment

5.2.1 Mortality from long-term exposure

As observed by Martuzzi et al. (2001), long-term exposure (one or more
years) to PM10 and PM2.5 is associated with mortality. Long-term exposure
estimates are preferable since they embrace both long and short-term effects
and clearly represent a significant reduction in life expectancy. For long-term
exposure, this report used estimates drawn from Pope et al. (2002) of the
American Cancer Society cohort data originally analysed by Pope et al. (1995)
and reanalysed by Krewski et al. (2000). The Pope et al. study involved about
500 000 people followed over 16 years. These studies used individual-level
data to properly account for such confounding personal factors as differences
in body mass, exposure on the job, smoking (present and past), alcohol use, age
and gender. The models examined whether long-term variation in PM
concentrations is associated with differences in life expectancy controlling for
individual risk factors. These studies demonstrate a very close and statistically
significant relationship between exposure to PM (measured as PM10 or finer
PM2.5 particles) and mortality and can be used to determine the number of
premature deaths. Applying these results to life tables can predict the actual
number of years of life lost annually associated with given levels of air
pollution.

Estimates of the relative risk associated with PM2.5 are available for both
cardiovascular mortality and lung cancer mortality (Table 29). Since the data used
refer to the City of Rome in 1998–2000, the relative risk of Pope et al. was used
based on exposure assessed from 1999 to 2000 rather than that based on the
historical data from 1979 to 1983. The PM10 concentration estimated for the City
of Rome was divided by 2 to approximate PM2.5 concentrations, since the relative
risks in the original Pope et al. (2002) report are in terms of PM2.5. The baseline
mortality estimates for Rome were 362 per 100 000 for cardiovascular mortality
and 31 per 100 000 for lung cancer mortality.

5.2.2. Mortality from short-term exposure

As stated in the previous section, the long-term estimates include some of
the effects of short-term exposure. The estimates based on short-term studies
can be viewed as a minimum level of effect; they do not record, for example,
cases of lung cancer or heart disease caused by exposure over a long period.

Assessing the health and social costs of mopeds: feasibility study in Rome
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Short-term PM10 exposure estimates were drawn from a study by Biggeri et
al. (2001) on mortality and morbidity in Rome, Milan, Turin, Bologna,
Florence, Palermo, Verona and Ravenna. A similar model was used in each
city to examine the association over time between daily counts of mortality
and daily PM10 concentrations (the average of zero-day lag and one-day lag).
The models’ calculations took into account the presence of other factors that
can influence daily mortality such as climate, season, influenza epidemics and
time. The effects reported in this study originally suggested a change of about
1.1% in daily mortality for a PM10 variation of 10 µg/m3. This effect is
greater than those reported in multi-city analyses in the United States
National Morbidity, Mortality and Air Pollution Study (Samet et al., 2000)
and APHEA in Europe (Katsouyanni et al., 2001). Nevertheless, the southern
European cities of this latter study were characterized by more pronounced
effects owing, perhaps, to greater time spent outdoors. The greater effect of
air pollution on daily mortality and morbidity in Italy compared with other
countries in Europe and North America has been confirmed in a reanalysis of
the available multi-city studies (Dominici et al., 2002). Such a re-evaluation
was required because of problems with the statistical software previously
used (Dominici et al., 2002). The final estimated increase in total deaths per
10 µg/m3 PM10 was 0.6% (95% confidence interval = 0.4–0.8) in APHEA,
0.27% (95% confidence interval 0.17–0.37) in the United States National
Morbidity, Mortality and Air Pollution Study (Health Effects Institute, 2003)
and 0.98 (95% confidence interval 0.35–1.61) in the eight-city study in Italy
(Biggeri et al., 2002).

Although using daily data and acute exposure has many statistical advantages
(such as reducing confounding and error in measuring exposure), the quantitative
implications may be uncertain. For example, there is uncertainty regarding the
extent of the prematurity of mortality (reduction in life expectancy) as a result of
acute exposure. Some deaths may merely be displaced by a few days or weeks. It
seems, however, that for many deaths, especially those related to cardiovascular
disease, prematurity is more on the order of several months or more (Schwartz,
2000; Zeger et al., 1999; Zanobetti et al., 2003), resulting in a significant impact on
public health services.

5.2.3. Morbidity

The dose–response functions and associated relative risks were drawn from
studies on various morbidity end-points conducted in the United States and
Europe. Additional risks from PM for hospital admissions, emergency room
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visits, asthma exacerbation, acute bronchitis in children, restricted activity
days and respiratory symptoms were calculated from studies on short-term
exposure.

A meta-analytical approach similar to the one used for the mortality studies
was used to combine the results of the various studies considered into a single
assessment. In particular, the overall effect was evaluated by weighting each
individual study by the inverse of the variance of the estimated effect. Studies
conducted in Italy were used for the data on hospital admissions for
cardiovascular and respiratory symptoms. For the remainder, studies
conducted in Europe and North America with less severe end-points were
pooled to obtain the final relative risk estimate. Martuzzi et al. (2001) and
Künzli et al. (2000) provide more detail on the studies used.

5.2.4. Cardiovascular hospital admissions

Biggeri et al. (2001) analysed the association between daily counts of
hospital admissions for cardiovascular diseases (ICD-9: 390–429) and PM10
concentrations in Rome, Milan, Turin, Bologna, Florence, Palermo, Verona and
Ravenna. Like the mortality studies, a similar model was used for each city and
the estimates were subsequently combined using a fixed effects procedure.
Combining the data on the eight cities, a relative risk of 1.010 was obtained
(95% confidence interval = 1.006–1.017) for a change in PM10 concentration
of 10 mg/m3. These estimates are similar to those obtained in studies previously
conducted in Europe and North America.

5.2.5. Hospital admissions for respiratory causes

Extensive scientific evidence indicates that short-term changes in PM
concentrations influence hospital admissions for respiratory disease (ICD-9:
460–519). Studies conducted both in Europe and in the United States report
cases of numerous and multiple respiratory end-points, including all respiratory
diseases. Biggeri et al. (2001) estimated the effect of PM10 on hospitalization
for respiratory disease in eight cities in Italy. The pooled results yielded a
relative risk of 1.021 (95% confidence interval = 1.017–1.024) for a change in
PM10 concentration of 10 mg/m3. This estimate is similar to that generated in
a meta-analysis of previous studies (Martuzzi et al., 2001). The baseline rate of
hospital admissions for respiratory disease based on Biggeri et al. (2001) is 769
per 100 000.
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5.2.6. Other morbidity

Künzli et al. (1999, 2000) and Martuzzi et al. (2001) also provide
concentration–response functions for other less severe morbidity outcomes.
Specifically, estimates were generated for acute bronchitis in children, asthma
exacerbation estimated separately for both children and adults, reduced activity
(including missed work) for adults and minor respiratory symptoms.

5.2.7. Results

Table 30 illustrates the health effects attributable to the percentage of the PM10
concentration caused by moped emissions based on the 10.8 µg/m3 derived in
section 3.2. The two long-term causes considered (cardiovascular and lung cancer
mortality) account for 350 deaths per year versus 170 from short-term effects.
Respiratory and cardiovascular causes combined account for more than 1 000
hospital admissions. Other respiratory illnesses in children include about 7 000 cases
of bronchitis and 5 600 cases of asthma attacks. For all these outcomes, the 95%
confidence intervals are far from zero. The estimates for respiratory end-points for
adults, by contrast, are more uncertain, with wider confidence intervals. Outcomes
that address the economic costs of air pollution (days of restricted activity, generic
respiratory symptoms) also indicate that moped PM10 emissions have a substantial
impact.
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TABLE 30. ESTIMATED ANNUAL EFFECTS OF EXPOSURE TO MOPED POLLUTION IN ROME, 2000

a Most of the deaths estimated for short-term mortality are already included in long-term mortality.
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5.3. Observations on feasibility, uncertainty in estimates and necessary data

After analysing the municipal databases of Rome, the feasibility study
concludes that exposure to the pollutants emitted by mopeds is likely to have
significant health effects. In this section of the impact assessment, the feasibility
study likewise indicates that the health impact of the emission of air pollutants can
be assessed and that this impact in a city such as Rome is considerable. The
estimates currently calculable are uncertain because the data used are limited. The
shape of the concentration–response functions can also be uncertain, although the
studies currently available support a reasonable assumption of linearity. Many
recent epidemiological studies show associations between PM concentrations and
health end-points over ranges of concentration typical of the current conditions in
Rome. In addition, several studies conducted in Rome (Michelozzi et al., 1998;
Biggeri et al., 2001; Fusco et al., 2001) show that air pollution affects both
mortality and morbidity. Thus, significant health effects can very probably be
associated with the mixture of particles found in Rome, comparable with the
results of other studies.

The mortality and morbidity estimated here are accompanied by statistical
uncertainty associated with the variation in the regression model and the data
used. However, there may be other sources of uncertainty. For example, the
studies could have omitted confounding variables (other risk factors) that could
raise or lower the estimated pollution effect. Most more recent studies have been
quite rigorous in controlling confounding factors, even though the importance of
these variables remains uncertain, especially in large-scale studies.

Another significant source of uncertainty is the error in the estimated
population exposure. In most epidemiological studies on air pollution, exposure
is deduced from the concentrations measured by fixed-site monitoring stations.
Any error in measuring the pollution concentrations to which individuals are
actually exposed may introduce additional error into the analysis. In any case,
specific examination of measurements mostly suggests that this error most
probably underestimates the effects of pollution (Thomas, 1994; Zeger et al.,
1999). There is also clinical uncertainty. Some outcomes, such as changes in lung
functioning, are not assessed. This leads to an overall underestimation of the
respiratory effects. Similarly, other factors that are difficult to quantify such as
physician visits and/or averting or mitigating behaviour to reduce the effect of air
pollution – such as staying indoors, not exercising or taking extra medication –
would be underestimated. These are all social costs related to air pollution that
would not be reflected in the present estimates.

Another limitation is using PM10 as a marker for all pollution from mopeds.
Using PM10 may account for the impact of correlated pollutants, which varied
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with PM10 in the original epidemiological study. However, the particle
constituents may be more or less toxic than general PM10. Moreover, as discussed
in section 3.2, the particles emitted from mopeds tend to be quite small (less than
2.5 µm) and therefore are likely to be at least as toxic, if not more so, than general
PM10. The impact assessment therefore assumes that the particles emitted in
exhaust are as toxic as those of the generic PM10 formed in the urban atmosphere.
This assumption, along with the scarce understanding of the eventual combined
effects of PM in association with other pollutants emitted by two-stroke engines,
produces another important type of uncertainty in the estimates. The feasibility
study concludes, in particular, that this combination of aspects should be studied
in greater depth, especially with regard to the differences in the nature of the PM
emitted by mopeds as compared with what the monitoring stations measure.

5.3.1. Necessary data

The findings of this feasibility study, aimed at making the estimates more
reliable and thus at leading to general application of the results to other cities,
show that the following topics should be pursued in greater depth:

– input data in the various models used, such as the quantification of the total
number of vehicles, distances travelled and emissions coefficients for a better
estimate of the proportion of pollution attributable to mopeds;

– data on the formation and diffusion models of the PM measured by the
monitors, starting with vehicle emissions;

– data on the toxicity of the PM measured by the monitors and on the probable
biological mechanisms induced in the human body according to exposure
levels (refining the risk curves); and

– epidemiological data on exposure to the pollution mixture emitted by two-
stroke engines.

Mortality and morbidity attributable to air pollution produced by mopeds
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6. THE HEALTH AND SOCIAL COSTS OF ROAD ACCIDENTS

This chapter examines the possibility of estimating the costs generated by road
accidents. The many existing studies on the subject provide widely varying
parameters and estimates. Many European research projects have already supplied
models and coefficients for outlining the externalities of road transport and go on
to evaluate events such as the loss of human life, loss of ability to work, disability,
disease and others. Applying “general” parameters to the quantities illustrated in
the preceding chapters would have allowed an approximate economic estimate.
Nevertheless, in keeping with the study’s objective of examining the feasibility of
a monetary estimate of the effects of exposure to mopeds in Italy, an attempt has
been made to assign monetary values to the quantitative data in Chapter 4 on the
health effects of accidents. The effects associated with the loss of human life and
work time as a result of pollution could be deduced from these, but too many
assumptions need to be made, and the resulting values would therefore have been
of little use. In its estimates, WHO staff used three separate consultants to
examine the same data set and to evaluate the same queries from different
perspectives. This chapter, therefore, summarizes the evaluations supplied by:

– the ACI working group engaged in estimating accident costs (Pennisi et al.,
personal communication);

– a working group of the Department of Economics of the University of Turin
that conducted a research project on health costs for the Piedmont Region
(Annex 10); and

– Paolo Liberatore of the CLES (Centre for Research into and Study of Labour,
Economy and Development Problems), who specifically evaluated fatal events
in the context of the health problems of workers at the Porto Marghera
petrochemical plant (Annex 11).

All three evaluations estimated the social costs of accidents, but only the first
two examined direct health costs (those supported by Italy’s National Health
Service). For the sake of clarity, we have separated the two cost categories into two
distinct paragraphs.

6.1. Estimate of direct health costs

This section reports on the evaluation of hospitalization and treatment costs by
the ACI and by the Department of Economics of the University of Turin.

6.1.1. ACI Road Accidents Observatory

The ACI study (Annex 9) considers the diagnosis-related group rates related
to road accident injuries (Table 31). It selects the rates for the hypothesized
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injuries from the data set for mopeds in the City of Rome and works out an
average rate to determine a corresponding cost of health care for every injured
part of the body. The average of the rates is adjusted based on the frequency of
the injuries found by the MAIDS study (Table 24) ranked according to the
Abbreviated Injury Scale, both for inpatient and outpatient treatment. Taggi
(2001) and the data set supplied by WHO (Table 27) enables the proportion of
severe injuries hospitalized for at least one day to be estimated at 17% and those
not requiring hospitalization at 83%. Zanola & Moreschi (2002) found the same
distribution among minor and severe injuries (see section 4.2.8) using the
Abbreviated Injury Scale for injury distribution, combining category 1 plus 50%
of category 2 for minor injuries and the remaining categories for severe ones.
However, as subsequently illustrated, if the Abbreviated Injury Scale is used, the
number of injuries is based on the number of people injured, excluding de facto
multiple injuries from the economic computation.

For people severely injured, the ACI study added ambulance and emergency
room costs to those of the hospital stay; for those with minor injuries it applied a
cost equal to the average emergency room and outpatient treatment cost.

The data set did not give information on hospital stays in the fatal cases examined
by ACI. Events of this type are not included in the direct health cost estimates of the
other study, except in terms of ambulance and emergency room costs.

6.1.2. Department of Economics, University of Turin – diagnosis-related groups
(study 1)

Zanola & Moreschi (Annex 10) examined accidents in Rome and Milan (Table
32). Indeed, WHO includes the two series, since ISTAT admittedly underestimated
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TABLE 31. ESTIMATE OF EMERGENCY ROOM AND HOSPITAL TREATMENT COSTS (IN EUROS)
FOR INJURIES RESULTING FROM ACCIDENTS INVOLVING MOPEDS IN ROME

Source: WHO elaboration of ACI and National Institute of Health data.
a The ISTAT figure on the number of injuries in Rome is underestimated by at least 50% (section 4.1.1).
b Taken from the Casco 2000 study (personal communicatin, Franco Taggi and Marco Giustini, National

Institute of Health, 2000).
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the data on Rome by at least 50%, whereas those on Milan were complete (Table
11). This underestimate is reflected in the computation of costs by the studies
treated here, which have much lower figures for Rome than for Milan.

Unfortunately, the real distribution of injuries per accident in the two cities
according to the Abbreviated Injury Scale index was not available. Zanola &
Moreschi, like ACI, considered the MAIDS study by the University of Pavia
(personal communication, Alessandra Marinoni and Mario Comelli, Department of
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TABLE 32. ASSUMED DISTRIBUTION OF INJURIES CAUSED BY MOPED ACCIDENTS IN MILAN
AND ROME FOR CALCULATING HEALTH AND SOCIAL COSTS

Source: Zanola & Moreschi (Annex 10) using original MAIDS data.
a The number of Abbreviated Injury Scale injuries per city is equal to the total number of injured people

because of the model in which the number of injuries is made to coincide with the number of injured people.
As partial confirmation of this choice, see the Casco 2000 study (personal communication, Franco Taggi and
Marco Giustini, National Institute of Health, 2000) that shows the Injury Severity Score distribution
relative to the analytic sample, demonstrating a limited presence of serious cases of multiple injuries.
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Applied Health Sciences, University of Pavia) (Table 24) and applied the resulting
injury percentages to the two data sets for Milan and Rome, assuming that the
number of injuries coincides with the number of injured people (Table 33). The
Abbreviated Injury Scale notes the severity of the injuries and enumerates only these.
This assumption, although somewhat drastic for tracing a health profile since it does
not consider multiple injuries, is acceptable in any case for carrying out cost estimates.
In contrast to the ACI study, that of the University of Turin calculated a cost for each
individual injury. Table 32 shows the injury table for Rome and Milan.

The study attributed an average diagnosis-related group rate per area of the
body injured. To determine the number of hospital admissions from these
numbers, injuries with an Abbreviated Injury Scale score of 3, 4 or 5 were grouped
along with 50% of those rated as 2. Seventeen percent of those injured were
hospitalized. This parameter is the same one used by the ACI study and estimated
by the WHO staff based on the data supplied by the National Institute of Health
(personal communication, Franco Taggi and Marco Giustini, National Institute of
Health, 2000) described in section 4.2.8.

For hospital admissions, the study considers the Lazio Regional Council rates,
excluding those related to especially complex injuries that, if considered, would
have heavily influenced the final estimate9.

The costs for injured people not hospitalized (injuries scoring 1 on the
Abbreviated Injury Scale) were computed based on the compensation guaranteed
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9 As partial confirmation of this choice, see the Casco 2000 study (personal communication, Franco
Taggi and Marco Giustini, National Institute of Health, 2000) that shows the Injury Severity Score
distribution relative to the analytical sample, demonstrating few serious cases of multiple injuries.

TABLE 33. ESTIMATED TOTAL EMERGENCY ROOM AND HOSPITAL TREATMENT COSTS (IN
EUROS) OF MOPED ACCIDENT INJURIES IN MILAN AND ROME IN 2000 BASED ON
DIAGNOSIS-RELATED GROUP RATES

Source: data from Zanola & Moreschi (Annex 10). 
a The totals for Rome are underestimated by at least 50% (section 4.1.1)
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according to the Triage code10 of the Lazio Regional Council. Table 33 shows the
results of this estimate. This table cannot be compared with Table 35, which
considers the social costs associated with the injury suffered.

The average cost per accident is about half that estimated by ACI for two
reasons. Although the number of people with minor and severe injuries coincides
and the tariffs of the individual Abbreviated Injury Scale codes are equal, ACI
probably overestimated since it calculated an average value between the two sets of
minor and severe traumas and then multiplied it by the number of people presumed
to have minor and severe injuries. This makes the number of head injuries, which is
very high, a bit more predominant in the tariff averages. Secondly, ACI decided to
hypothesize a high average cost per severely injured person of €4 385, which should
take into account rehabilitation and subsequent costs calculated as a second
hospitalization. The University of Turin study (Annex 10), in contrast, may have
underestimated since it treats each injury individually according to its seriousness
and matches the number of injuries with people injured. Thus, very costly treatment
of multiple injuries cannot emerge. Nevertheless, the average of the two studies leads
to an average health care cost per moped accident victim of €975.

6.1.3. Department of Economics, University of Turin – international scale for
calculating both health and social costs (study 2)

The University of Turin study examined other cost evaluation scales as well.
Again based on the data set shown in Table 23, the specific cost for each
Abbreviated Injury Scale category was calculated by means of two different scales
taken from the United States Federal Highway Administration (1994) and Fildes &
Cameron (1998). The United States Federal Highway Administration scale
considers health costs as well as those deriving from the loss of labour and domestic
productivity and other intangible costs, such as suffering and legal and
administrative expenses, for each degree of injury defined according to the
Abbreviated Injury Scale. The Fildes & Cameron scale came later and evaluates the
health care costs associated with nine areas of the human body but also considers
temporary loss of work time, follow-up therapy, medicine and other substantial costs
(Annex 10). Table 34 shows the social costs per injury calculated using the two
scales, and Table 35 shows the calculations deriving from them for Rome and Milan.

Another important consideration for the feasibility study was to show the two
scales and the respective values applied to the presumed injury seriousness chart for
accidents in Rome and Milan. The cost differences between these figures and the
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10 Triage code: selection of patients based on the severity of the injury. Each patient is given a code
going from “white” to “red”, with white being minor and red being imminent danger of death.
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€975 calculated by means of health system tariffs indicate two things. First, important
external costs associated with the use of mopeds should be calculated. Second, the
disparity in the calculations and cost parameters is too great, even within the same
international injury evaluation scale, and this should be studied more extensively.
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TABLE 34. SOCIAL COSTS PER MOPED ACCIDENT INJURY RATED USING THE ABBREVIATED
INJURY SCALE (MILLIONS OF LIRE 1997)

Sources: Copes et al. (1989) and Zanola & Moreschi (Annex 10).

TABLE 35. TOTAL SOCIAL COSTS OF MOPED ACCIDENT INJURIES IN ROME AND MILAN RATED
USING THE ABBREVIATED INJURY SCALE AND VALUED ACCORDING TO TWO
METHODS (MILLIONS OF LIRE 1997)

Source: Zanola & Moreschi (Annex 10) based on MAIDS data (personal communication, Alessandra
Marinoni and Mario Comelli, Department of Applied Health Sciences, University of Pavia).
a The totals for Rome are underestimated by about 50%.
b The total number of Abbreviated Injury Scale injuries per city is equal to the total number of injured people

according to the model in which the number of injuries coincides with the number of injured people. As
partial confirmation of this choice, see the Casco 2000 study (personal communication, Franco Taggi and
Marco Giustini, National Institute of Health, 2000) that shows the Injury Severity Score distribution
relative to the analytic sample, demonstrating a limited presence of serious cases of multiple injuries.
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Based on Table 35, taking into account corrections based on the ISTAT
actuarial index and converting the currency into euros, the average social costs of
a moped accident injury in Rome and Milan were €48 454 according to the
United States Federal Highway Administration method and €8 304 according to
the Fildes & Cameron method.

6.2. Estimate of the social costs produced by accidents

This section summarizes the three separate contributions, illustrating the
parameters adopted in attributing a value to the loss of life and missed activity.
The viewpoint assumed is that of the social costs. The attempt, therefore, is to
avoid including everything pertaining to personal values, affective and familial
costs and other “intangible” costs. Table 36, prepared by the Department of
Economics of the University of Turin, shows a distribution into three overall
groups: direct health costs, loss of production costs and human costs, with the
associated percentages. The last group includes the “intangible” costs for which
the feasibility study does not furnish values except for overall parameters
(aggregated and not analytical), such as those in Table 35 for the United States
Federal Highway Administration scale.

The human costs are more significant in percentage (60% on the average).
European Union Action COST 313 (Socio-economic Cost of Road Accidents)
determined that the average health care costs for a “minor” injury – as are most of
those that occur with mopeds – is €320, which is less, although not by much, than
the amount indicated in the previous section.

TABLE 36. AVERAGE COSTS AND DISTRIBUTION ACCORDING TO TYPE FOR PEOPLE INJURED
IN ALL ROAD ACCIDENTS (MILLIONS OF LIRE 1997)

Source: Zanola & Moreschi (Annex 10) based on COST 313 data (European Commission, 1994).

Given that 83% of injuries in moped accidents are minor and 17% severe,
established by the Casco 2000 study (personal communication, Franco Taggi and
Marco Giustini, National Institute of Health, 2000), the average cost of the injury,
according to COST 313, was €995 (83% of €320 + 17% of €4 290), which is close
to the amount proposed by this feasibility study.
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6.2.1. Loss of life estimate

The value applied to the loss of human life and the related physical and mental
disability resulting from an accident is known in the literature as the statistical
value of the life or the statistical value of preventing fatality (Annex 10).

There are many methods for estimating the value to be attributed to a human
life. The most common ones are the human capital method, the willingness-to-pay
method, the stated preferences method and the income differential method.
Annex 10 and its detailed bibliography examine the variables and assumptions of
each method. For the purposes of this feasibility study, we examined the human
capital method treated in the studies by Zanola & Moreschi (Annex 10),
Liberatore (Annex 11) and ACI (Annex 9), although based on different
assumptions. This method seems to come closest to the feasibility study’s goal of
identifying a method for estimating the cost to society of the exposure of the
population to the use of mopeds.

Liberatore (Annex 11) offers an innovative system based on the viewpoint of
society’s willingness to pay and not on that of the potential accident victim. The
method attempts to estimate how much society is willing to pay to avoid the fatal
or disabling event.

The next three paragraphs analyse the three studies separately. The number of
deaths on which the calculations are based is the minimum for Rome and Milan.
It follows that the distribution by age group does not constitute a sample.
Applying the methods and parameters adopted in the three nationwide studies,
considering the distribution by age group of all the deaths occurring in the year,
will yield results more useful as average values and as general considerations.
Nevertheless, in both Milan and Rome most deaths occur in the age group 16–35
years, especially 26–35 years, which also presents the highest social costs. Table 39
shows this as the highest income multiplier in the ACI study. This consideration
could suggest good reliability in the values given per death.

Human capital method – Liberatore (Annex 11)

In Rome, an estimated 2 392 people were injured and 11 killed during 2000 in
moped accidents among drivers, passengers and pedestrians as a result of 2 091
road accidents with mopeds. Liberatore (Annex 11) examined a chosen year and
estimated the contribution of a single individual to the per capita gross domestic
product for 200011. The per capita income is multiplied by the number of years
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11 It is assumed that the characteristics of the group of people involved in accidents are similar to those
of the entire population, especially for employment.
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that the person would presumably have lived from the date of the accident to the
life expectancy in Italy. Liberatore adjusts the annual income using a discount rate
equal to the rate of increase in productivity12. Table 37 shows the results. The costs
of these deaths in Rome in 2000 were thus estimated to be €9.84 million. This is
too low since ISTAT underestimated the number of accidents. The percentage of
error is difficult to calculate without correcting for the death and accident rates in
Milan or for Italy.
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12 If, for example, in the years to come a country records a 2% increase in per capita gross domestic
product associated with economic growth and a simultaneous decrease of 2% in the value of money
associated with inflation, the per capita gross domestic product remains constant over time.

TABLE 37. PRODUCTION LOSS (IN EUROS) RESULTING FROM DEATHS CAUSED FROM
ACCIDENTS INVOLVING MOPEDS IN ROME IN 2000 – LIBERATORE

Source: Liberatore (Annex 11) based on data from the WHO European Centre for Environment and
Health.
a Life expectancy drawn from the ISTAT mortality tables for the Province of Rome (for 1998), which

indicate the life expectancy for each age group and include the probability of dying from causes other
than natural ones.

b The available data cover only 10 of the 11 people killed. The eleventh has been attributed a value
equal to the average of the others.

Human capital method – Department of Economics, University of Turin

The Department of Economics of the University of Turin used the same
method as the previous study to achieve results comparable to those of Liberatore
(Table 38).
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The gross production loss attributable to early death from moped accidents
was calculated from the age at death and the related life expectancy13 based on the
total years of life lost in accidents. A value was then attributed to each year equal
to the average per capita income of the respective provinces (Rome and Milan), to
which an average discount rate of 4% and growth rate of 2% were applied. Zanola
& Moreschi (Annex 10) decided to consider everyone, regardless of their actual
employment situation, as average participants in producing the gross domestic
product (Sommer et al., 1999), as the previous study did.

The results thus obtained present a value of €11.9 million for Milan and of €6.6
million for Rome.

13 The study used an average of the values for the male and female populations.

TABLE 38. PRODUCTION LOSS (IN EUROS) RESULTING FROM DEATHS CAUSED BY ACCIDENTS
INVOLVING MOPEDS IN MILAN AND ROME IN 2000 – ZANOLA & MORESCHI

Source: Zanola & Moreschi (Annex 10).
a An average of the other deaths was used for deaths for which the age was unknown.
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Human capital method – ACI Road Accidents Observatory

The study by the ACI Road Accidents Observatory (Annex 9) provides a table
entirely comparable with that of Liberatore. The parameters adopted are: the life
expectancy drawn from ISTAT mortality tables for 1995, a hypothetical annual
gross domestic product increase of 2.06% and a discount rate of 5.57%, inferred
as an average of the period 1987–2000. Table 39 shows the production loss.

The ACI value was €6.8 million versus Zanola & Moreschi’s total of €6.6
million. It differs from the Liberatore study, which used different income
adjustment coefficients associated with the presumed production potential of the
dead person. Annex 9 describes the ACI method of attributing the current value
to production loss. ISTAT’s erroneous underestimate of accidents in Rome also
valid also applies to the figure indicated by ACI.
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TABLE 39. PRODUCTION LOSS (IN EUROS) RESULTING FROM DEATHS CAUSED BY ACCIDENTS
INVOLVING MOPEDS IN ROME IN 2000 – ACI ROAD ACCIDENTS OBSERVATORY

Source: ACI Road Accidents Observatory (Annex 9).

Society’s willingness-to-pay method – Liberatore

Liberatore’s study (Annex 11) proposes the estimate based on the society’s
willingness to pay to avoid fatal or disabling events or to guarantee a lower
probability of incidence. In this case, Liberatore considered the obligation to
pay for a helmet, this being understood as an expense the society as a whole has
decided to sustain to diminish the incidence of fatal or disabling events (Law
No. 472/99). The price C of the helmet is spent in an effort to lower the
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probability of death compared with not having a helmet. The following formula
derives the value V that the society is willing to pay:

C ¢ V(dn – dc),

The differential (dn – dc) represents the difference in mortality without a
helmet and with one. This is the ratio between moped deaths and mopeds
circulating between 1985 (before the 1986 law was passed making helmets
obligatory for people younger than 18 years) and 2000 (obligatory helmet use also
for those 18 years and older). The cost of a helmet was assumed to be €100 and its
lifespan 4 years. It is assumed that the death differential measured is entirely
attributable to the use of the helmet. The calculation provides an average value per
life of €899 000 which, multiplied by the 11 deaths in Rome, yields a value to
society of €9.9 million. This value is comparable to the others illustrated in this
section. The assumptions about the helmet’s cost and lifespan can be questioned,
but the results would still be about the same. Nevertheless, the helmet’s lifespan
and average cost are inferred from a market survey by Liberatore that often
indicates, for example, the presence of two helmets in one family for the same
vehicle, one for summer use and one for winter. The method is appealing and
could be adopted for subsequent estimates and general conclusions.

Summary of the three studies

Averaging the values found, a loss of €800 000 per human life lost can be
calculated for moped accidents. This is an intermediate value between that suggested
by Franco Taggi at the Riva del Garda convention of 2001 (Taggi, 2001) and that
inferred from the adjusted values indicated by COST 313 (cfr.Table 36). This figure
was multiplied by the number of persons killed which, however, is an underestimate.

In order to examine the underestimated number of deaths, reference can be
made to the data supplied by the Municipal Police of Rome to the project staff.
These data do not distinguish between cause of death by vehicle class, or age of
the victim, but they do substantiate the considerable under-reporting, to which the
city has been subject (see also the list in Chapter 4 for greater detail):

Municipal Police ISTAT %underestimated
– total persons injured in Rome 23 014 11 497 50%
– total killed in accidents in Rome 176 99 44%
– persons killed on board mopeds 21 8* 62%
– pedestrians killed 76 2 370%
(*) the number 8 refers to the riders of the moped. The total of 11 deceased in the assessment table is formed

by adding 2 deceased in another vehicle plus one struck pedestrian. The number 8 is given because the
municipal police department indicates drivers plus passengers as 21 (i.e. without pedestrians and the
passengers in other vehicles).
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Multiplying the specific value of €826 000 per death by the 21 recorded by the
municipal police, the loss of production as a result of death can be placed at:
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loss as a result of moped accident deaths in Rome (year 2000) .….€16.8 million

6.2.2. Cost attributable to loss of activity

This section presents the results of the Liberatore (Annex 10) and ACI (Annex
9) studies, since the University of Turin study suggested applying the scales in Table
35. In estimating the cost of the loss of activity as a result of moped accidents,
Liberatore applied the human capital method to the estimate of days of missed
activity. If the loss in contribution to annual income for 2000 was €20 165, the daily
loss was €55.1. For the total days of recovery attributable solely to exposure to
mopeds alone, the costs of loss of income in Rome were €1.367 million (Table 40).

The assessment does not consider days of disability following hospitalization.
Liberatore thus suggests examining the figure supplied by the National
Association of Insurance Companies (Table 23) of 49 days of average recovery
time per accident involving a moped and to add this to the days of job disability,
assuming only one injured person per accident.

The National Association of Insurance Companies parameter also considers
those not hospitalized and can therefore be multiplied by the total number of
injured people in Rome. Liberatore’s final computation is shown in Table 41.

The absolute value of this figure is also affected by the underestimate of the
number of injured people recorded by ISTAT for Rome. Table 41 considers only
production loss and not follow-up therapy, drugs, medical tests and examinations
or other types of damage.

TABLE 40. HYPOTHETICAL PRODUCTION LOSS (IN EUROS) ASSOCIATED SOLELY WITH
RECOVERY TIME FOR ACCIDENTS INVOLVING MOPEDS IN ROME IN 2000

Source: Liberatore (Annex 11) based on National Institute of Health data (Table 26).
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TABLE 41. HYPOTHETICAL PRODUCTION LOSS (IN EUROS) ASSOCIATED WITH DAY OF
DISABILITY AS A RESULT OF MOPED ACCIDENTS IN ROME IN 2000

Source: Liberatore (Annex 11) based on National Association of Insurance Companies data (Table 23).

ACI study on accident injury

The ACI study (Annex 9) examined the attribution of points of permanent
disability and awarded the value established by the Milan Law Court (Tribunale di
Milano) to each point. Given that the Milan Law Court assigns points for each year
of age, the ACI has considered the average number of points as a value for the age
group. Using the WHO data set, the ACI has established three groups of severity of
injury and has awarded disability points to each group. Minor injuries were awarded
5 disability points, severe injuries 20 and deaths 100. Minor injuries comprise 83%
and severe ones 17% (Table 27). The ACI further reduced these figures by 30% for
the minor injuries, given the possible non-attribution to all injuries of identical
degrees of minimal disability (5%) and by 70% for the “severe” injuries, to take into
account the lower frequency of injury resulting in 20 or more disability points.

Table 42 lists the average values per age group calculated by the ACI based on
the tables of the Milan Law Court.

TABLE 42. AVERAGE DISABILITY SCORE BASED ON THE TABLE USED BY THE MILAN LAW COURT IN 2000

Source: ACI (Annex 9) based on Milan Law Court data for 2000.

The ACI hypothesis is in accordance with the National Association of Insurance
Companies study (Table 23) reporting that, of a sample of 4 603 moped accident claims
compensated, 65% of the accidents had an average disability of 3.8%. In fact, ACI has
postulated a score of 5 points for 70% of the 83% of the injuries deemed minor.

Productivity loss
per day Total annual loss
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Table 43 estimates the loss of “social wealth” resulting from moped accidents
according to the disability scoring method.

TABLE 43. SOCIAL LOSS (IN EUROS) FROM MOPED ACCIDENTS IN ROME IN 2000 ACCORDING
TO THE ATTRIBUTION OF DISABILITY POINTS

Source: ACI (Annex 9) based on data from ISTAT, National Institute of Health (Casco 2000 study (per-
sonal communication, Franco Taggi and Marco Giustini, National Institute of Health, 2000) and the
Milan Law Court.

Table 44 considers the ACI estimates of the emotional damage of the
permanent disability resulting from moped accidents by applying a total score of

TABLE 44. QUANTIFICATION OF THE EMOTIONAL DAMAGE CAUSED BY DEATHS IN MOPED
ACCIDENTS IN ROME IN 2000

Source: ACI (Annex 9).
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100 for the disability score to people killed. The calculation for deaths lies outside
the estimate of “society’s costs” as postulated in section 6.2.1 but is offered by ACI
as a method for measuring the intangible familial costs associated with the loss of
life. The authors indicate this value as an estimate of the value of the loss of human
life as experienced by the family.

The estimate shown in Table 44 is not, therefore, comparable to a production
loss but to an estimate of intangible costs such as those proposed by Zanola &
Moreschi using the United States Federal Highway Administration scale of values
and is thus not considered in the total costs.
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Averaging the estimates of the Liberatore (€6.46 million) and the ACI (€9.16
million) studies and assuming that the moped accidents in Rome are
underestimated by 40%, the loss from disability resulting from moped accidents
in Rome in 2000 was about €13 million.

6.2.3. Overall summary of social costs resulting from moped accidents

To summarize, the overall social costs resulting from accidents involving at
least one moped in 2000 in Rome include:

– average health costs per injured person of  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . €975;
– people injured in Rome according to the Rome City Police (Table 11) . . . . . . . . . 6 691;
– estimated direct health costs of  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . €6.5 million;
– estimated production loss resulting from deaths of  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . €16.8 million;
– estimated production loss resulting from temporary disability of  . . . . . . . . €13 million;
– Total estimated social costs for the year 2000  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . €36.3 million.

Loss from disability resulting from moped accidents (Rome year 2000) .….€ 13 million
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7. NOISE EXPOSURE

The feasibility study had great difficulty in assessing the impact of mopeds on
noise exposure. In reality, such a study would be extremely difficult for noise in
general, regardless of the source of noise. Nevertheless, several of the studies
found on noise pollution caused by vehicular traffic and mopeds are summarized
below.

7.1. Contribution to noise pollution by various vehicles circulating

According to the estimates made based on a model developed by the National
Research Council Istituto Motori CNR in 1988, a spark-ignition motorcycle
generates noise equivalent to that generated by four automobiles, whereas a truck
is comparable to eight automobiles (Di Luca, 1996).

More recent studies conducted by the Regional Environmental Protection
Agency of Tuscany indicate that average two-wheeled vehicles emit noise
comparable to those of 1.8 automobiles. Trucks and buses emit much more noise:
10 times as much as automobiles (Poggi et al., 2000).

Friends of the Earth Italy (2002) evaluated the external costs of noise pollution.
Of these costs, an estimated 9% result from mopeds. This study, however, is
concerned with all of Italy and thus considers other means of transport such as
aeroplanes and trains as well. It also maintains that the impact of mopeds is greater
in the urban setting.

Estimating the overall contribution of various means of transport to noise
pollution and to the exposure of the population to noise in general proves
extremely problematic for the City of Rome, especially in the absence of an
established monitoring system.

7.2. Summary of two noise exposure assessments

This brief summary of studies on exposure to noise pollution in the urban
setting is incomplete. On the other hand, this feasibility study is limited to the
study of the society’s exposure to the use of mopeds.

The legal background in Italy comprises the general policy law on noise
pollution (Law No. 447/95) and the Decree of the President of the Ministers’
Council of 14/11/1997. The norms subdivide Rome into six different zones, with
limits established for each area. The limits are 65 dB(A) during the daytime and
55 dB(A) at night for areas with substantial human activity.
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The Regional Environmental Protection Agency of Tuscany (Poggi et al., 2000)
extensively monitored the City of Florence, measuring noise levels by area. The
study concluded the following.

– On average, the population is exposed to levels 10 dB(A) higher than the limits
foreseen by the Green paper on future noise policy of the European
Commission (1996).

– The proportion of the population exposed to higher levels is 56% during the
day and 100% at night.

– Rome’s noisiness has remained constant over time.
– Extended areas with homogeneous noise characteristics cannot be identified.
– The Limited Traffic Zone, if not exclusively reserved for pedestrians, is no

quieter than other normal road traffic areas.

The Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe also considers 65
dB(A) as the acceptable equivalent energy level (Leq) in the urban setting. The
Leq was identified to characterize the sounds that oscillate greater than 5 dB, a
characteristic of road traffic noise (Di Luca, 1996).

The study concluded that reducing traffic noise by 10 dB(A) would require
reducing the road traffic flow by 90% (Di Luca, 1996).

7.3. Situation in Rome

The City of Rome has only measured noise to follow up complaints in specific
situations and can therefore not supply systematically gathered data that could
allow the contribution of various vehicles to the city’s sound pressure levels to be
estimated. Although definitive acoustic zoning of the city as foreseen by the
regulatory norms has not yet been implemented, temporary zoning is in force. On
23 April 2002, the City government adopted a provision that calls for acoustic
zoning, and the City Council’s pronouncement is awaited. Once this provision is
adopted definitively, the Noise, Air and Water Pollution Unit of the City of Rome
expects to launch a sample monitoring system of the various areas of the city using
mobile stations. It is hoped that this campaign will provide an in-depth
examination of the various sources of noise and the contributions to it by various
types of vehicles.
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8. CONCLUSIONS ON THE FEASIBILITY OF A NATIONWIDE STUDY

The feasibility study concludes that a nationwide study on exposure to mopeds
in Italy can be performed, and several parameters examined here regarding Rome
can be applied generally.

8.1. Possible use of specific parameters

The parameter of the number of mopeds per inhabitant could be applied to the
rest of Italy but with some regional adjustments to be defined for each case. The
number of licence plates issued by the Department of Motor Vehicles is a good
indication of the number of mopeds circulating. This parameter, which is the most
immediate and accessible, tends to be overestimated in northern Italy and
underestimated in southern Italy. The situation is similar for the number of
rider–km.

The conclusions on the phenomenon of the use of mopeds are generally
applicable nationwide. Average income and convenience in commuting are very
common reasons for using a moped.

The pollution attributable to mopeds, which causes 20% of the CO and 21%
of the PM10 measured at urban monitoring stations, is a reasonable point of
departure. The assumption of these amounts as input data in subsequent
evaluations is a delicate point that will have to be evaluated by people technically
competent to assess the validity of the coefficients adopted. Certainly the
technicians who deal with emissions and models can review the work proposed by
the institutes that have collaborated and can assess the limitations in application.
Moreover, these estimates, precisely because they have not been technically
validated, do not present confidence intervals but rather constitute an attempt to
summarize what can be produced based on the models designed to date and the
available data. Based on the quantity and variety of vehicles circulating, the many
inhabitants and the complexity of its social fabric, Rome represents a good sample
for describing this.

The data on accidents and health effects were drawn from studies
conducted on many cities or nationwide. The parameters found are therefore
applicable to nationwide estimates. In particular, the assessment of road
accident exposure amounting to 83% minor injuries (no hospitalization) and
17% serious injuries (hospitalization and variable recovery time) can be
applied to other estimates.

Conclusions on the feasibility of a nationwide study
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Figures on the specific health effects of accidents and their total cost should be
interpreted more cautiously. The accident recording systems and those of hospital
admissions are separate and difficult to link.

The feasibility study has identified appropriate parameters for measuring
excessive mortality or morbidity among the general population, or even better, the
proportion of adverse health effects attributable to the air pollution caused by
mopeds. The uncertainty over these estimates (Chapter 5) is articulated in various
ways, ranging from clinical and epidemiological ones to toxicological ones and
those regarding estimations of real exposure. If urban pollution is definitely
harmful, the percentage of responsibility borne by two-stroke engines in
worsening health status needs to be studied in greater depth. The conclusions of
Chapter 5 therefore need to be interpreted carefully and cannot automatically be
applied to other urban contexts.

The opinion of this feasibility study is that estimating parameters for exposure
to noise is not currently possible.

8.1.1. Missing data and possible developments for a nationwide assessment

The areas of study related to pollution requiring more in-depth study are:

– the chemical composition of the PM measured by the monitoring stations;
– the composition of the PM emitted in the exhaust of vehicles with two-stroke

engines and those with diesel engines;
– the measurement of the correlation between fine PM and other pollutants;
– the measurement of the proportion of urban particles owing to vehicular traffic

and the amount of PM emitted by engines compared with other mechanical
components such as tyres and brakes; and

– additional study of the possible use of models for the emission and dispersion
of pollutants in relation to vehicular traffic flow.

The areas of study related to the effects of accidents requiring more in-depth
study are:

– the assumption of a standard system of recording accidents by city police
departments, along with digital systems such as those existing in some cities; and

– the setting up of a record-linking system between emergency rooms and
the recording of accidents using, for instance, the victim’s tax
identification number as a linking device, or more informative admissions
charts in hospitals that could, for example, indicate the cause of
hospitalization.

Assessing the health impact and social costs of mopeds: feasibility study in Rome
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8.2. The estimates’ critical points and further theoretical observations

The study of the parameters for the social cost of accidents and of the effects
of pollution needs to be developed further. There are so many cost models and
hypotheses that finding the “truth” for an industrialized society exposed to the use
of mopeds is no simple matter. Further, evaluating the benefits deriving from
moped use would also be necessary to complete the overall impact assessment.

Assessment of the general population’s exposure and the ratio between
concentration measurements and emissions factors requires further study. For
example, estimating emission factors, average distances travelled by types of
vehicles and the total number of vehicles in cities is complex, and the various
sources often contradict one another.

Since quantifying the proportion of urban air pollution attributable to mopeds
requires many assumptions and adoption of models, coefficients and estimated
figures that remain under debate by technicians and experts in this field, this
section of the report is subject to review and is especially open to advice and
revision. This quantification represents an input of data for health impact
assessment; therefore, the figures presented for the burden of disease in relation
to pollution could change accordingly in the future.

Conclusions on the feasibility of a nationwide study
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* Reproduced with kind permission from ANCMA (2001)
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Geographic distribution of two-wheel vehicles

Annex 2. Geographic distribution of two-wheel vehicles*
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* Reproduced with kind permission from ISIS (Insitute of Studies for the Integration of Systems), 2001.
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Annex 3. Analysis emissions of two-stroke engines (ISIS, 2001)*

This chapter reviews several studies in order to provide an updated estimate of
the specific consumption and emissions factors for two-stroke engine mopeds,
with the aim of assessing their overall emissions in Rome for the year 1999.

1. Polluting substances

The principal pollutants present in the exhaust emissions of two-stoke engine
mopeds are:

– carbon monoxide (CO)
– volatile organic compounds (VOC)
– nitrogen oxide (NOx)
– particulate matter (PM)
– hydrocarbons (HC)

The emissions of the first three compounds are regulated by Directive
97/24/EC (in force since 17/6/99) which establishes their upper limit values and
evaluation methods.

Shown in the table below are the emissions limits for “EURO 1” (97/24/stage
1) and EURO 2 mopeds (97/24/stage 2) according to the ECE 47 drive cycle.

Mopeds registered before Stage 1 of the Directive are defined as “conventional”.
The following subparagraphs supply a brief introduction to some of the

principal pollutants’ peculiarities.

1.1. CO

The formulation of CO is associated with the combustion that takes place in
the cylinder of the two-stroke motor: as the air/gasoline mixture is poor in
oxygen all the carbon present in the fuel cannot be transformed into carbon
dioxide.

Given the rich gasoline content in the air/fuel mixture, the two-stroke engine
presents high CO concentrations in its exhaust.

TABLE 1
CO (g/km) HC + NO2 (g/km)
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1.2. NOx

The term “nitrogen oxide” (NOx) is a conventional term meant to represent
the sum of nitrogen monoxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2).

Nitrogen oxide emissions in internal combustion engines are mainly made up
of NO; this compound is formed by the combination of oxygen and nitrogen
(naturally present in the air) in high–temperature processes. The higher the
temperature of the combustion process the greater the NO emissions.

As a result of the lower temperatures reached by their exhaust emissions, the NOx
emissions of two-stroke engines are much lower than those of four-stroke engines.

1.3. VOC

The principle mechanism in the formulation of the VOC present in two-stroke
engine emissions is the incomplete combustion of the VOC present in the gasoline
itself. For this reason the amount and type of compounds emitted do not depend
only on the technology of the engine but also on the chemical composition of the
gasoline/oil lubricant mixture.

VOC is essentially composed of aromatic hydrocarbons, aldehydes, ketones,
alkanes, cycloalkanes, alkynes and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons.

1.4. PM

The emission of particles by mopeds is traceable essentially to the presence of
unburned engine oil in their exhaust (Palke, 1999) (Santino, 2001).

The PM (defined as portions of exhaust gases trapped in the filter in the form of
both aerosols and solid particles) in exhaust emissions is composed of more than
95% unburned or slightly oxidised (non-solid) engine oil, while the remaining 5%
is made up of solid carbonaceous and inorganic PM (Palke, 1999).

2. CO emissions

For the assessment of CO emissions (as for all pollutants) reference will be
made to several national and international studies; the tables considered for
emissions factors for all pollutants are listed in paragraph 9.

2.1. Conventional mopeds (non-catalytic)

The emissions factors obtained following the ECE47 drive cycle in the study in
table 7 attributes to conventional mopeds an emissions factor of 9 g per km (g/km)
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(for two-stroke motorcycles with 125cc engine displacement the CO emissions
factor according to the ECE40 drive cycle ranges between 9 and 12 g/km in the
1999 study by Nuti and Capone).

The ECE47 drive cycle presents two essential limitations in measuring emission
factors:

The maximum speed reachable is limited to the levels imposed by law.
It does not consider cold-start emissions since the measurement phase beings

after 448 seconds from the start of the cycle.
The first point is particularly limiting in terms of mopeds circulating in Italy

since the majority have been tampered with (at least the exhaust system) in
order to permit speeds much greater than those foreseen by the ECE47 drive
cycle.

In order to obviate this problem several studies were taken into consideration
(Prati et al. 1999 and Rijkeboer, 1997) that yield emissions on two different
mopeds following all the specifications of the ECE47 drive cycle excepting the
limitation for maximum speed (in order to account for tampering). 

In the Prati et al. study (1999) a CO emission factor of 17.6 g/km is estimated,
while the Rijkeboer considers a fluctuation range between 10 and 20 g/km and a
proposed emission factor of 15 g/km. The COPERT methodology assumes the
value proposed by TNO (Rijkeboer) as average emission factor for conventional
mopeds; since this figure proves to be perfectly in line with the emission factors
estimated in the Prati et al. (1999) study, the value of 15 g/km is considered as the
baseline for this study.

2.2. EURO 1 catalytic mopeds

For the estimate of the CO emission factor for EURO 1 mopeds the baseline
value assumed is the emission factor calculated according to the COPERT
method, which is equal to 7.5 g/km; this choice is reinforced by what was stated
in the preceding paragraph regarding the agreement of the values proposed in
COPERT with those estimated in other studies that adopted a “modified”
ECE47 drive cycle.

Other values, relatively close to the emission factor adopted, were found in the
technical literature for catalysed mopeds:

The Swiss Federal Department of the Environment (Keller et al. 2000)
proposed a value of 4.4g/km;

The emission factor measured experimentally by Palke and Tyo (1999), using
the ECE40 drive cycle on two catalysed mopeds, fluctuates between 4.7 and 6.6
g/km.
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3. NOx emissions

Table (2.9) shows the emission factors proposed by the CORINAIR (2001)
inventory (0.3 g/km) while Table (2.8) those of the Swiss Department for the
Environment (Keller et al. 2000) (0.01 g/km).

The emission factor offered by Rijkeboer (1997) is equal to 0.03 g/km; this
average moped emission factor is adopted (as it was for CO) using the COPERT
methodology both for conventional as well as EURO1 mopeds.

The average emission factor for the mopeds examined by the Prati et al. (1999)
study (Table 2.1) is also equal to 0.03 g/km.

The emission factor adopted in this study is 0.03 g/km (valid for both
conventional and EURO 1 mopeds) since this was the estimate of two
independent studies (Prati et al. and Rijkeboer) with a “modified” ECE47 drive
cycle certainly much closer to the present situation in Italy.

4. VOC emissions

A study conducted by the U.S. EPA (Lindhiem, 1997) reveals that the non-
methane hydrocarbons present in two-stroke engine exhaust equal 99.1 percent of the
total hydrocarbons; since methane represents only 0.9 percent of the hydrocarbons
emitted in exhaust and considering the uncertainty linked with emission factors
estimates, all the factors considered in the literature will be associated in the present
study with non-methane volatile organic compounds (NMVOC).

4.1. Conventional (non-catalytic) mopeds

In the case of the NMVOC emission factor reference will once again be made
to the studies published by Prati et al. (1999) and Lindhiem, which estimate very
similar values of 9.2 and 9 mg/km respectively.

In addition, considering the evaporation share of the NMVOC in the ARPA
study (2000), an emission factor of 9.3 mg/km is estimated (using the COPERT
method).

The present study therefore adopts an emission factor of 9.3 mg/km as it is
equivalent to the studies cited and comprehensive of the emission evaporation share.

4.2. EURO 1 catalytic mopeds

After applying the emissions reduction percentage proposed by COPERT for
mopeds, a NMVOC emission factor of approx. 4.2 g/km is proposed.
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In the study by Palke and Tyo (1999) the NMVOC emission factor measured
experimentally according to the ECE40 drive cycle on two catalytic mopeds
fluctuates between 4.2 and 4.5 g/km.

The present study thus assumes a EURO1 mopeds emission factor of 4.2 g/km.

5. Emissions for the five major toxic organic pollutants

In the context of gasoline reformulation, the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) (U.S. EPA, 1991) established the following organic polluting
compounds as being toxic for human health: benzene, polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAH), formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, and butadiene 1-3.

5.1. Benzene emissions

The S. Fuselli study is a review of several studies on benzene emission factors;
Table (2.5) shows how the emission factors fluctuate between 112 and 150 mg/km.
This study also displays the emission factor for catalytic mopeds (taken from Nuti
M. 1993).

In Prati et al. (1999) the emission factor was estimated by examining the
exhaust of 16 mopeds (conventional) and revealed a fluctuation between 41 and
150 mg/km with an average value calculated by us as 111.4 mg/km; these emission
coefficients were obtained using commercial gasoline (0.98% benzene and 33.2%
aromatic hydrocarbons). Repeating the test with gasoline that had a lower
aromatic hydrocarbon content (0.70% benzene and 28.1% aromatic
hydrocarbons) yielded an emission factor of between 25 and 127 mg/km with an
average reduction of 23% (the reduction of the benzene content was equal to 28%
between the two gasoline formulas).

Saija et al. (ANPA, 2000) used the COPERT method to estimate an emission
factor for conventional mopeds of 290 mg/km.

The emission factor (for conventional mopeds) proposed for the present study
was estimated by means of an averaging of the various values reported by the
studies cited and equal to 156.7 mg/km.

The only value available for catalytic mopeds is 16.4 mg/km.

5.2. Formaldehyde and acetaldehyde emissions

F.J. Laimboch (1991) was the only study found for an estimate of acetaldehyde
and formaldehyde emission factors. The fluctuation interval for these emission
factors is shown in Table (12).
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Shown in the table below are the central values of the fluctuation interval
assumed by the present study as average representative values for formaldehyde
and acetaldehyde emission factors.

5.3. Benzo[a]pyrene emissions

Benzo[a]pyrene is a polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon for which some exposure
response functions (ExternE) were estimated.

The emission factors estimated (using the ECE47 drive cycle) in F.J. Laimboch
(1991) fluctuate within the interval shown in Table 12. The emission factor for
non-catalytic mopeds proposed for the present study is 2.15 µg/km (average value
for the two mopeds tested). This factor for catalytic mopeds is 0.4 µg/km (central
value of the interval examined).

5.4. 1-3 butadiene emissions

The 1-3 butadiene emission factor was obtained from the only study found on
emissions of this substance for two-stroke engines (Prati et al. 2000). However, this
study estimated an emission factor of 24 mg/km (before catalytic converter) for a two-
stroke 124cc motorcycle and not for a moped. Considering the emission factor
measured in this study for VOC (4.65 g/km) and relating it to the 1.3 butadiene
emission factor, it can be seen that this latter represents 0.267 percent of the VOC
emitted.

Considering this percentage valid also for moped emissions and the NMVOC
emission factor assumed in this study, an estimated value of 48 mg/km is obtained
for conventional mopeds.

Given the estimate procedure and the single source found, this emission factor
is to be considered indicative only in terms of magnitude.

6. PM emissions

An initial source of PM emission factors is the D. Santino study (ENEA) which
examines the emissions of two mopeds, one conventional and the other EURO1.
The emission factors obtained according to the ECE47 drive cycle (both mopeds

Analysis emissions of two-stroke engines (ISIS, 2001)
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amply surpassed the theoretical speed of 45km/h during the cycle) were 172 mg/km
for the conventional moped and 42.7 mg/km for the EURO1 catalytic moped.

F.J. Laimboch (1991) measured PM emissions for conventional mopeds
(“warmed-up” and “cold-start”) as well as catalytic ones. The emission factors
obtained (ECE47 drive cycle) are shown in Table (11).

Palke and Tyo (1999) evaluated the emissions of 2 conventional mopeds
(ECE40 drive cycle). One of them was subsequently equipped with a catalytic
converter and emissions were measured before and after. The two mopeds tested
differed in terms of distance travelled, in that the first (type “1”) had travelled
approx. 19 500 km, while the second (type “2”) 2 600 km. The emission factors
for type “1” non-catalytic mopeds, for type “1” catalytic mopeds and type “2”
non-catalytic mopeds was 35.2 mg/km (fluctuation interval from 29 to 43 mg/km),
15.7 mg/km (interval of fluctuation between 29 and 43 mg/km) and 10 mg/km.

The PM emission factor proposed for the present study is 91.4 mg/km for
conventional mopeds and 33.9 mg/km for EURO 1 catalytic mopeds.

The value for conventional mopeds was obtained by averaging the sources
cited as follows:

– the emission factor estimated by D. Santino et al.;
– the cold-start emission factor estimated by F.J. Laimboch (1991) (the initial

phase of the ECE47 drive cycle was also considered);
– for the third study an average was taken of the emission factors of the two

mopeds tested in order not to excessively underestimate the final result, since
one of the two mopeds was practically new (2 600 km travelled) while the
average age of the mopeds circulating in Rome is approx. 9 years.

The emission factor for EURO 1 catalytic mopeds was estimated by averaging
the values provided by the three studies. 

7. Fuel consumption

To estimate moped fuel consumption reference is made to the table below
which shows consumption values in g/km taken from several bibliographic
sources and the baseline values proposed in this study.

TABLE 3
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8. Estimate of consumption and air polluting substances emitted in Rome in 1999

This paragraph presents the emission of polluting substances generated by the
total mopeds circulating in Rome in 1999; the following data are necessary for an
estimate of the overall total emissions:

– the emission factors for all the polluting substances considered;
– the number of circulating mopeds;
– the average annual distance travelled by a moped;
– the division of the total circulating mopeds into the categories “conventional”

and “EURO 1”.

The emissions factors used in the present study and analysed in the preceding
paragraphs are presented in the table below.

The number of mopeds (443 171 units) and their average annual distance
travelled (6 072 km) were estimated in Chapter 2.

The total annual distance travelled in 1999 was 2 690 958 600 vehicles/km.
The marketing of EURO 1 mopeds began at the end of the first semester of

1999 and thus the total circulating stock is considered as being composed
exclusively of conventional mopeds.

The overall emission of polluting substances generated by moped emission in
Rome in 1999 is shown in the table below.

Overall gasoline consumption, assuming a specific consumption, is 25 g/km for
the year 1999 and equal to 67 274 tonnes.

9. Analysis of the principal bibliographic sources and relative tables

Listed in this section are the tables used in the present study with some
observations on them and the bibliographic sources from which they were drawn.

Analysis emissions of two-stroke engines (ISIS, 2001)
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9.1. M.V. Prati et al., Regulated and benzene emissions of in use two-stroke mopeds
and motorcycles, Istituto Motori CNR e AgipPetroli, SAE 1999

Sixteen two-stroke mopeds were subjected to dynamometric bench testing.
Some of them had been tampered with to boost their top speed to well over the
45 km/h foreseen by the manufacturer. The drive cycle used for testing was based
on the ECE47 with the only variation being the lack of a maximum speed (in order
to better characterise the real emissions).

Table 6 shows the emission factors of the pollutants regulated by 
Directive 97/24/EC.

Two types of gasoline were used (“A” and “B”): type “A” has the typical
composition of the gasoline (super) on the market (0.98% benzene and 33.2%
aromatic hydrocarbons), while type “B” has a lower percentage of hydrocarbons
(0.70% benzene and 28.1% aromatic hydrocarbons).

With type “A” gasoline the benzene emissions of the 16 mopeds fluctuated
between 41 and 150 mg/km, while with type “B” the interval was between 25 and
127 mg/km.

TABLE 6

TABLE 5
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9.2. R.C. Rijkeboer, Emission factors for mopeds and motorcycles, report in meet
project funded by the European Commission, 1997

The data on moped emissions proposed in the study are subdivided into two
classes: the first contains mopeds that respect the ECE 47 normative and the
second (non-ECE) mopeds that have been tampered with to enable them to reach
speeds above the limit imposed by law.

TABLE 7

9.3. D. Santino, P. Picini, L. Martino, PM emissions from two-stroke mopeds,
ENEA, 2001

The test data (dynamometric bench testing) on the emissions and fuel consumption
obtained from two mopeds, the first conventional and the second EURO 1.

Both mopeds amply surpassed the speed limit (45 km/h) during the ECE 47
drive cycle.

The PM emission factors measured during the drive cycle are shown in Table 8.

TABLE 8

The PM emissions for the conventional moped are closely related to its
consumption of oil lubricant.

9.4. M. Nuti, D. Caponi, Piaggio & C. SpA, The development of a propulsive unit for a
friendly individual commuting vehicle, International Congress, Detroit, 1999

Data obtained using the ECE 40 drive cycle for two-stroke motorcycles
(125cc).

Analysis emissions of two-stroke engines (ISIS, 2001)
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9.5. S. Fuselli, Istituto Superiore di Sanità

The study cites several bibliographic sources for the estimate of benzene
emission factors (the data are shown in the table below).

TABLE 9

TABLE 10

TABLE 12

TABLE 11

9.6. F.J.Laimboch, The potential of small loop- scavenged spark – ignition single
cylinder two-stroke engine, SP-847, SAE 1991

The study is a bit dated (1991) and refers to mopeds tested between 1982 and
1987, but provides very useful indications on emission factors of many organic
compounds and on PM.

The tests were carried out according to the ECE 47 drive cycle.
Table 11 shows PM emission factors; for the catalytic moped a cold-start

emission factor was also calculated.

Table 12 shows the emission factors for some very toxic organic compounds.
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9.7. Keller M., de Haan P. (INFRAS), Emissions polluantes du trafic routier de 1950
à 2020 Complement, Office fédéral de l’environnement, des forêts et du paysage
(OFEFP) Berne, 2000

TABLE 13

TABLE 14

9.8. Joint EMEP/CORINAIR, Atmospheric emission inventory guidebook, third
edition, Copenhagen, European Agency, 2001

Analysis emissions of two-stroke engines (ISIS, 2001)
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Contribution by mopeds to urban air pollution

Annex 4. Contribution by mopeds to urban air pollution*
1. Introduction

The present study constitutes a methodological proposal for the assessment of
the contribution by two-wheel vehicles to urban air pollution, following two
separate approaches.

The study’s first approach is based on the direct measurement of traffic flow.
This method allows for the calculation of emissions and then of concentrations
owing to the real flow of traffic along a roadway tract, and thus direct comparison
with the monitoring station.

The flow of automobile traffic was measured over an arc of ten days, and two-
wheel vehicles were surveyed directly. An emissions model was applied for the
calculation of CO corresponding to each vehicle category; then, using a dispersion
model, the CO concentrations that would be present if the total rolling stock
consisted only of automobiles or only of mopeds were measured. These data can be
correlated with the concentrations found by the monitoring station set up in the area
investigated.

The second approach used the traffic flows calculated by means of the O/D
Table of the City of Rome and by the application of planning models that allow for
the assignment of traffic flows to each of the city’s primary thoroughfares. These
flows represent the average traffic on a non-rainy work/school day.

Three air quality monitoring stations were identified in the study, located in
heavily trafficked, densely-populated areas. The traffic flow in these areas was
examined separately in terms of automobiles, mopeds and motorcycles, and
emissions of carbon monoxide were calculated for the categories of vehicle
considered.

2. Magna Grecia case study

The objective of the study was to calculate the CO concentrations associated
only with four-wheel vehicles and mopeds along the roadway “canyon” of Via
Magna Grecia. These data can be placed in comparison with the Air Quality
Monitoring Station of the City of Rome indicated on the map in Fig. 1. 

This roadway tract is particularly suited to an investigation of this sort since
traffic flow is measured continuously by means of magnetic induction coils and the
data are harvested by the Traffic Control Centre of STA. The presence of the
station also allows for the direct comparison of the data calculated by the model
and the values measured. 

* Reproduced with kind permission from STA (Rome Mobility Agency), 2002.
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The present study considered the period of time between 26 November 2001
and 7 December 2001, with the exclusion of 30 November and 1 December (days
on which traffic data were not reliable). Taking the hourly traffic flows surveyed
first emissions were calculated using the TEE method (Traffic Emission and
Energetic), and then concentrations, with the application of the English ADMS
model (Atmospheric Dispersion Modelling System).

2.1 Traffic flows

Via Magna Grecia is part of a network of roads monitored by STA. Hourly
traffic flows for the time interval examined were taken into consideration for the
three thoroughfares indicated in Fig. 1.

Analysis of four-wheel traffic reveals a heavy average flow in the Cilicia
direction and not in the Appio direction (Fig. 2). Furthermore, no significant
reduction in flow was found on Saturdays or Sundays when only a slight
reduction and an absence of peak morning and evening hours were noted. The
traffic flows were also reworked on the basis of the available data with the aim
of estimating flows in relation to several hours during the day (in particular the
night-time hours) in which measurements had proved incomplete.
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FIG. 2. FOUR-WHEEL TRAFFIC FLOW TRENDS DURING THE TIME PERIOD CONSIDERED

Contribution by mopeds to urban air pollution
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The given traffic-measurement systems do not yield a separate measurement
of two-wheel traffic flow. Direct surveys were carried out to identify hourly
percentages of two-wheel vehicles out of the total vehicular flow. The Traffic
Control Centre has a circuit of video-cameras that survey the heaviest traffic
areas, and the one positioned in Piazzale Appio records the vehicle flow on Via
Magna Grecia. Data was registered during the five peak hours of the day and
later a separate count of two and four-wheel vehicles was done.

This count made it possible to compare both the traffic flows recorded by
the magnetic induction coil as well as to calculate the percentage of the
vehicular flow associated with two-wheel vehicles. These percentages relative to
the five peak hours of the day were integrated with the data relative to the O/D
Table of the entire municipal area, yielding, for the time period considered, a
two-wheel vehicle flow trend in function of the traffic actually measured, based
on statistical investigation (O/D Table) as well as on direct measurement
(counts).

On the work/school days of 6 and 7 March 2002 the traffic flow of
automobiles and two-wheel vehicles was measured during the 5 peak hours of
the day (7.45–8.45; 9.45–10.45; 14.30–15.30; 17–18; 20–21). The counts are
shown in Table 1.
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The average of the counts for the two days, reported at a time interval of one
hour, was later compared with the flow of only four-wheel vehicles measured by
the Traffic Control Centre, revealing some differences between the flows counted
and those measured (Table 2).
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TABLE 2. COMPARISON OF FLOWS MEASURED AND COUNTED

In order to identify the portion of the flow constituted by two-wheel vehicles,
a comparison was made between the numbers of two and four-wheel vehicles.

This percentage is variable both in relation to the hour of the day and to the
direction of traffic, and results as being between 17 and 30% (Table 3).

TABLE 3. TWO-WHEEL VEHICLE FLOW

The two-wheel traffic flow trend over the entire arc of the day is calculated by
comparing the percentages of two-wheel vehicles yielded in the counts, with those
supplied by the O/D Table of the City of Rome in relation to the area in question. 

The present study adopted the percentages supplied by the O/D Table during
the hours for which counts were not carried out, while the percentages counted at
the five peak hours were assumed in an effort to obtain a more realistic picture of
the flow of mopeds in periods of heaviest traffic. The final trend of the percentages
is shown in Fig. 3.

Contribution by mopeds to urban air pollution
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TIME
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Applying the percentages shown in Fig. 3, to the traffic flow in, and keeping in
mind that mopeds constitute approximately one-third of the two-wheel flow, it is
possible to estimate moped traffic flow in relation to the roadway tracts
considered.
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FIG. 3. PERCENTAGES OF TWO-WHEEL VEHICLES COMPARED TO FOUR-WHEEL VEHICLES FOR

EACH DIRECTION

FIG. 4. ESTIMATE OF MOPED FLOW IN VIA MAGNA GRECIA
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2.2 Emissions calculation

The TEE model (Traffic Emission and Energetic), developed by ENEA in the
context of the European Project ESTEEM, was applied in the calculation of
emissions. Hourly CO emission were calculated separately for all four-wheel
vehicles and all mopeds. For the purposes of calculating these emissions the total
rolling stock of the City of Rome in the year 2000 was divided into the categories
envisaged by the COPERT method provided by ACI. The composition of the total
two-wheel vehicles of the City of Rome is shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 4 contd.

FIG. 5. TOTAL ROLLING STOCK CITY OF ROME
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CO emissions (gr/km) for the period of the study are shown in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 5 contd.

FIG. 6. CO EMISSIONS FOR CARS, MOPEDS AND COMPARISON OF THE TWO
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The CO emitted by mopeds contributed an average of 20% of total emissions
for the entire period of the study.

2.3 Concentration calculation

Concentrations were calculated separately for mopeds and four-wheel vehicles.
The model used was the English ADMS Urban which permits the calculation of
pollutant concentrations associated with linear sources in the urban area, taking
into account the presence of eventual canyons.

Fictitious CO concentrations deriving from a hypothetical total rolling stock of
only four-wheel vehicles and mopeds were calculated in relation to the separate flows
of cars and mopeds. The results obtained are shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 6 contd.

FIG. 7. CO CONCENTRATION TRENDS AS GENERATED BY MOPEDS AND CARS
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The moped-generated CO concentrations for the entire period studied is 21%
of the total.
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Comparison of the results obtained applying the entire model chain (traffic-
emissions-concentrations) and the values measured by the Via Magna Grecia
monitoring station in the corresponding period (26/11–7/12/2001) is shown in
Fig. 8.

The results obtained with the dispersion model allow for the reconstruction
of the concentration trend obtained by the monitoring station. Variations can
be seen in the peak hours of the day in which the model tends to overestimate
the concentrations, while night-time concentrations result as underestimated.
Good results are obtained overall on the predictions of the average
concentrations at the 8 hours, or throughout the entire day, in which the
variation between the data measured and that estimated is 40% and 30%
respectively. 

3. Emissions calculation at several air quality monitoring stations

3.1 Traffic flow analysis

For the purposes of comparing the emissions of two and four-wheel vehicles,
several roadway tracts in relation to three air quality monitoring stations of the
City of Rome were considered: Magna Grecia, Tiburtina and Fermi, located in
heavily trafficked and densely populated areas.
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The three roadway tracts considered can be seen on the maps in Fig. 9.
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FIG. 9. IDENTIFICATION OF THREE ROADWAY TRACTS
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The integration of the data provided by the Traffic Control Centre of STA and
the O/D Table of the entire municipal area, allowed for the reconstruction of
hourly flows per roadway tract considered, subdivided in terms of two and four-
wheel vehicles. These flow measurements refer to a non-rainy average
work/school day.

Fig. 10 shows the traffic flow and speeds for each roadway tract. It is necessary
to specify that for motorcycles a speed analogous to that of four-wheel vehicles
was assumed in an entirely precautionary manner since data in this area were not
available. For some roadway tracts the available vehicle flows correspond to a
single direction.
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FIG. 10. FLOWS AND SPEEDS
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Analysis of vehicular flow highlights a substantially regular trend during the
day-time hours, with relatively constant flows in the period from 7:00 to 20:00 and
with more or less pronounced peaks from 7:00 to 9:00 and 17:00 to 19:00.
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FIG. 11. VEHICLE FLOW COMPARISON

FIG. 12. SPEED COMPARISON
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Speed comparison highlights how flows on average are slower at Magna Grecia
and Fermi and faster at Tiburtina. Traffic-lights are not operative in the night-time
hours and thus do not regulate speed, assumed in an entirely precautionary
manner, as of 35 km/h for all the roadway tracts with the exception of Via
Tiburtina, in which the characteristics of the road and its high average speeds, led
to the assumption of a night-time speed of 50 km/h. 

3.2 Emissions calculation

The TEE (Traffic Emission and Energetic) model was used for emissions
calculations. CO emissions from four-wheel vehicles and mopeds only were
calculated. With regard to traffic flow, keeping in mind the current composition
of the total rolling stock, it is reasonable to suppose that the flows are made up of
two thirds mopeds and one third motorcycles.

Fig. 13 shows the CO emissions for each roadway tract expressed in kg/h,
divided into emissions owing to the flow of four-wheel vehicles and mopeds.
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FIG. 13. MOPED AND TWO-WHEEL VEHICLE EMISSIONS

The trend of CO emissions indicates a direct dependence of emissions on
traffic flow. Observing the vehicular flow trend (Fig. 11) the stations set up in Via
Magna Grecia and Fermi2 show relatively homogeneous flows, while speeds (Fig.
12) are higher at the Magna Grecia station. CO emissions at the Fermi 2 roadway
tract are significantly higher for both two and four-wheel vehicles.
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At all the stations with the exception of Tiburtina two-wheel emissions are
lower than four-wheel emissions. An anomalous trend in emissions can be seen at
Via Tiburtina, as they are equal to and, in some cases greater (in the evening hours)
than, four-wheel emissions.
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FIG. 13 contd.

FIG. 13 contd.
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This result is to be attributed to the high number of two-wheel vehicles
making up more than one-third of the entire flow, as well as to the fact that that
roadway tract maintains a particularly high speed. In order to quantify the
contribution to the total daily emissions of two and four-wheel vehicles as
compared to flows, a total number of trips for both types of vehicle was
calculated along with the total daily emissions for each category. The results can
be seen in Table 4.
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FIG. 13 contd.

TABLE 4 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
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Analysis of the results, extended to the entire typical day, reveals that the
percentage of daily CO emissions contributed by mopeds is between 16% and
29%, while they represent between 13% and 16% of the total flow.

4. Conclusions 

The assessment of emissions associated with vehicular traffic and the estimate
of the contribution by mopeds to urban air pollution used two approaches.

The first method was based on the direct measurement of hourly traffic flows
on a given tract of roadway for a period of ten days. The application of emissions
and dispersion models to real traffic flows allowed for the direct comparison of the
data provided by monitoring stations and thus the verification of the reliability of
this study method.

The application of the method to the case in question revealed that the ratio
between total emissions and those owing to mopeds throughout the period of the
study was 20%; this ratio remains essentially unchanged when compared with the
CO concentrations due to mopeds alone as compared with the total rolling stock.
In fact, the dispersion model used is a gaussian model in which the relationship
between the emissions and concentrations calculated is essentially linear.

The emissions and concentrations owing to mopeds consisted on average of
20–21% of the total, while the flow of mopeds compared with the total was
approximately 12% for the entire period of the study.

The second approach was based on the use of the O/D Table of the City of
Rome and on the application of planning models that allow for the assigning of
traffic flows to each of the city’s thoroughfares. These flows represent the average
traffic on a non-rainy work/school day calibrated, in any case, on the monitoring
station network. This approach made it possible to evaluate on a broader spatial
scale, taking into consideration four roadway tracts in correspondence with three
monitoring stations, and considering the traffic flows corresponding not to a
specific time period but to an average traffic flow.

The application of the emission model in this second case study revealed that
the contribution of CO from mopeds is approximately 16% of the total emissions
and reaches 29% at roadway tracts with higher speeds, while their contribution to
total traffic flow (cars and mopeds) is between 13 and 16%.

The results obtained by the two approaches result as comparable. In particular,
the first method, which requires the availability of real traffic flows, demonstrated
the reliability of the dispersion models used by means of comparison with the data
collected by the monitoring stations. The second method, applicable in any urban
context offering the availability of an O/D Table and a suitably calibrated model
for the assigning of traffic flows, allowed for the evaluation of moped
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contributions to urban pollution on an extended roadway network, without
having to make use of a specific time interval.

It is necessary to recall that the studies on two-wheel vehicle emissions are
relatively recent, especially when compared with the corresponding studies on
four-wheel vehicles, and that the emissions factors are to be considered
preliminary and do not consider the mopeds’ maintenance level. Futher
uncertainty lies in the speeds of mopeds which, for reasons having to do with the
models and the scarceness of data, are assumed as equal to those of four-wheel
vehicles.

This study has demonstrated that it is possible to estimate the magnitude of
urban emissions owing to mopeds, but that the most precise estimates can be only
done with more detailed information on two-wheel vehicle flows, kinematics and,
above all, emission factors.
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Chemical composition breakdown of a PM10 sample

The Avino et al. study analysed and compared the PM10 filtered by two monito-
ring stations in Rome: one heavily trafficked (Fermi) and the other a background set-
ting in the park of the Villa Ada.

The chart illustrates the organic and inorganic fractions of PM10. The inorganic
fraction amounts to 30–40% at the heavily trafficked station and drops to 20–25%
in the park; it is composed, in turn, of 60% graphite (EC: elemental, or black, car-
bon) and 40% complex mixture of hydrocarbons, other oxygenated compounds,
alkanes, PAH alkenes and PAH nitrite (OC: organic carbon). EC is defined as the
primary pollutant emitted directly in the combustion process. OC has its primary and
secondary origins in the mixing of volatile organic compounds and other natural sub-
stances such as pollen and vegetal waste as well as bio-genic substances. At the hea-
vily trafficked station the OC/EC ratio varied from 0.57 to 0.91, while in the park it
varied from 1.23 to 1.40 (Avino et al. 2001 cfr chapter 3).

Annex 5. Chemical composition of PM10*

* Reproduced with kind permission from Avino P, Brocco D, Cecinato A (2001).
Characterization of carbonaceous PM in the urban area of Rome. In: Brebbia C, Sucharov
LJ, eds. Urban transport VII. Wessex, WIT Press.
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* Heavy diesel vehicles were excluded from the total since they were not counted by
the STA model for the attribution of CO owing to mopeds. STA considered the
contribution of CO by this category negligible in the total emitted in Rome, thus
simplifying their flow/emissions model.

Annex 6. CO emissions for Rome rolling stock

CO emission for Rome rolling stock
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Estimate of production loss due to temporary disability

LIFE EXPECTANCY (1995 STATISTICS)
GDP INCREASE = 2.06%/YEAR

OFFICIAL BANK RATE = 5.57% (I.E. AVERAGE OF RATES FOR THE PERIOD 1987–2000)

This result was calculated on the basis of three factors:

– rate of employment (ratio of employed persons in each age group to popula-
tion relative to the same age group);

– daily GDP for each employed person and daily GDP for each inhabitant: one
value represents the GDP produced by an employed person and the other by
one not employed; it was not possible to calculate this value by age group, a
problem that was resolved by weighting the values with the coefficient
described in the next point;

– a coefficient explicative of the income level reached by each age group
obtained by relating the average income of each age group with the total aver-
age income.

Multiplying the employment rate by the income coefficient and then by the
daily GDP of each employed person, yields an estimate of the level of income lost

Annex 9. ACI Study on road accident costs. Methodological note on
the tables provided by ACI*

* Reproduced with kind permission from ACI (Automobile Club of Italy).
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in the case of an employed injured person. On the other hand, if the injured per-
son were unemployed it would be necessary to multiply the complement of the
employment rate by the daily GDP per inhabitant. Adding these two values
together a daily production loss is obtained which takes into consideration the
possibility of the injured person’s belonging to the age group of employed persons.
Multiplying the value thus obtained by days of temporary disability yields an esti-
mate of the production loss for that period.

Table 31 in Chapter 6: Estimate of health costs for persons injured or killed in
road accidents

The DRG fixed rates involving road accident injuries were used for the calcu-
lation of this estimate. These rates do not change with variations in age or serious-
ness of diagnosis, thus the medical cost per injury remains the same and is not sub-
divided by age group. 

The point of departure in determining this value was the percentage of injuries
subdivided by type deriving from study 2. It was necessary to use the total percent-
age and to omit any subdivision by seriousness in as much as the DRG rate does
not, as we have already mentioned, consider this parameter. Once the DRG rates
regarding road accident injuries were subdivided into the types of injury listed in
study 2, an average rate was calculated such that every injured area of the body
corresponded with a medical cost. Finally, a weighted average of these rates was
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taken based on the frequency noted in the above-mentioned study. These same
operations were repeated both for the hospitalization and day-hospital rates. 

For serious injuries the average global hospitalization cost was added to ambu-
lance and emergency room costs. For minor injuries a cost equal to the average of
emergency room and day–hospital costs was considered. In the absence of informa-
tion on hospitalization before death, only the ambulance and emergency room costs
were applied to deceased persons, which resulted in the supposition that all of them
were killed on the spot.

The same must be said of rehabilitative therapy both in the case of minor injury
and serious injury. In the absence of related data the value could not be calculated.

Table 39 in Chapter 6: Present value of the loss of productivity among deceased
persons and those with permanent disability

This estimate applies to both categories (deceased persons and those with per-
manent disability) as both are considered no longer capable of economically pro-
ductive activity. The calculation takes into account the GDP, corrected for the
long term discount rate, divided by the number of employed persons and by the
number of inhabitants respectively, and multiplied by the number of economical-
ly productive years lost through death or permanent disability. The average GDP
increase during the last 15 years is considered to be 0.194 per inhabitant and 0.192
per employed person. This value has been applied in discounting future lost
income.

The adjusted future production loss associated with permanently disabled or
deceased persons is obtained by repeating the calculation of the production loss
resulting from temporary disability for each year of expected active life (using the
GDP corresponding to each year), adjusting with an adjustment rate obtained
from an average of the deflated discount rates relative to the last 12 years and,
finally, adding together all the years relative to the individual age groups.

Table 44 in Chapter 6: Monetary value applicable to emotional damage as a result
of road accident deaths and physical damage to injured persons

To calculate this value reference was made to the table of the Tribunale di
Milano [Milan Law Court] which shows the value of the percentage points of dis-
ability by age group. In the case of death disability is considered as 100%. The
monetary value was then obtained by multiplying the point value in that particu-
lar age group by 100.

The same procedure was used for minor injuries which were given 5 points of
disability, while serious injuries were given 20 points.
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Study of the University of Turin on road accident costs

Annex 10. Study of the University of Turin on road accident costs*

1. Road accident costs

The aim of this study is to calculate the costs of road accidents involving
mopeds in Rome and Milan. The costs of road accidents concern both the
damages suffered by individual citizens as well as those suffered by the society. For
the purpose of better estimating the economic impact of these costs it would be
useful to separate them into the following four categories  [COST 313, 1994]:

(a) health costs, represented by the total costs necessary to provide health
assistance to persons involved in the accident, which include hospitalization
as well as the costs resulting from emergency intervention;

(b) other real costs, such as the damage and consequences of repairing vehicles
involved in accidents, legal costs and possible funeral costs;

(c) costs owing to the loss of output, consisting of the loss of productive work
activity owing to accidents; cost of time lost due to accidents; transaction costs
such as, for example, the costs of recruiting and training new personnel; four
specific circumstances influence the overall sum of these costs:
– whether the estimates include the work force only or the entire population;
– whether the costs include gross or net losses;
– whether future production values are foreseen and at what rate;
– whether the income, or input, growth rate is expressed, as well as the level

of that growth.

(d) human costs, which register the pain and suffering of the individual following
the accident and reflect the single individual’s risk aversion.

The sum of these costs is, however, much different according to whether the
outcome is fatal or not. In the case of a fatal outcome, in fact, a value must be
attributed to the human life lost, which is a practice that produces a multitude of
very different results; accidents limited to injury only are a different case.

The report is arranged as follows: Paragraph 2 contains the analysis of the
principal methods used in the literature for calculating the value of a human life.
Accidents that do not cause fatal damage are dealt with in paragraph 3. Paragraph
4 illustrates the data used for this ratio for the cities of Milan and Rome. Paragraph
5 and 6 offer respective estimates of mortality and morbidity costs associated with
moped accidents in the cities analysed. Finally, several conclusions are drawn in
paragraph 7.

* Reproduced with kind permission from University of Turin, Department of Economics,
Roberto Zanola: assessment of the health and social costs of accidents.
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2. The statistical value of human life

The value placed on human life lost and on the physical and psychological
disability consequent to accidents is known in the literature as the Value of
Statistical Life (VOSL) or the value of the prevention of statistical fatality. There
are many methods by which to estimate the statistical value of human life [Jones-
Lee, 1989]. In particular, we have cited below those most used in the literature:
the human capital method, the willingness-to-pay method, and methods
concerning stated preferences and income differentials.

2.1. The human capital method

The human capital method attributes a loss to the society following a death
equal to the expected value of the output that the victim would have produced
had he not died prematurely.

An alternative method is based on the concept of “net output”. This concept
considers the fact that a person consumes a large part of what he produces. The
value of this expected production is subtracted from the “gross output” value.
This approach greatly reduces the value of the life lost, the net output being
estimated at approximately 20% in the case of fatality [Hammond, 1981].

An individual application of this method presents various problems, and for
this reason it is little used in the literature.  In the first place, there is the difficulty
in obtaining detailed information on the incomes of persons involved in accidents,
on the rates of future development and on the rate of inter-temporal preference to
be used in the analysis.

In  the second place, even if these data were available the application of the
income method (but not that of consumption) could even lead to negative values.
In fact, think of all the persons – retired, unemployed, disabled – whose income is
lower than their consumption levels. In this case, the value of life would be
negative and their death would represent an advantage to the society and not a
loss! There would also be unacceptable differences between the value of the life
of a man and that of a woman, and between adults and children, and so on, and
for this reason “the application of an income derived from the GDP is much more
equitable with regard to the real income of the categories of patients involved”,
even though it is true that the real income “better reflects the real economic
burden involved”. [Levaggi et al., 1999].

2.2. The willingness-to-pay method

Accepting the fact that the reduction of death risk (and of injury) value includes
a multitude of considerations on the part of individuals, the attempt to define ad hoc
measures was abandoned in favour of a consideration of individual preferences.
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The trade-off that takes place between risk reduction and money is registered
with the method known as willingness-to-pay (WTP) for the reduction of risk
level. The willingness to pay in order to avoid death is given as:

where:

T = time of remaining life
Bt = benefit deriving from being alive (including non-market benefits)
r = rate of inter-temporal preference
A = risk aversion factor

This WTP value includes all the benefits of being alive, including a premium
for pain and suffering avoided. The use of the individual preference rate renders
a discount rate superfluous.

In contrast with the human capital method, the WTP allows for a better
evaluation of the various risk attitudes of individuals and the nature of the risk of
premature death, in addition to the possibility of evaluating intangible costs,
resulting in a generally higher estimate of the social costs associated with
premature death [Blomquist, 1979; Jones-Lee, 1989; Persson and Cedervall, 1991;
Elvik, 1994; Kidholm, 1995; COST 313].

The WTP is often transformed into VOSL. Assuming that the WTP is
expressed as a variation of the probability of the risk of death per single individual,
dz, these variations are added up for the total of the individuals, n, in such a way
that n*dz=1, that is that for each group of n individuals a statistical life is avoided.
It follows that the value of statistical life can therefore be expressed as the sum of
the WTPs for all the individuals n, VOSL = WTP*n = WTP/dz [Lindberg, 1999].

Naturally the WTP is not without its downside [Tervonen, 1999]. Among the
most common criticisms is the risk of identifying individuals’ preferences with
their choices. In fact, it can happen that these choices are circumstantial,
regardless, therefore, of individuals’ preferences. Moreover, doubts are raised on
the capacity of individuals to have well-defined preferences on marginal changes,
as well as to evaluate the nature and magnitude of the risk faced. Finally, the risks
of calculated responses to hypothetical questions are well-known.

2.3. The stated preferences method

The stated preferences method proves useful in conjunction with the WTP, as is
witnessed by recent developments in research in this direction [Adamowicz et al.,
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1994; Roe et al., 1996]. The method consists of the observation of how different
attributes that characterise some market assets influence the WTP. Analysis,
therefore, of products that guarantee increased safety levels allows for a more careful
examination of private preferences towards risk [NHTSA, 1996]. Nevertheless, the
products in question have characteristics bound not only to safety levels and thus it
would be necessary to isolate these from ones that impact only on safety levels.

2.4. Income differentials

Another possible method for the estimation of the value of life lies in income
differentials. This method’s rationale is based on the fact that high-risk professions
should guarantee much higher wages than those guaranteed to lower-risk
professions. This wage differential would represent a monetary value applicable to
the risk of death.

This measurement of VOSL can, nevertheless, be determined by numerous
other factors beyond risk. In confirmation of what can be seen in Table 1, which
shows the wage differentials of statistical life, the large differences in values, in
fact, are not owing only to the typology of work considered, but also to the nation
analysed, as well as the estimation technique which, in turn, impacts on the final
VOSL value [Tervonen, 1999].

2.5. Empirical evidence

Considering the multitude of factors that impact on the individual estimation
of the value of human life and the variety of methods used to estimate it, it is not
surprising noteworthy differences can be found between the various estimates in
the literature. To this end Table 2 shows the values of statistical life taken from

TABLE 1. WAGE DIFFERENTIALS OF STATISTICAL LIFE (MILLIONS OF POUNDS 1993)

Source: Tervonen (1999).
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TABLE 2. VALUE OF STATISTICAL LIFE IN SOME RECENT STUDIES (BILLIONS OF LIRE 1997)

Source: our elaboration of original data.

TABLE 3. VALUE OF STATISTICAL LIFE IN SOME EUROPEAN COUNTRIES. RESULTS OF THE
COST 313 PROJECT (THOUSANDS OF ECU 1990)

Source: European Commission (1994).

several of the principal studies of the last twenty years, adjusted in order to
account for the GDP differentials and expressed in Italian liras of 1997. The
VOSL value falls between slightly more than 1 billion and almost 8 billion liras!

It is possible to find very different values even within the context of the same
project; for example, the COST 313 Project [European Commission, 1994],
which was a comparative study on the socio-economic costs of road accidents in
Community countries, in which the differences in estimated costs were great and
only in part attributable to the income differentials between countries.

As we have seen, Tables 2 and 3 show very different  VOSL values. A partial
explanation lies in the different analytic methods, timeframes and baseline populations
employed. Nonetheless, this explanation alone does not cover all the reasons behind
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such marked differences. The fact is that the above studies do not necessarily regard
the same typology of costs but, according to the case in question, can include or
exclude production and consumption costs, health costs, intangibles, etc.

In an attempt to obtain a more “objective” estimate, even though it may not be
founded on the theory of well-being used as the basis for the other assessment
methods, the human capital method can be used. As illustrated in paragraph 2.1,
the method consists of the estimate of the value of statistical life by means of the
calculation of the future output that would be have been produced by the victim
had he not died prematurely. Table 4 shows some estimates drawn from the COST
313 project and adapted in order to account for differences in  GDP1.

Although the calculation in this case is based on objective economic
magnitudes – production and internal consumption – the results of the estimates
still show values quite different from each other.

3. Morbidity costs

3.1. Abbreviated Injury Scale

In the case that an accident is not fatal, the person involved requires health
assistance in addition to a combination of other costs, the description of which can
be found in the introduction [FMCSA, 2001; Barnett et al., 1999]. The
combination of these costs represents a cost directly linked with the injury, which
is estimated in consideration of the various levels of seriousness of the injuries.

1 Other countries not included in the Table show values even further from the European average,
Switzerland above it, Holland and Spain under.

2 The net production loss in column (3) is given by the difference between columns (1) and (2).
Nevertheless, in order to avoid a double count the total cost per person includes only the gross loss.

TABLE 4. COMPONENTS OF THE VALUE OF STATISTICAL LIFE IN SOME EUROPEAN COUNTRIES.
RESULTS OF THE COST 313 PROJECT (MILLIONS OF LIRE 1997)

Source: our elaboration of original data.
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Each injury is assigned an abbreviated injury scale value (AIS) and the injury
is assigned to a specific part of the body. In some cases economic evaluations
were done according to this scale, such as the three studies whose results are
shown in the following table. In the study by the Federal Highway
Administration of the USA [FHWA, 1994] the comprehensive cost is estimated,
allowing for the internalisation of all the effects of accidents on the entire life of
the individual, and a value is estimated for each injury on the various degrees of
the AIS scale, attributing a monetary value to eleven components. These include
damage to property, loss of workplace and domestic production, health costs,
legal and administrative costs and, above all, the costs associated with the pain of
a diminished quality of life.

Nevertheless, intangible costs are not always surveyed in this type of study. To
this end see Table 5 below which shows the AIS values; the attempt to include
intangible costs translates into higher estimates for the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) as compared with the two subsequent studies.

The AIS scale is an index allowing for the classification of the physical damage
consequent to an accident. Nevertheless, it is possible to distinguish injuries also on
the basis of the part of the body involved. The Fildes et al. study [1998]4

distinguishes the cost associated with the AIS value for 9 different areas of the body.
Using the Fildes estimates and those of the FHWA [1994] it is possible to construct
Table 8 containing the  comprehensive medical cost for the various areas of the body.

Starting with the AIS classification it is possible to make an even more complex
measurement that considers multiple injuries, which was the motivation behind
the ISS – the Injury Severity Score. The ISS value is calculated by taking the sum
of the squares of the three AIS values for the different areas of the body presenting
the highest values, which yields an ISS value that varies from 0 to 75.

3 The cost associated with the AIS degree 6, equivalent to injuries with fatal consequences, can be
interpreted as an evaluation of statistical life.

4 Used in Table 5 for the calculation of the average cost associated with the AIS value.

TABLE 5. ACCIDENT COSTS CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO THE AIS SCALE (MILLIONS OF LIRE 1997)

Source: our elaboration of original data.
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However, the ISS has some weak points that make it inappropriate for
estimating the social costs of accidents. In particular, each individual error present
in the AIS index exponentially increases the error recorded by the ISS index;
moreover, different types of damage can produce the same final ISS value and
hence are not weighted for the various areas of the body injured.

3.2. Components of average accident cost

The classification of costs according to the AIS method is not the only one
mentioned in the literature. An alternative approach, widespread in European
studies, is that which distinguishes in a less refined manner on the basis of the
seriousness of accidents, referring in general to the distinction between sever and
minor accident outcomes [Ball, 1997; Tervonen, 1999; Linberg et al., 1999].

Beginning with the results of the COST 313 Project, Table 6 presents an
estimate for European countries of average cost by seriousness of the outcome,
distinguishing the principal cost components.

The human costs (intangible) have carry a weight of over 60% of the total non-
fatal accident costs, while healthcare costs account for a not very important 10%.
These estimates are substantially confirmed also by the values of the Department
of Transport of the English government (DTLR), which foresee higher human
costs and about 8% for health costs.

TABLE 6. AVERAGE COST PER INJURY ACCORDING TO THE AIS SCALE FOR VARIOUS AREAS OF
THE BODY (MILLIONS OF LIRE 1997)

Source: our elaboration of data from Fildes et al., 1998 and FHWA, 1994.

TABLE 7. AVERAGE COST PER INJURY BASED ON SERIOUSNESS, EUROPEAN AVERAGE (MILLIONS
OF LIRE 1997)

Source: our elaboration of COST 313 data (European Commission, 1994).

-
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3.3. Health costs in Italy

The data presented to this point refer to the international situation. In the case
of Italy, however, in order to evaluate the costs of accidents born by regional health
care systems it is possible to use the rate value associated with the classification of
hospital patients based on the DRGs5 (fixed standard regional hospital rates)
[Tosatti, 2000]. This means, therefore, identifying the information relative to
accidents that made use of emergency room facilities and rescue intervention
associating them with the correct reimbursement rates. Table 9 shows the estimate
of average per capita DRG health costs for the year 1993 with reference to initial
hospital admission for Emilia-Romagna.

5 There is  also a substantial foreign literature that deals with the estimation of health costs in hospitals
using DRGs with reference to specific national situations. See, among others, De Maria et al. (1988),
Hendrie et al. (1994), Miller et al. (1993), and Oikkonen (1993).

TABLE 8. AVERAGE ACCIDENT COST COMPONENTS, GREAT BRITAIN (1997)

Source: our elaboration of Ball (2000) data.

TABLE 9. AVERAGE PER CAPITA HEALTH COSTS FOR INITIAL HOSPITAL ADMISSION 1993
EMILIA-ROMAGNA (LIRE 1993)

Source: Tosatti (2002).

Unfortunately the results of the application of this method are not very useful.
In fact, it should be noted how great a lack there is of healthcare data associated
with the remarkable quantity of available technical information (which describe in
detail the topology of the accident). Indeed, SDOs do not seem sufficiently
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detailed to detect the weight of hospitalizations per accident subsequent to the
initial hospital admission, nor the seriousness and hospitalization history of the
injured person per road accident [Tosatti, 2002].

4. The data

The risk of road accident is directly associated with the volume of traffic
(level of congestion), the type of vehicle (driver’s level of protection, speed,
etc.), type of road (changes in viability linked with weather conditions) and the
characteristics of the driver (age, behaviour, etc.) [Lindberg, 1999].
Nevertheless, the data available to us do not allow for this degree of
distribution.

To estimate the costs of accidents involving mopeds in the cities of Milan
and Rome, we were provided with the following data by the Rome office of
WHO.

The statistics on the number of persons injured in accidents involving mopeds
furnish the number of injured persons including drivers, passengers and
pedestrians. In the tables the overall number of cases is treated without
distinguishing among the various categories regarding attributed costs.

TABLE 10. NUMBER OF PERSONS INJURED IN ACCIDENTS INVOLVING MOPEDS (YEAR 2000)

Source: WHO elaboration of ISTAT data.

To calculate the costs attributable to deaths per age group use was made of
the total number and distribution by age group of deaths caused by accidents
involving mopeds. In this case as well no distinction was made between
pedestrians (whose age was not contained in the statistics used), drivers and
passengers.

As was pointed out in the preceding paragraphs, the cost of accidents is largely
determined by the seriousness of the health outcomes. Nevertheless, in the
absence of a real distribution of injuries on the AIS scale relative to the cities
examined, use was made of a percentage distribution deriving from a sample study
of 124 accidents and 134 injured persons conducted by the University of Pavia in
the context of the MAIDS Project.
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Application of the percentage distribution to the total number of injured
persons in Milan and Rome yielded the distribution of injuries per AIS and body
area in the two cities.

5. The cost of mortality in Milan and Rome

As was pointed out previously, despite the many existing studies there is no
baseline value for human life that allows for the assignment of a loss of life value
to which everyone can agree. For this reason the cost of accidents involving
mopeds varies widely according to whether a “prudential” estimate is chosen or
an estimate that attributes a greater value to the risk of premature death.

In the case of accidents involving mopeds the comprehensive cost estimated for
Milan varies from slightly less than 15 billion to over 110 billion lire (1997 rates);
for Rome the range is from slightly more than 11 billion to almost 90 billion lire
(1997 rates).

TABLE 11. DEATHS BY AGE GROUP (2000)

Source: WHO elaborations of ISTAT data.

TABLE 12. PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONS INJURED IN ACCIDENTS INVOLVING MOPEDS (2000)

Source: University of Pavia, MAIDS Project.
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TABLE 14. VALUE OF STATISTICAL LIFE IN SOME RECENT STUDIES (BILLIONS OF LIRE 1997)

Source: our elaboration of directly gathered data.

TABLE 13. DISTRIBUTION OF INJURIES PER AIS AND BODY AREAS IN ROME AND MILAN

Source: our elaboration of directly gathered data.
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6. Social and health costs in Milan and Rome

The use of estimates based on the AIS (Abbreviated Injury Scale) makes it
possible to obtain estimates of the total social cost of accidents involving
mopeds that take into account the various seriousness levels of injuries.
Beginning with the distribution of the accidents examined, it can be noted how
the majority of costs are attributable to the most serious accidents whose
outcome is not fatal (AIS 5), and which, despite the low number of events,  have
an almost 50% impact on cost.

In the case of Milan, the estimates yielded values of between 70 and slightly less
than 412 billion lire (1997). The same estimate for Rome yielded a comprehensive
cost of between approximately 35 billion to slightly more than 204 billion lire
(1997).

As illustrated in paragraph 2, the human capital method consists of estimating
the gross production loss attributable to premature death. In the case of mopeds,
the production loss was calculated from the age at the moment of death and the
relative life expectancy6, using the total number of years of life lost as a result of
accidents. A value was then attributed to each year equal to the average per capita
income of the respective province, to which, in the absence of precise data in this
regard, and following the indications of the literature [Trawén et al., 2000], an
average 4% discount rate and 2% growth rate were applied. Additionally, for
reasons of fairness, it was decided that all citizens, regardless of their employment
status, would be considered participants in the formation of the gross domestic
product [Sommer et al., 1999].

The result thus obtained provides a value of slightly over 6 billion lire for Milan
and of approximately 5 billion lire for Rome (1997 rates)

7
.

6 In the absence of data on the gender of the deceased, an average of the male and female population
was used.

7 If it is considered that production loss, according to the calculation of the COST 313 Project, is about
42% of the total cost (Table 7), it is possible to estimate a comprehensive cost of 15 billion for Milan and
approximately 11.6 for Rome, values not far from the lower limit of the estimates published in the
literature (Table 14).

TABLE 15. PRODUCTION LOSS ATTRIBUTABLE TO DEATHS CAUSED BY ACCIDENTS INVOLVING MOPEDS
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8 It must be remembered that the FHWA (USA) considers all the possible costs associated with the
accident (comprehensive cost), hence the much higher value.

TABLE 16. ESTIMATE OF TOTAL SOCIAL COSTS OF ACCIDENTS IN THE CITIES OF MILAN AND
ROME (BILLIONS OF LIRE 1997)

Source: our elaboration of directly gathered data.

Starting from the total social costs it is possible to estimate the total social costs
for the various areas of the body utilising the values proposed by FHWA[1998]
and by Fildes and Cameron [1998]. Since the percentage distribution of injured
persons is the same for Milan and Rome, obviously the distribution of costs is also
the same, and is characterised by the fact that the most significant number of
injuries are those to the head. This predominance is to be attributed both to the
fact that these injuries are numerous and, at least in the sample considered, also
tend to be more serious than others and consequently more costly.

To estimate the costs born by the regional health services deriving from
emergency room and hospitalization costs it is necessary to identify the rates
employed for the individual treatments provided.

In the case of hospitalized patients, the lack of hospital discharge charts on
injured persons which assign a DRG rate for each individual injury, turns the
estimate into a simple approximation of the real hospitalization costs born by the
regional health services. This essentially means attributing an average DRG value
to each area of the body injured. To obtain the number of persons hospitalized per
body area injured, Table 13 considers all the injuries classified as AIS 3,4 and 5,
and more than 50% of those classified AIS2. In this way the total number of
persons hospitalized is equal to 17% of the total injured, a percentage similar to
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that of the University of Pavia study results. The DRG rates were then grouped by
body area9, excluding the DRG associated with particularly complex pathologies
which, if considered, would heavily influence the final value of the estimate10.
Finally, the average of the rate per homogeneous group was applied to the number
of hospitalizations estimated.

On the other hand, in the case of subjects not hospitalized, we used the
reimbursements guaranteed on the basis of the Triage Code of the Lazio Regional
Council. In particular, subjects with AIS 1 injuries were assigned a white code,
while 50% of the subjects were given an AIS 211 classification and assigned a green
code. The results of this estimate are shown in Table 1812.

TABLE 17. TOTAL SOCIAL COST PER BODY AREA FOR MILAN AND ROME (BILLIONS OF LIRE 1997)

Source: our elaboration of data from Fildes et al., 1998 and FHWA, 1994.

9 The Lazio Regional Council DRG rates for the year 2000 applied to both cities. 
10 As partial confirmation of this choice, see the study by the Istituto Superiore di Sanità [Casco 2000]

which reports the ISS injury distributions relative to the sample analysed, which show a limited presence
of serious cases of multiple injury.

11 Note that 50% of the subjects with AIS 2 were inserted among the subjects hospitalized.
12 It should be underlined that Table 18 is not comparable with Table 17, which does not include only

the costs of hospitalization but the comprehensive cost of the accident.
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Nevertheless, Table 19, even in light of the hypothesis upon which it is
constructed, must be taken as indicative of the overestimate of the total cost per
area of the body born by the national health system based on the average rates per
homogeneous group (Table 18). In this regard  the values in Table 18 are
potentially overestimated overall while, as regards the costs of head and chest
injuries alone, they result  underestimated.

Therefore, the estimate of the costs born solely by regional health services
presents values much lower than the social ones (Table 17), but in this regard it is
necessary to recall, once again, that these latter are comprehensive costs of which
health costs represent only a modest amount (Tables 7 and 8).

7. Conclusions

The road accidents that take place annually in the member countries of the
European Community kill approximately 45 000 people and leave more than 1.5
million injured (1999 figures).

Apart from the humanitarian aspects of the reduction in road deaths and
injuries, there is noteworthy pressure being placed by the society to reduce the

Assessing the health impact and social costs of mopeds: feasibility study in Rome

TABLE 18. ESTIMATE OF THE TOTAL COSTS OF EMERGENCY ROOM TREATMENT AND
HOSPITALIZATION (BILLIONS OF LIRE 1997)

TABLE 19. TOTAL COST OF HOSPITALIZATION BASED ON DRG RATES WEIGHTED FOR
SERIOUSNESS (BILLIONS OF LIRE 2000)
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social and health costs of these accidents. In this regard the estimate of these costs
is the necessary premise to achieving an efficient allocation of scarce resources.

The aim of this study has been to evaluate the costs of mortality and the social
costs of accidents involving mopeds, in addition to providing an estimate –
necessarily partial as a result of the quality of the data available – of the costs born
by the national health system.

Given the multitude of methods in the literature used to estimate costs, we
have decided not to present an unequivocal evaluation of them, but to present
different values according to the baseline technique. As for the comprehensive
costs owing to premature death, using the WTP we obtained an estimate of
between slightly more than €8 million and 58.8 million for Milan and between
€5.9 and 48.1 million for Rome (year 2000). Use of the human capital method
produced significantly lower figures. In fact, the production loss following
premature death is equal to slightly more than €3.2 million for Milan and of
approximately €2.7 million for Rome (2000 figures). Nevertheless, departing from
the production loss, if a comprehensive cost  is calculated we obtain a value equal
to €8 million for Milan and 11.6 for Rome – figures not far from the lower limits
previously indicated.

In terms of the estimate of total social costs, use of the AIS index yields values
of between €37.4 million and approximately €220.4 million in the case of Milan,
according to the estimates used,  while for Rome the comprehensive cost lies
between €18.7 million and slightly more than €109.1 million (2000 figures).

The study presents an estimate of the costs born by the regional health services
related to emergency room treatment and hospitalization. The lack of individual
diagnoses that would allow for the exact attribution of DRG reimbursement rates
for hospital services, and the exact assignment of a Triage Code in the case of
emergency room treatment, hinders the reconstruction of society’s burden.
Nevertheless the estimate, even given the limitations deriving from it, indicates a
value of approximately €2.7 million for Milan and slightly more than €1.3 million
for Rome (2000 figures). Finally, a subsequent elaboration allowed us to underline
how this estimate appears to be skewed both by an underestimation of the costs
attributable to head and chest injuries as well as an overestimation of the costs of
pelvic and upper and lower limb injuries.

The present study represents an initial attempt to estimate the costs of road
accidents involving mopeds. Nonetheless, a certain caution is necessary in drawing
general conclusions from the estimates presented as a result of the nature of the data
at our disposal and the random nature of some costs. In this regard we would
underline the need for  further studies focused specifically on the Italian situation.
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Annex 11. Study of P. Liberatore on the value of fatalities*

1. Premise

Disabilities and deaths caused by accidents involving mopeds are associated
with various other damages to the individuals involved and to those around
them: these are, above all, “emotional” damages but also include financial dam-
age associated with hospital expenses, vehicle repair costs, increased insurance
premiums, etc. 

Further, it would be legitimate to say that the entire society suffers a loss
with the death or disability of any of its members. The use of mopeds as an
alternative to the automobile, in fact, constitutes a risk to which society is
exposed (independent of its benefits in terms of time savings and traffic decon-
gestion), which can be measured and attributed monetary value using conven-
tional economic techniques.

One part of this economic evaluation consists of reconstructing the direct expens-
es sustained by the State/Society (hospital costs, material damage repairs, police serv-
ices, etc.). A second part, not so easily ascribed monetary value but equally important,
concerns the social costs associated with the loss of human life or the inability of
injured persons to work. This second measurement is the object of the present study
and is obtained through the assignment of a monetary value to the life and health of
persons involved in moped accidents.  Since this is a matter of assets “external” to the
market and not subject to sale or acquisition, it will be necessary to make use of vari-
ables or parameters capable only of approximating their value.

The data utilised relate directly to accidents involving mopeds in Rome during
the year 2000. Two different approaches are used: the first makes use of the con-
cept of the “human capital” of each individual, determining its value in terms of
the lost contribution to society’s overall wealth; the second is based on the cost
that the State/Society appears willing to pay in order to guarantee its members
greater safety, that is a reduced number of deaths.

2. Baseline data

The estimates are based on the 2 392 persons injured and 11 killed (drivers,
passengers and pedestrians) as a result of 2 091 road accidents involving mopeds
in Rome in the year 2000 (which is more than 23% of the total of all road traffic
accidents).

* Reproduced with kind permission from P. Liberatore, CLES (Centre for Research into and
Study of Labour Economy and Development Problems), Evaluation of the social costs of acci-
dents.
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TABLE 1. ROME – YEAR 2000 – NUMBER OF DRIVERS AND PASSEN-
GERS INJURED AND KILLED IN ACCIDENTS INVOLVING
MOPEDS, BY AGE GROUP

Source: MAIDS study.

TABLE 2. ROME – YEAR 2000 – NUMBER OF DAYS OF HOSPITALIZATION
ASSIGNED TO PERSONS INJURED IN ACCIDENTS INVOLVING
MOPEDS

Source: WHO European Centre for Environment and Health.

A second data set concerns the impact of accidents on the injured persons’ nor-
mal activity (in this case both of drivers and passengers as well as pedestrians), i.e.,
the number of days of hospitalization assigned to them (Table 2).

From the information contained in Table 2, a uniform distribution of hospital-
ization days can be hypothesised for each of the 5 age groups (thus, respectively,
0, 2.5, 7 and 12 days for the first four and for the last group an indicative value of
25 days), yielding an average stay in hospital of 10.4 days.

Finally, a study conducted on a sample of 4 603 cases (source: WHO –
European Centre for Environment and Health, Rome) indicates 49 days as the
average duration of inability to work resulting from  moped accidents; in this
study, this period is attributed to persons hospitalized for at least one day, and
includes the stay in hospital.
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1 In fact, instead of income some authors prefer to speak of the production capacity, and hence of
expected future production for individuals and of production contribution loss for the society. In
quantitative terms this is the same aggregate, considering that, in national accounting, the production
(GDP) and income of a country coincide and are both classic indicators of its “wealth”.

2 It is assumed, that is, that the characteristics of the total individuals involved in accidents have the
same structure as the entire Italian population, particularly concerning employment.

3. Estimate of social costs based on human capital

3.1. Basic elements of the method

Among the numerous methods proposed in the literature for the economic
assessment of human life and health, the approach based on the concept of each
individual’s “human capital” has been the most widely applied and accepted. This
method attaches monetary value to the expected future income of individual
members of society: the “economic loss” associated with an individual involved in
an accident is determined by estimating the contribution to the overall wealth that
he, starting from the time of the accident, will never (in case of death) or will not
temporarily (in the case of disability following injury) provide, and which there-
fore society loses. For each individual, this contribution is represented by the per-
son’s “own” proportion of wealth, therefore by his own income and production1.
This is a matter then of reconstructing the future annual income and daily income
of each member of the society killed or injured, and of summing them, respective-
ly, up to the probable age at death and/or up to the resumption of activity: the
value thus obtained constitutes the loss of human capital loss associated with
moped injuries and deaths, i.e. the income lost to society.

For any particular year, an estimate of the contribution of an individual to the
national income for that year is obtainable from the ratio between this aggregate
and the sum of persons who contribute to its formation. In this study, the Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) at market prices (an accounting aggregate calculated
annually by ISTAT and presented in the national economic tables) is assumed as
income in Italy, the figures for which are available for the baseline year 2000. The
individual contribution to income for the year 2000 is obtained from the ratio
between the GDP and the year’s average population2 (yielding a value of approx-
imately €20 165); the daily contribution is obtained by further dividing the year by
366 days.

3.2. Application of the method to deaths

In order to estimate the value today of foregone future income, i.e. to deter-
mine its current value, we need to make assumptions about factors that during the
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3 It can be hypothesized, for example, that if a country registers an increase in the per capita GDP
in the coming years equal to 2%, associated with economic growth, and at the same time a decrease of
2% in the value of its currency associated with inflation, then the per capita GDP will remain constant
over time.

TABLE 3. ROME – YEAR 2000 – ECONOMIC QUANTIFICATION OF SOCIAL COSTS ASSOCIATED
WITH DEATHS IN ACCIDENTS INVOLVING MOPEDS (€)

Source: elaboration of data from WHO European Centre for Environment and Health.

next 5 to 6 decades, will determine the real value of the currency. With the aim of
simplifying the estimates, the per capita GDP set was reconstructed assigning the
value attributed for the year 2000 to the years from 2001 on, based on the idea that
the discount rate to be applied for the adjustment can be considered as equal to
the rate of development of each individual’s capacity to produce income – i.e. pro-
ductivity3.

The probable age at death is drawn from the mortality tables elaborated by
ISTAT for the province of Rome (for the year 1998) which indicates, for each age
x the average number of years that an individual can expect to live (i.e. his “life
expectancy”).

The results are shown in Table 3 below.

Since we had the age at death for only 10 of 11 fatalities, a value was attributed
to the eleventh  equal to the average of the others. Thus calculated, the social costs
associated with the 11 deceased persons amount overall to €9.84 million.
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TABLE 4. ROME – YEAR 2000 – ECONOMIC QUANTIFICATION OF SOCIAL COSTS ASSOCIATED
WITH HOSPITALIZATIONS FOR ACCIDENTS INVOLVING MOPEDS (€)

Source: elaboration of data from WHO European Centre for Environment and Health.

3.3. Application of the method to hospitalizations and temporary disabilities

More immediate and less affected by background assumptions is the calcula-
tion of the social cost of hospitalizations and temporary disabilities, based on the
lost daily contribution to the overall income associated with periods of hospital
stay or convalescence; for the year 2000 this contribution was obtained by divid-
ing the year by 366 (yielding a value of €55.1).

An initial estimate of social costs for temporary disabilities can be performed
by imagining that the hospitalizations are distributed uniformly among the various
age groups (which is the same as saying that they are concentrated in the median
age group); assuming an average length of hospitalizations of the “15 and over”
group equal to 25 days, obtains the results described in Table 4.

The overall social costs for the year 2000 associated with hospitalizations
amount to €1.37 million.

Nevertheless, this estimate is incomplete. In reality, the injured person remains
unable to work (and therefore does not produce income, meaning that he does not
contribute to the society’s wealth) not only during the time he is hospitalized, but
also during his subsequent convalescence. It is, therefore, more correct to refer to
the 49 total days of temporary disability indicated by the WHO European Centre
for Environment and Health, which are applied to the 2 169 injured who have
been assigned at least one day of hospitalization; social costs increase significantly
on the basis of this second approach (see Table 5) and are equal to approximate-
ly €5.86 million.
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TABLE 5. ROME – YEAR 2000 – ECONOMIC QUANTIFICATION OF THE SOCIAL
COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH INABILITY TO WORK DUE TO TEMPORARY
DISABILITY OWING TO ACCIDENTS INVOLVING MOPEDS (€)

Source: elaboration of WHO European Centre for Environment and Health
data.

4 The helmet has been obligatory for all riders under the age of 18 since 1986.
5 The first formulation of this method was proposed by O. Chillemi in 1994; used in place of the

obligatory helmet was the residential automatic circuit-breaker [known as the “life-saver”], made
obligatory by law no. 46/1990.

4. Comparative estimate based on the cost of a helmet

An alternative to the “human capital” method estimates the value of human life
by means of individuals’ or the State/Society’s “willingness to pay” in order to
guarantee a lower probability of death or injury.  In some cases, this willingness to
pay can be identified by means of the cost an individual chooses (or is obliged) to
sustain in order to ensure his own safety; reference will be made in the present
study to the costs deriving from society’s choice of making helmets obligatory for
all moped riders over the age of 184 by means of State law n. 472/99.

The theoretical premise is based on a fundamental principle: if it is believed
opportune to spend a certain amount of money on something, then indirectly that
thing is attributed a value equal to or greater than the sum paid for it, otherwise
the expense would not be undertaken. Therefore, since purchasing a helmet
reduces the probability of dying, the cost sustained can represent the individual’s
willingness to pay for this reduction, or better, the lower limit of this value5.

In fact, the price of a helmet can not necessarily represent the cost that sin-
gle individuals – characterised by different risk aversions – are willing to pay; it
does, however, represent that considered adequate by society, which is, more-
over, the requirement of the present study. By means of the law, society has
revealed the appropriateness of spending the price C of a helmet in order to
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6 Ascione, (2001); the cases are Nolan, Lem, Agv and Bieffe.
7 This is significantly lower than the real average price, but is certainly sufficient for the purchase of a

safe helmet; higher prices are not associated with greater safety as much as with features such as aesthetic
appeal, brand-name, model, internal aeration, presence of a visor, etc.

8 In all probability other factors have helped to lower the mortality rate: for example, the
technological advances that have made mopeds safer, or the numerous awareness campaigns
encouraging prudence; these are factors whose weight is difficult to calculate and is, in any case,
negligible as compared with that of the helmet, and which are not considered here for simplicity’s
sake.

reduce the probability of death from its original dn (probability of death with-
out helmet) to dc (probability of death with helmet), i.e. raising the probability
of survival from to (1 – dn) to (1 – dc).

The general formula for this hypothesis is the following (see Paragraph 6):

C <_ V (dn – dc),

from which it is easy to see that the value V assigned by society to safety (and
consequently to life) is at least equal to the ratio between C and (dn–dc).

On the basis of the results of a study conducted in 2001 on the price lists of
four of the main manufacturers of motorcycle products6, it is possible to assume
an average cost of €1107 for an approved and completely safety-guaranteed hel-
met, with an average life-span of four years (data necessary to determine the cost
sustained in a single year). The dn and dc values are obtained from the ratio
between deaths on mopeds and the total number of mopeds circulating, respec-
tively, in 1985 (when the helmet was not yet obligatory for anyone and was used
very little by riders), and in the year 2000 (immediately after the law making the
helmet obligatory for drivers and passengers): we assume that the reduction in the
probability of death is entirely attributable to the use of the helmet8.

The value of a single anonymous life, obtained from the ratio between the aver-
age cost of a helmet and the probability differential of death, can be calculated as
€899 000; making reference to the 11 deaths analysed in this study, the overall cost
borne by society for deaths per year amounts to approximately €9.89 million: this
is a very similar value to that obtained with the human capital method. 

In reality, we are well aware that this second estimate, founded on hypothe-
ses completely different from those used for the first one, offers relatively low
results and is thus difficult to “accept” in conceptual and ethical terms. While
with the human capital method the social cost was calculated in “economic”
terms as the individual’s missing contribution to the total income, in this case
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TABLE 6. ROME – YEAR 2000 – SUMMARY VIEW OF THE ESTIMATE OF THE COSTS
BORN BY THE SOCIETY AS A RESULT OF 2 091 MOPED ACCIDENTS (€)

Source: elaboration of data from WHO European Centre for Environment and
Health.

direct reference is made to human life as such, which should have a very high
value in absolute terms – one, in any case, much higher than that of the lost
monetary contribution.

5. Summary

The present study is aimed at estimating the annual social costs as a result of
road accidents involving mopeds, through the attribution of a monetary value to
the life and health of persons involved in moped accidents; the empirical data
upon which it is based refer to accidents taking place in Rome during the year
2000.

Table 6 shows the principal results obtained with the human capital method.
The social costs associated with 2 091 moped accidents in Rome over the year
2000, i.e. the exposure of society to mopeds, amounts to a total cost of approxi-
mately €15.7 million, of which €9.8 million are linked with the 11 deaths and €5.9
million with the inability to work as a result of the temporary disability of the 2 392
injured persons. On average, therefore, considering both deaths and accidents
resulting in temporary disability, each accident involving a moped has a  cost to
society of slightly less than €7 506.

The results obtained for deaths are confirmed and supported by a second estimate
of social costs which, while based on totally different hypotheses and parameters,
reaches very similar results. It attributes an economic value to human life by attribut-
ing to those persons who die, society’s willingness to pay for increased safety, which is
expressed by means of the choice of the State/Society to make helmet use obligatory.

Greater detail on the methodological set-up, hypotheses formulated and calcu-
lation procedures are presented in the following paragraphs.
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9 The method is not immune to criticism: the main ones regard the low or nil value indirectly attributed
theoretically to individuals excluded from the production process, such as the elderly, disabled, etc.

6. Some further considerations

Quantifying the life and health of an anonymous individual in economic terms
is a complex and risky operation, whatever the approach chosen. Apart from the
ethical doubts associated with the difficulty in considering life solely as an eco-
nomic “asset” just like any other that contributes to forming the wealth of  socie-
ty, it is necessary to confront the difficulties associated with putting a market price
on something so entirely external to the market and not subject to the classic laws
of supply and demand.

6.1. The human capital method

From the theoretical point of view, in the case of damage to health, the most
effective and well-used evaluation methods refer to a “dominant decider” and,
instead of basing themselves on the mere sum of the preferences expressed by sin-
gle individuals, adopts as significant the point of view of a superior decider, usu-
ally the State/Society (public decider).

Among the methods using the dominant decider, the most diffuse is the
“human capital” method, also known as the “adjustment of lost income” or the
“gross product”. The method is based on the idea that the value of an individual
for the society, i.e. the loss born in case of the death of one of its anonymous mem-
bers, is represented by the adjustment of the individual’s expected future income,
which corresponds to his contribution to society’s wealth – i.e. to the GDP. 

The classic formula of the human capital evaluation Pt on the basis of expect-
ed future income (Mishan, 1974) can be expressed as:

where Yt is the individual’s gross income foreseen for the t-th year (with the
exception of income from the individual’s ownership of other assets), is the prob-
ability that the individual has in the current year of remaining alive in the t-th year
and r is the discount rate9.

The estimation method in this study greatly simplifies the formula: the individ-
ual’s probability of survival at various birthdays, from the year of the accident (the
current year= t 2000) to that of his natural death, is “summarised” by his life
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expectancy ex, while no discount rate is applied to adjust expected future income,
with the idea that this is compensated by an equal production growth rate.

Chosen to represent the wealth of the society was the GDP of Italy at mar-
ket prices for the year 2000, whose most recent reconstruction is proposed in
ISTAT’s quarterly economic tables, IV quarter 2001 (published on 8 March
2002) and is equal to €1 164 766 million. The per capita income is obtained by
dividing this value by the average Italian population in 2000, taken from the
average of the sum of the population on 1 January 2000 (57 679 895) and the
population as of 31 December 2000 (57 844 017); the daily value is obtained by
further dividing by 366.

The life expectancy at various birthdays, as already specified, is taken from the
most recent mortality tables available for the province of Rome and referring to
the year 1998; it was then hypothesised that the moped riders in question were res-
idents of the province of Rome and that they follow the same mortality laws.

Finally, as regards the social costs associated with injury, the only specification
concerns the choice of  data relative to the days of temporary disability (49 days)
in calculating the daily income lost, instead of the data regarding the average
recovery time, which is explained by the fact that the missing contribution to soci-
ety’s wealth takes place over an entire period of disability and not only during a
brief hospital stay.

6.2. Willingness to pay for safety

A group of social cost estimation methods alternative to those with the domi-
nant decider are based on the expense to be born for the reduction of health risks,
or of the probability of death, which are often represented by a “willingness to
pay” expressed directly (in interviews or questionnaires) or indirectly. Of course,
these estimates have the advantage of adhering more to real choices or behaviours
than do the methods with a single superior decider; but it is precisely this greater
adhesion to individual choices and behaviours, that is to a, by definition, subjec-
tive willingness to pay, that constitutes the method’s weak point: rarely are individ-
uals consistent over time and homogeneous amongst themselves in their choice of
allocating their resources; in fact, it is more frequent that the value implicitly
attributed by one individual to a certain asset (in this case human life) differs by
orders of magnitude from that implicitly attributed by another individual.

This problem can be overcome by referring to the willingness to pay manifest-
ed by the entire society (for example, by means of the creation of a law), thus link-
ing to the theoretical assumptions of methods with the dominant decider. The
method of reconstructing the value of human life presented in paragraph 5 is
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10 A matter of 658 deaths in 1985 and 522 in 2000, considering both moped drivers and passengers.
Since the law took effect in the month of March 2000, the probability of death for the year 2000 is slightly
overestimated.

11 5 850 000 mopeds estimated 1985 and 6 375 000 mopeds estimated in 2000. ISTAT/ACI also
publish a reconstruction of the number of mopeds circulating in various years which is, however, sorely
underestimated – as the two agencies admit (slightly less than 4 million units in 2000) – since it
considers only the mopeds registered at the Motor Vehicles Department and for which the circulation
tax is regularly paid.

founded on these considerations, and refers to the previously cited estimate car-
ried out by O. Chillemi in 1994. 

In general terms, a society’s belief that it is opportune to impose upon M indi-
viduals a per capita expense C in order to reduce the expected number of deaths
from n to n-1 (i.e. the probability of death from n/M to (n-1)/M) is seen to attrib-
ute to the life saved a value V at least equal to C*M . The probabilities of death
being dn and dc, the lives saved result M (dn – dc), and the formula for this hypoth-
esis becomes:

which is independent from the numerator M.
If instead the formula is rewritten in terms of survival probability:

expense C, the probability for survival of each individual rises from (1 – dn) to
(1 – dc) : before undertaking the expense C the value of life V was associated with
a “weight” equal to the probability of survival (1 – dn) ; after its purchase V is asso-
ciated with a greater weight, equal to (1 – dc) .

In the present study, the probabilities of death dn and dc, relative, respectively,
to the years 1985 and 2000, are obtained from the ratio between the number of
deaths resulting from moped accidents (published by ISTAT in its road accident
statistics10) and the number of mopeds circulating, for which reference was made
to the estimate by the National Association of Mopeds, Motorcycles and
Accessories (ANCMA)11.

The average price of a helmet, on the other hand, estimated at approximately
€110, was divided by by the average number of years of use (4), with the aim of
considering the annual cost born by individuals for their safety. For the sake of
simplicity, in this case as well, no discount rate was considered in the calculation.

that is
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Annex 12. Estimate of road accidents based on emergency facility
visits*

This annex is an initial description of injuries resulting from road accidents for
the resident population of Rome, by means of the analysis of regional emergency
facility (I and II level emergency wards, emergency room) visits and of subsequent
hospitalization.

1. Data sources

Use was made of the emergency health information system (SIES) with
reference to emergency facility visits in the year 2000, for a record total count of
1 980 343. For the study of hospital admissions following road accidents, use was
made of the hospital discharge information system (SDO) data for 2000 and for
the first 9 months of 2001.

Both information systems are directly under the administration of the public
health agency.

2. Road accident selection criteria 

The data used regarding 1 980 000 emergency facility visits in 2000 were drawn
from the information system up until 30 September 2001, selecting visits where the
“injury circumstance” variable, which is always and only filled out in cases of injury,
cited “road”. Selected from these were all those with primary or secondary injury
diagnoses (ICD codes 9 CM 800-959), excepting the diagnoses of foreign body in
orifice other than eye or remote after-effects of injury. Visits not resulting in diagnosis
were discarded, with the exception of diagnoses with a greater probability of
immediate complications such as neck injury and intra-cranial hemorrhage. Excluded
from the total count visits thus obtained were hospitalizations for problems clearly in
contrast with road accidents such as “planned hospital admission”, “fever”,
“intoxication”, etc. Hospitalizations dated before 1 January 2000 and after 31
December 2000 were also excluded, along with multiple admissions presumably
consequent to the same episode, using the same criteria for the definition of multiple
admission: two or more hospitalizations of the same patient (identified by the same
name, surname and date of birth), on the same or consecutive days.

Selected from the admissions thus obtained were those associated with patients
residing in Rome and Fiumicino. Regarding emergency room visits, we noted how
the percentage of Rome residents who make use of emergency facilities outside of
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* Reproduced with kind permission from Regional Public Health Agency of Lazio
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Rome is 9.1%, while the percentage of residents outside of Rome who use
emergency facilities in Rome is 13.4%.

3. Linkage for the study of hospitalization resulting from road accidents

Patients who made use of an emergency facility were identified in a search-by
name, surname and date of birth-of the hospital discharge archives of 2000 and of the
first 9 months of 2001, regardless of the outcome of the visit. The linkage criterion was
then loosened, searching also for two identical entries and a typing error in one. In
order to be considered as generated by the emergency facility visit the hospital
admission had to have the same date as that of the discharge from the emergency
facility +/- one day. For all hospitalized patients resulting as having been transferred
the subsequent hospitalization was searched on the basis of the same criteria: name,
surname and date of birth. The linkage criterion was then loosened, searching also for
two identical entries and a typing error in one, and date of admission the same as that
of discharge from the previous hospital +/- one day; this operation was repeated to
cover all hospitalized patients resulting as having been transferred.

4. Analysis

A Poisson distribution for visits per facility per month was adopted in order to
estimate coverage. To obtain the number of expected visits, the moving average of
five months - the month itself, two before and two after – was calculated for
monthly visits per emergency facility. Excluded from this average were months
with zero, one or two visits. A minimum acceptability threshold was calculated for
the number of visits equal to the average minus two Poisson standard deviations.
Months with zero, one or two visits and those under the threshold were replaced
with the moving average. For emergency facilities that had not sent in data for
2000, expectations were considered equal to the average visits expected from
other facilities of the same geographical area, except hospitals complexes.

The body area variables (classified as head, neck, limbs, other) and injury type
were attributed on the basis of clinical diagnosis.

The resident population used for the calculation of the rates is that of ISTAT
2000.

5. Comment

The total incidence of emergency facility visits is 2 726 out of 100 000 inhabitants.
The number of deaths resulting from road accidents is 47 [this number includes the
dead arrivals and Emergency Room deaths (30), as well as persons who died during
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the hospital treatment subsequent to emergency facility visit; this data set does not
contain those killed at the site of the accident].

As regards body area, more visits for limb injuries are recorded, followed by
neck, head and other (abdomen, chest and multiple). In a separate analysis of
several injuries it can be noted, in particular, that the median age for head injury
(28) is lower by approximately three years than all the other injuries combined
(median age males = 20, female = 32); this can be influenced by the lower average
age of motorcycle and moped drivers and the greater probability that accidents
with these vehicles will result in head injury.

Fractures are associated almost exclusively with the limbs, and osteo-articular
injuries are those mainly of the neck, known as “whiplash”, typical of automobile
collision (peak between 20 and 29 years).

Cuts are very low in frequency, and peak with those to the heads of children.
The median age for this type of injury is very low, which could be the result of the
greater frequency of this type of injury among motorcycle drivers.

Contusions follow the same trend as that of the total visits, with the exception
of the very low frequency of contusions to the neck.

Abrasions are less represented numerically. A peak is seen among the very
young, 15–19 years of age, and the body areas most affected are the limbs and
abdomen/trunk.

6. Cost estimate

We traced cases of 12 069 hospitalizations following an emergency room visit
as a result of a road accident. Some of these episodes consisted of up to six
consecutive admissions.
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TABLE 1. COVERAGE CALCULATION

Estimate of road accidents based on emergency facility visits

FIG. 1. DATA SET SELECTION CRITERIA
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FIG. 2. INCIDENCE BY GENDER AND AGE GROUP

TABLE 2. OUTCOME OF EMERGENCY FACILITY VISIT
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Estimate of road accidents based on emergency facility visits

FIG. 3. DURATION OF HOSPITALIZATION

Average: 8.11
Standard deviation: 12.64
Maximum: 260
Number of cases with more than 60 days treatment: 45

TABLE 3. IN HOSPITAL MORTALITY AND DEATH RATE
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FIG. 4. INCIDENCE OF VISITS BY AGE GROUP AND BY AREA OF THE BODY INVOLVED IN THE INJURY

FIG. 5. INCIDENCE OF HEAD INJURY BY AGE GROUP
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FIG. 6. INCIDENCE OF FRACTURE BY AGE GROUP

FIG. 7. INCIDENCE OF OSTEO-ARTICULAR INJURY BY AGE GROUP
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FIG. 8. INCIDENCE OF CUTS BY AGE GROUP

FIG. 9. INCIDENCE OF CONTUSIONS BY AGE GROUP
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Estimate of road accidents based on emergency facility visits
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TABLE 4. TYPE OF INJURY BY BODY AREA INVOLVED
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FIG. 10. INCIDENCE OF MINOR INJURIES BY AGE GROUP
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D
istribution of num

ber plates and of disposable incom
e by province in Italy

Source: WHO elaboration of data from ANCMA 2002. Source: WHO elaboration of data from Istituto Tagliacarne - 2002.

A
nnex 13. D

istribution of num
ber plates and of disposable

incom
e by province in Italy
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